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Corporate liability within the legal framework in Albania - A comparative 
perspective with international and EU standards

Evgjeni Bashari
University of Tirana (Albania)

Artur Metani
University of Tirana (Albania)

Abstract

The infl uence that multinational companies have had during the past decades in the political 
and economic areas, being in domestic, as well as in the international level, has vested them 
with great fi nancial power. History has shown that this power in many occasions has been 
used, not in a proper manner, merely for the benefi ts of the corporations, leading to eventually 
criminal off ences committ ed by these legal entities. In order to hold them liable, the concept of 
criminal liability of the legal persons, committ ing criminal off ences by the natural persons, for 
the benefi t of the legal entity, has been developed and regulated through diff erent domestic 
and international instruments. 
This has been and currently is an evolving concept, nevertheless this paper gives a thorough 
analysis of the adopted and applicable international and European standards, in a comparative 
prospective with the Albanian legal framework.  The relevant aspects of corporate criminal 
liability in the fi eld of criminal off enses are elaborated, along with the necessary punitive 
instruments adopted in diff erent jurisdictions. An overall assessment of the Albanian legal 
system in relation to the acquis Communautaire is provided, emphasizing the need for further 
measure to be taken in order to improve it further and to reach full compatibility. 
 
Keywords: Corporate, criminal liability, sanctions, international principles, European Union.

Introduction 

In the last decades, the great infl uence and the importance of a legal person’s activity 
in the economic and political areas, in the domestic, as well as the international level, 
has become clearly apparent. As a consequence, the exercise of their activity might 
comport eventual legal infringements, which can lead to the risk that their activity 
might become occasionally fraudulent, or of a criminal nature. It is inevitable that the 
evolution and development of society bring the necessity to create or adapt the legal 
framework in order to discipline legal situations which lack in their regulation.
As a matt er of fact, the traditional doctrine of criminal law has never truly accepted 
the concept of criminal liability of legal persons, taking into consideration the fact that 
in order to commit a criminal off ence there are some necessary elements that need to 
be fulfi lled in that regard. The principle of “societas delinquere non potest” has always 
functioned as a natural extension of the concept of individual criminal liability and 
the concept of guilt. In that sense, the analysis of these concepts on its own gives 
the prima facie perception that the att ribution of these subjective elements of criminal 
liability to legal persons is impossible. Being conceived as a legal fi ction, a corporation 
cannot be att ributed with actus reus and neither possess mens rea. This contradiction is 
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created by the fact that these subjective elements of the criminal off ense are necessary 
in order to att ribute criminal liability and guilt. Iter criminis begins initially with the 
manifestation of the criminal intention and individual conscience. These elements 
comport the nucleus of, the subjective part of the criminal off ense, and consist in 
the crucial factors that lead and control the actions or inactions which entail social 
danger. In other words, these subjective elements infl uence directly the objective side 
of the criminal off ence. Hence, the mental approach in function of the committ ed 
criminal action or its consequences, which should be foreseen, imagined, desired or 
a result of negligence, should not be connected only with the existence of personality 
in the stricto sensu meaning.
Nevertheless, in the last century, in most of the EU legislations, the possibility of the 
application of criminal liability to the legal person, as well as natural person, has been 
widely accepted, since the overthrowing of the previous principles started since the 
19th century with the advent of the industrial revolution. “The industrial revolution 
phenomenon was amplifi ed. The new realities have imposed the dismissal of the 
principle societas delinquere non potest. The number of criminal allegation charges by 
the prosecutors against corporations was growing.”1 With these economic and social 
changes, committ ing to the new concept of societas deliquere potest was inevitable. The 
most important factor that brought these legal changes is the expansion of criminal 
actions that are committ ed by corporations, economic and corruption crimes, which 
emphasize the need for the development of a legal framework in order to intervene 
against the criminality of legal persons. Through interpretation methods and legal 
basis, keeping in mind that the principles and rules of criminal law should fulfi ll the 
needs of the social reality that we live in, the inability to hold legal persons criminally 
liable has been overcome. One such principle that could be mentioned is, for example, 
the identifi cation principle. “… many legal systems rely upon the ‘directing mind 
principle’. This assumes that it is only possible to fi nd a corporation guilty if it is also 
possible to fi nd one of its senior offi  cers, or directing minds, personally liable for the 
crime.”2 Given the premise that a corporation is “[a] company or group of people 
authorized to act as a single entity (legally a person) and recognized as such in law”3 

and since the criminal liability of the legal person derives from the physical persons 
criminal act, one of the conditions to att ribute criminal liability is to identify the 
physical persons which act or may do so in the name of the legal person and under 
which conditions the crime committ ed by such individuals is relatable to the criminal 
liability of the legal person. Although this legal principle has been disputed for its 
diffi  culty to att ribute personal liability to corporations, where executive decisions 
are taken through multiple layers of management, it has been adopted mostly in 
common law systems. In this paper, we will mostly focus on the legal framework in 
relation to the liability of legal persons in Albania and in the EU, as well as att empting 
to evaluate the compatibility of these legal frameworks. 
1  M. Catargiu, “The origins of criminal liability of legal persons – A comparative perspective”, AGORA 
International Journal of Juridical Sciences, www.juridicaljournal.univagora.ro, pg. 29.
2  Chris W. Johnson, “Ten Contentions of Corporate Manslaughter Legislation: Public Policy and the Legal 
Response to Workplace Accidents”, 2006, pg. 3.
3  Meaning of “corporation” according to Oxford English Dictionary, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
defi nition/am erican_english/corporation.
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1. Criminal liability of legal persons, international instruments and principles

The UNODC has observed lately, while reviewing the UN convention against 
Corruption, that “[t]here are no clearly consolidated principles among States parties 
for the att ribution of criminal liability to legal persons.”4 However, there is a general 
consensus on what are the elements in most of the legal frameworks that form the 
conditions to impute criminal liability to legal persons and these elements consist in: 
1. A legal person, 
2. A natural person connected to the legal person, 
3. A corruption off ence committ ed by the connected natural person, 
4. A link between the off ence and the legal person, 
5. Fault by the legal person. 
These fi ve cumulative components need to be present in civil, criminal and 
administrative liability as well, although the modalities of applicability may diff er 
in each of these material fi elds. For instance, the element that always tends to be 
diff erent is the sanctions that may be applied between civil, administrative and 
criminal liability.5 The following sections explore each of these fi ve elements in turn.
1 - The European Union Second Protocol of the Convention on the Protection of 
the European Communities’ Financial Interests of 1997 and the Council of Europe 
Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of 1999 tend to be the only international 
legal documents that set forth a defi nition for legal persons if we set aside the 
European Union Framework Decision which is not obligatory in itself. Article 1 (d) 
of the latt er states the following defi nitions: “’legal person’ shall mean any entity 
having such status under the applicable national law, except for States or other public 
bodies in the exercise of State authority and for public international organisations.”6 

A clarifi ed description of the legal person concept is found in the Explanatory Report 
and more specifi cally in Commentary 31 according to which the Convention does not 
specify a clear cut defi nition of the concept of legal person, but remands the defi ning 
aspect to the domestic legislations, thus permitt ing States to have their own defi nition 
in compatibility with their own legal framework, be it criminal law or corporate law. 
However, when it comes to corruption off ences, States and other public entities 
which exercise public authority, such as Ministries or even Municipalities, and 
international organizations of a public nature are not a part of this defi nition and 
are excluded for the purposes of such defi nition. This exception is applied to these 
entities due to the fact that they exercise public authority. This is justifi ed by the 
fact that public institutions are subordinate to diff erent legal frameworks which are 
mostly embodied in administrative law. However, the purpose of this exclusion is 
not relieving public enterprises from criminal liability as they are not included in 
this aforementioned exception. On the other hand, States are free to “go further, as to 
allow the imposition of criminal law or administrative law sanctions on public bodies 
as well. It goes without saying that this provision does not restrict, in any manner, 
the responsibility of individuals employed by the diff erent State organs for passive 

4  UNODC, “The State of implementation of the UN Convention against Corruption (2017)”, pg. 88.
5  Tilman Hoppe, Martin Polaine, Georgi Rupchev, Mark Livschitz, Dr Constantino Grasso, Bright Line Law, 
and Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP “Liability of Legal Persons for Corruption Off ences”, pg. 33.
6  Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption (1999), article 1 (d).
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corruption off ences under Articles 3 to 6 and 9 to 12 of the present Convention.”7 

While analyzing the European Union’s Member State domestic legal systems, public 
entities fully exempt from the liability of legal persons in only 4 Member States out 
of a total of 27.8

2 – An artifi cial intelligence may not commit a corruptive act as it may not display its 
intentions on its own without the input of a natural person. Through this statement, 
it is implied that bribery or any other corruption off ences are committ ed through the 
actions of natural persons, thus in the analogy, the Mens area of fi ctional entities is 
traced through the intention of the natural person. The question at this point of view, 
is directed at the relationship that a natural person must have that drives the actions 
of a legal person in order for it to be held liable. For this purpose, several members 
related to a corporation may be identifi ed. The members which lead the corporation 
are considered the directing brain. Members such as employees with considerable 
decision-making powers can also trigger liability since they are considered the senior 
management. Employees acting on behalf of the corporation, and lastly agents or 
consulting third parties who act on behalf of the corporation’s interest and aiming at 
securing an unlawful profi t.
The United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (“FCPA”) regulates this concept 
by taking a broad approach and thus including “any offi  cer, director, employee, 
or agent”.9 On the other hand the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on 
Corruption takes a diff erent approach by aiming at a combined eff ort. At fi rst the 
regulation provides that what needs to be verifi ed are acts of the senior managers, 
which are given authority by: “– a power of representation of the legal person; or – an 
authority to take decisions on behalf of the legal person; or – an authority to exercise 
control within the legal person;”10 Furtherly, the Convention does not limit the 
application to such defi nition but includes as well acts of other employees which were 
under the supervision of seniors while the latt er failed to give adequate supervision. 
“[W]here the lack of supervision or control by […] [senior management] has made 
possible the commission of the criminal off ences mentioned in paragraph 1 for the 
benefi t of that legal person by a natural person under its authority.”11 It is perceivable 
that the European approach is mostly focused towards the actions of senior offi  cials 
and decision-making members of corporations although, the legislation takes into 
account also the actions of employees while under the supervision of such senior 
members.
3 – Criminal off ences related to corruption may only be committ ed by natural person 
and as such they need to be att ached to other elements of the liability of corporations 
in order to connect the dots and be able to correlate such actions of natural persons 
to legal persons. The correlation between individuals’ actions and the fault of the 
corporation are key towards the establishment of corporate liability through the 
intention of natural persons aimed at the illegal benefi t of the corporation.
The two criteria that are necessary in order to have a corruption off ence are that there 
needs to be proof of an active criminal action and a display of intent which correspond 
7  Tilman Hoppe, Martin Polaine, Georgi Rupchev, Mark Livschitz, Dr Constantino Grasso, Bright Line Law, 
and Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP “Liability of Legal Persons for Corruption Off ences”, pg. 33.
8  Vermeulen G. and others (2012), “Liability of Legal Persons for Off ences in the EU”, pg. 44/chapter 2.2.2.2 
“Private versus public”.
9  § 78dd-1 (a) of United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (“FCPA”).
10  Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption.
11  Ibid.
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to actus reus and mens rea. If we were to give an example, while a company is trying to 
compete to secure public funds through a public contract and this company makes a 
money transfer in the bank account of the offi  cial that is responsible for adjudicating 
the said contract (actus Reus). Although the indications might seem circumstantial, 
we can presume that the natural person making the money transfer in the name of 
the legal person towards the state offi  cial had a clear intention in mind, thus shifting 
the balance illegally in the favor of the legal person (mens rea). In this case the actions 
are not showing mere negligence, but intention to achieve a specifi c benefi t or goal. 
The OECD’s 2009 Recommendation indicated that States Parties should not restrict 
legal person liability to cases where natural persons are prosecuted or convicted.12 

It may not always necessarily happen that the natural person is prosecuted for such 
crime, thus a restriction of the liability of the legal person to cases when the natural 
person has been prosecuted fi rst would be a grave restriction for the purpose of this 
legal principle.
4 – A very important factor to impute liability to legal persons consists in the 
connection between the legal entity and the crime that has been committ ed. As a 
result, liability may be att ributable only if the connection amongst the criminal 
off ence and the legal person is considered to be satisfactory. The connection between 
the criminal act and the legal person is clearly delineated in the Council of Europe 
Criminal Law Convention on Corruption and the EU Second Protocol which off ers a 
consolidated defi nition of this concept. 
“Generally speaking, one can distinguish three degrees of relationship between the 
employee and the legal person: 
a) The Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption limits liability to 
off ences “committ ed for their [legal persons] benefi t”. 
b) Some national laws set the threshold somewhat lower and require an act only to be 
“in the name”, “on behalf” or “in the interest” of the legal person. 
c) Some countries include any act that was committ ed ‘in the course of operations’ or 
only ‘related to the business’.”13

In the fi rst scenario, it is only required that the act has been committ ed for the benefi t 
of the company, although the company itself at the end may not have benefi tt ed from 
the act. Thus, if the actions are committ ed for the purpose of securing a benefi t for 
the company, whether the company benefi tt ed or not the legal person holds liability.
In the second case the act needs to off er a general interest for the company or produce 
an indirect benefi t through the action of natural persons. In this case it is only 
necessary to prove that the actions of a physical person brought some consequences 
from which the legal person benefi tt ed even though these actions might have not 
been directed at this goal.
Lastly, the third case consists in a situation when the actions are not aimed at the 
benefi t of the company, but it is only required for the actions to be connected with the 
functioning of the corporation. 
5 – It is understood by now that the legal person has no criminal mind on its own 
account, thus the criminal intention of the corporation is strictly connected to the 

12  OECD (2009), Recommendation of the Council for Further Combating Bribery of Foreign Public 
Offi  cials in International Business Transactions, Annex I, Good Practice, Article 2 of the OECD Convention: 
Responsibility of Legal Persons.
13  Tilman Hoppe, Martin Polaine, Georgi Rupchev, Mark Livschitz, Dr Constantino Grasso, Bright Line Law, 
and Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP “Liability of Legal Persons for Corruption Off ences”, pg. 33.
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actions and the criminal mind of the natural person. This criminal liability of the 
legal person may be att ributed in the situation when it is proved that the fault for 
the commitment of the criminal actions by the natural person are a result of the legal 
person’s direct fault, or lack of supervision in some cases. “[The]way to establish 
mens rea comes down to the att ribution of the mens rea of a natural person to the 
corporation.”14 Through this logic the mens rea of the legal person is intertwined 
with the will to act of its offi  cials when exercising their duties and competencies in 
the name and for the functioning of the legal person. Through this logic criminal 
off ences of these natural persons such as senior offi  cials, managers or employees may 
be att ributed to the legal person if the necessary criteria are fulfi lled.

2. The liability of legal person for off ences in the EU 

Since there is no thorough and consolidated legal framework that has been unifi ed 
for all the member states of the EU aside from the general principles, diff erent 
Member States have taken diff erent approaches in relation to the criminal liability 
of legal persons with regards to the degree of att ributability as well as the severity 
of sanctions in cases of criminal off ences of the legal person. For this purpose, it is 
of importance to analyze some of the diff erent approaches of various states when it 
comes to the criminal liability of the legal person.
Some countries like Portugal and Spain, have adopted an approach towards linking 
the actions of managerial staff  and senior offi  cials working for the corporation or 
other members without managing competences who act on behalf of their orders. 
Portugal – “Under Portuguese law, corporate criminal liability is independent from 
individual liability.”15 Article 11 of the Portuguese Penal Code sets out all the criminal 
off ences that can be att ributed to corporations and what are the conditions for such 
att ribution in order to hold these entities liable. When the actions of managers are 
committ ed to the corporations’ interests while having a criminal behavior, by applying 
article 11 of the Criminal Code, strict liability will be applied and the corporation 
should be held criminally liable for such actions. 
A company may also be held liable for lack of supervision under Article 11(2)(b) of 
the Penal Code. Pursuant to this provision, companies are responsible for off ences 
committ ed by personnel acting under the authority of employees in “leading 
positions” whether [acting] formally or de facto16 since there exists a violation of the 
duty to supervise the actions of other employees in order to avoid the commitment 
of criminal actions. 
It is of importance to understand that of the Portuguese Civil Code strict liability 
is applicable to companies in cases where their employees or agents act in a way 
that may produce damages if they enact criminal or unlawful actions in their fi eld of 
work. For this condition to be applicable it is not a requirement to determine whether 
the action was committ ed in accordance with the corporation’s policies or not.17 

Spain – Companies can only be held criminally liable in Spain for off ences expressly 
established in the Spanish Criminal Code. In 2010, corporate criminal liability was 

14  B.F. Keulen & E. Gritter, Corporate Criminal Liability in the Netherlands, pg. 6.
15  Article 11(7) of the Portuguese Penal Code.
16  Patricia Bernardes, Grupos Societários: Critérios Atributivos de Responsabilidade Penal à Sociedade-
Dominante e/ou à SociedadeDominada (Feb. 2017).
17  Article 500(1), (2) of the Portuguese Civil Code. 
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introduced for the fi rst time in the Spanish Criminal Code through Organic Law 
5/2010 of 22 June 2010, and is currently set out in Article 31bis of the Code.18 

To be more specifi c, Article 31bis states that companies may be held criminally liable 
through the concept of strict liability for criminal off ences which are the consequence 
of the actions of managers or acting directors of the corporation acting in the name 
of the company without discrimination to the fact whether such actions were 
in accordance with orders given by the corporation be it directly or indirectly. In 
correlation with Portugal’s provisions, criminal liability may be imputed to legal 
persons also in cases of lack of supervisions or when the offi  cials of the corporation 
had the duty to give due supervision, but due to the lack of it a criminal off ence was 
committ ed in the benefi t of the company.
Other jurisdictions have taken rather diff erent approaches towards the att ributability 
of criminal liability to legal persons by choosing to criminalize in the situations of 
imputed or deemed liability. In this case it is not necessary for the corporation itself 
to have committ ed the criminal off ence.
Finland – After being introduced in 1995 the concept of criminal liability of legal 
persons according to Finland’s legal framework, required that concrete actions needed 
to have been committ ed by an offi  cial or a person that is in some way connected to 
managerial duties of the corporation. Nonetheless, the legal framework was subject 
to the “amendment to the Penal Code in 2001, [and the] liability was extended to 
include a natural person exercising a de facto management function, regardless of 
whether that natural person was formally a part of the management.19

France – In France the legal basis for the imputation of criminal liability to legal 
persons was introduced since 1994. The legal framework allows judges from that 
moment to incriminate legal persons for criminal off ences that are committ ed while 
exercising their activity in business. In accordance with the legal provisions there is 
no limitation towards the opportunity to hold liable natural persons aside from the 
criminal liability of legal persons.
Some other states have decided to introduce an administrative liability approach, or 
in some cases retained the legal framework that they already had established with 
administrative liability of legal persons. Two states that have taken this approach are 
for example Germany and Italy. In Germany the criminal off ence of the legal person 
is regarded strictly as a consequence of the criminal acts of a natural person and as 
such the legal entity may not be held criminally liable, but will be charged with a fi ne 
if it has been involved in the criminal activity of the natural person. In Italy, according 
to Law 231/2001, for criminal off ences that are committ ed by managing members or 
employees in the interest of the corporation, aside from the criminal liability of the 
natural persons the corporation may also be held liable but in an administrative point 
of view. This law also enumerates and specifi es the off ences that are att ributable to 
corporations and liability may be triggered only in those cases. 
Although an administrative approach is quite feasible and relatively easier to apply 
and enforce in comparison with the criminal liability of legal persons, in the past 
decades a tendency has developed towards the preference of criminal liability for legal 
entities and this tendency is also manifested in some international instruments. the 
18  Tilman Hoppe, Martin Polaine, Georgi Rupchev, Mark Livschitz, Dr Constantino Grasso, Bright Line Law, 
and Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP “Liability of Legal Persons for Corruption Off ences”, pg. 26.
19  Tilman Hoppe, Martin Polaine, Georgi Rupchev, Mark Livschitz, Dr Constantino Grasso, Bright Line Law, 
and Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP “Liability of Legal Persons for Corruption Off ences”, pg. 27.
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OECD Bribery Convention provides that for off ences concerning the bribery of public 
offi  cials, a state should att ribute criminal liability to legal persons if this is applicable 
and allowed in compatibility with the domestic legislation of adhering States. We 
may also consider FATF Recommendation 3 and its Interpretative Note which sets 
out regulations in the fi eld of money laundering and recommends giving priority to 
criminal liability when it considers the afore mentioned off ences committ ed by legal 
persons. In its paragraph 7 the Note stipulates: “Criminal liability, and, where that is 
not possible, civil or administrative liability, should apply to legal persons...”20

In addition, along with the liability, there are diff erent approaches as to the types 
of sanctions that can be applied to the legal persons. It is important to start from 
the premise that certain elements are common to criminal, administrative, and civil 
liability.  The existence of a criminal off ence, the legal person committ ing such off ence, 
the correlation between natural and legal person and the guilt of the off ender are all 
elements necessary for the att ributability of liability. However, the combination of 
these elements produces diff ering results in the various domestic legal frameworks. 
This is visible in the sanctions that are provided by domestic law. While some domestic 
models have their take an all three forms of liability, international instruments also do 
not impose that those domestic systems must adopt criminal sanctions, but provide 
for all possibilities such as “criminal or non-criminal sanctions, including monetary 
sanctions” or “criminal or non-criminal fi nes and [...] other penalties”.21 

On the other hand, following GRECO recommendations and provisions, the 
possibility to enforce civil liability and the opportunity to claim damages due to the 
legal person’s fraudulent activity it is not overarching and thus a possibility to impose 
criminal liability or other sanctions for legal persons is necessary.22 

The EU Second Protocol, the EU Framework Decision, and the Council of Europe 
Recommendation No. R(88)18 in its Appendix, have enlisted various samples 
sanctions which are diff erent from a fi nancial nature that may be enforced on legal 
persons that vary, such as “(a) exclusion from entitlement to public benefi ts or aid; (b) 
temporary or permanent disqualifi cation from the practice of commercial activities; 
(c) placing under judicial supervision; or (d) a judicial winding-up order.”23 The 
various comparative studies on the liability of legal persons have pointed out that in 
the Member States domestic systems it has been manifested a need to “[…] develop a 
clear and transparent standard set of suggested sanctions for legal persons.”24 

EU Directive 2018/1673 on Combating Money Laundering by Criminal Law provides, 
in its Article 8, an exhaustive list of sanctions which are delineated to warrant through 
them, that a legal person is “punishable by eff ective, proportionate and dissuasive 
sanction, which shall include criminal or non-criminal fi nes.”25 It sets forth an 
extensive list of other sanctions that consist in: (a) exclusion from entitlement to public 
benefi ts or aid; (b) temporary or permanent exclusion from access to public funding, 
20  FATF Recommendations 2012, pg. 32.
21  CoE-, OECD-, UNCAC-Conventions, see Annex 9.1.
22  See GRECO (2007), Joint First and Second Evaluation Rounds. Evaluation Report on the Ukraine, 
para. 223-225, 235, www.coe.int/greco. See also GRECO (2014), Fourth Addendum to the Compliance 
Report on the Ukraine, paras 14-16, noting that the Ukraine had changed the categorisation of bribery from 
an administrative off ence to a criminal off ence.
23  Council of Europe Recommendation No. R(88)18.
24  Vermeulen G. and others (2012), “Liability of Legal Persons for Off ences in the EU”, pg. 139, 
recommendation 7.
25  Article 8 of the EU Directive 2018/1673 on Combating Money Laundering by Criminal Law.
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including tender procedures, grants and concessions; (c) temporary or permanent 
disqualifi cation from the practice of commercial activities; (d) placing under judicial 
supervision; (e) a judicial winding up order; or (f) temporary or permanent closure of 
establishments which have been used for committ ing the off ence.26

Article 19 para. 2 of the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption 
provides in its text that fi nancial sanctions may not be avoided for legal persons and 
are imperative: “Each Party shall ensure that legal persons […] shall be subject to 
eff ective, proportionate and dissuasive criminal or non-criminal sanctions, including 
monetary sanctions.” The Explanatory Report to the Convention further emphasizes 
this interpretation.27

Sanctions in the form of fi nes – Fines, in accordance with the legal system that applies 
them may have criminal, civil or administrative nature. The objective that is necessary 
to be fulfi lled by fi nes is that these sanctions should be imposed on the appropriate 
level, should have a level of proportionality with the committ ed off ence and should 
induce the consequence of dissuading the off ending subject to avoid repeating such 
off ence. In accordance with such principles, some international legal instruments 
such as GRECO and OECD have indicated that in accordance with international 
standards, sett ing a fi ne at a ceiling of €1M would not be appropriate for sett ing no 
ceiling or imposing a higher one, would bett er serve the purpose of dissuasion.
The German legal system has set a rule according to which the administrative fi ne 
should be proportionate to the benefi t incurred by the legal person: “The regulatory 
fi ne shall exceed the fi nancial benefi t that the perpetrator has obtained from the 
commission of the regulatory off enses. If the statutory maximum does not suffi  ce for 
that purpose, it may be exceeded.”28 Germany has also set a fi ne cap of €10 million 
in fi nes imposed to legal persons, however, even this level of sanction may not be 
suffi  ciently dissuasive for larger corporations that have an economic wealth in a 
way higher stature. To strengthen the eff ectivity of these fi nes, according to the 2018 
Coalition Agreement, the government is taking into consideration the possibility of 
increasing further the punitive measures to an amount equal to 10% of a corporation’s 
turnover.29 These measures along with the possibility to confi scate the products of 
crime gained by the eff ect of corruption or other criminal off ences may prove to be a 
satisfactory level of sanctioning of the legal persons.
The Swiss domestic system takes a diff erent approach by avoiding to set out ceiling 
amounts for sanctions, but focusing mostly on the proportionality between off ence 
and sanction. In this eff ect the Swiss Criminal Code provides that “[t]he court assesses 
the fi ne in particular in accordance with the seriousness of the off ence, the seriousness 
of the organizational inadequacies and of the loss or damage caused, and based on 
the economic ability of the undertaking to pay the fi ne.”30

In another point of view, Poland has delineated a margin amount for fi nes imposed 
on legal persons, however limiting these fi nes to 10% of the revenue generated by 
the off ending corporation. Article 7 of the Polish Law on Liability of Legal Persons 
provides the following: “1. A collective entity shall be sentenced to a fi ne between 
26  Tilman Hoppe, Martin Polaine, Georgi Rupchev, Mark Livschitz, Dr Constantino Grasso, Bright Line Law, 
and Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP “Liability of Legal Persons for Corruption Off ences”, pg. 51.
27  Commentary 91, Explanatory Report, www.conventions.coe.int.
28  § 17 German Act on Regulatory Off ences, Gesetz über Ordnungswidrigkeiten – OWiG, as amended in 
2009, www.gesetze-im-internet.de.
29  OECD, Germany (2018): Phase 4 Report, pg. 69.
30  Swiss Criminal Code SR 311.0 of 1 January 2013, www.admin.ch.
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1000 and 20.000 000 PLN but no more than up to 10% of the revenue generated in the 
tax year when the off ence which is a ground for the collective entity’s liability was 
committ ed. 2. The revenue referred to in point 1 shall be assessed on the basis of the 
fi nancial report writt en out by the collective entity or on the basis of the summation 
of entries in the fi nancial books [...].31

Asset Forfeiture - “Asset forfeiture” defi nes the possibility to lose property or assets 
in a manner that is permanent and which is due to breaching the provisions of the 
law.32 The forfeiture of property may take two forms. According to the legal fi eld of 
application forfeiture may be civil or criminal. When the property is used or owned 
while violating the provisions of the law, its forfeiture consists of a civil nature. On 
the other hand, if the forfeiture is due to a punishment following a criminal off ence 
committ ed in compliance with criminal law, then the forfeiture is criminal. Although 
the procedures of confi scation of property may diff er from civil to criminal forfeiture, 
the end product would be the same as the result is the loss of any title of property, 
over the forfeited asset or property with the fi nal recipient being the State.
While in Germany the general confi scation rule of § 29a OWiG is applicable to legal 
persons,33 in other countries, special rules are delineated in the application of this legal 
concept to legal persons. Article 8 of Poland’s Law on Liability of Legal Persons:34 

“Art. 8. 1. The collective entity is further decreed the forfeiture of: 1) the objects 
coming, even indirectly, from the prohibited act, or objects used or designated for use 
as the tools of perpetrating the prohibited act; 2) the fi nancial gains originating, even 
indirectly, from the prohibited act; 3) the amount equivalent to the objects or fi nancial 
benefi t coming, even indirectly, from the prohibited act. 2. The forfeiture specifi ed 
in paragraph 1 above shall not be decreed, if the object, fi nancial benefi t, or amount 
equivalent thereto is due for restitution to another entitled entity.”
Damage claims - Damages that are claimed as a result of criminal off ences relating 
to corruption can be claimed by diff erent actors ranging from competitors of the 
off ending corporation, shareholders of the corporation and lastly the state. All 
the diff erent domestic legal systems in any case have taken a similar overarching 
approach by acknowledging both civil liability for claiming damages as well as 
criminal or administrative sanctions which are applied in a concurrent fashion in 
regards to the liability of legal persons.
The concurrent liability mentioned above, in some domestic legal systems is pointed 
out  specifi c provisions of the law. In this regard, Polish Law on Liability of Legal 
Persons in its article 6 states that: “Neither the existence nor non-existence of liability of 
the collective entity under the principles set forth in this Act shall exclude civil liability 
for the infl icted damage, administrative liability, or personal legal responsibility of 
the perpetrator of the prohibited act.”35

Non-fi nancial sanctions – In some cases the sanction that is imposed on the legal 
person does not comport directly a monetary payment or forfeiture of assets which at 
31  Act of 28 October 2002 on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty, www.oecd.
org (English).
32  The defi nition and its following explications are taken from: Basel Institute of Governance (2007), Asset 
Forfeiture, http://pustakahpi. kemlu.go.id.
33  German Act on Regulatory Off ences [Gesetz über Ordnungswidrigkeiten – OWiG] as amended in 2009, 
www.gesetze-im-internet.de.
34  Act of 28 October 2002 on Liability of Collective Entities for Acts Prohibited under Penalty, www.oecd.
org (English)
35  Ibid.
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fi rst glance may seem to not impose any fi nancial sanction on the legal entity that has 
committ ed a criminal off ence. Although such sanctions may not seem as infl uencing 
the fi nancial table of a corporation, they do infl uence in the long term the revenue 
and profi ts of a legal person.
Although in a not fully exhaustive way as other sanctions may exist non-fi nancial 
sanctions may vary and are enlisted as follows: exclusion from public subsidies and 
grants, disqualifi cation from public contracts, annulment of procurement decisions, 
debarment by development banks, loss of export privileges, ban of activities, 
supervision, publication of judgement, etc. These sanctions in the long term do have 
an eff ect on diminishing returns for the corporations aff ected since, for example, by 
not benefi ting from a subsidy a corporation may still operate normally but would 
incur less profi t in the end of the practicing year. 
Such sanctions are provided in the Portuguese Criminal Code, which in its article 90 
states: “The deprivation of the right to subsidies, grants or incentives granted by the 
State and other public bodies shall apply to corporate or similar entities for a period 
of one to fi ve years.”36 Another domestic legal system that provides for such sanctions 
in its Criminal Code but in a more detailed manner is in its turn the Czech Republic: 
“The court may impose the punishment of prohibition to receive endowments 
(grants) and subsidies to a legal person for one year to 20 years, if the legal person has 
committ ed the criminal act in connection to submitt ing an application or dealing with 
applications for endowment, subsidy, refundable fi nancial subsidy or contribution 
or in connection to their provision or use, and/or in connection to provision or use of 
any other state aid.”37

3. Criminal liability of legal persons in Albania. Compatibility of the 
legislative framework with international and EU standards

Due to the great importance in a legislative point of view, the concept of criminal 
liability of legal persons was introduced in Albania in 2007 with the adoption of law 
no. 9754, dated 14.6. 2007  “On the criminal liability of legal persons”. This law in 
concordance with article 45 of the Albanian Criminal Code, which is the fi rst real 
att empt at introducing criminal liability of legal persons, consist in the only pieces 
of legislation relating to this matt er. Article 45 of the Criminal Codestipulates that 
“the legal entities shall, with the exception of the state institutions, be held criminally 
responsible for criminal off enses committ ed on their behalf or for their benefi t by 
their bodies or representatives. The local government units shall be held criminally 
responsible only for the actions performed during the exercise of their activity that 
may be exercised by delegating public services. The criminal liability of the legal 
entities does not exclude that of the natural persons, having committ ed criminal 
off ences or being accomplices in the commission for the committ al of the same 
criminal off ences. The criminal off ences and the respective punishing measures taken 
against the legal entities, as well as the procedures for imposing and enforcing these 
measures are regulated by a special law.” This disposition paved the way toward 
recognizing corporations and juridical persons as active subjects in criminal law. This 
article introduces the concept that every legal person known by Albanian law may be 
att ributed criminal liability, with the exception of state organs and local government 
36  Article 90 of the Portuguese Criminal Code.
37  Section 22 (1), of the Czech Republic Criminal Code.
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units. The reason for these exceptions is clear when taking in consideration that it 
would be senseless if the state organs that enforce the abiding of the law, would 
impose sanctions on themselves.38

It is palpable that article 4539 gives a really trivial defi nition for the criminal liability 
of legal persons and remands any detail to a specifi c law, which as mentioned above, 
was introduced in 2007. This law in its fi rst article delineates the scope of the law 
by explaining that it is focused on liability, criminal proceedings and sanctions that 
may be imposed on legal persons. Through a thorough analysis of this law, we see 
that it does not foresee which are the criminal off ences that may be committ ed by 
legal persons. On the other hand, the criminal code does not prescribe the off ences 
that may be enacted by legal persons. The only accentuation of criminal off ences 
related to legal persons are the crimes enlisted in articles 163 – 170 of the Albanian 
Criminal Code, but unfortunately these articles enlist crimes that may be committ ed 
by physical persons that are related in diff erent forms to legal entities. In this regard, 
we may safely state that the Albanian Criminal Law has a general approach on the 
liability of legal persons, and by such approach we may deduce that every legal 
off ence may be att ributed to legal persons as well as physical persons.40 However, 
the legal person may not be subjected for those criminal off ences which ontologically 
may not bring them a tangible benefi t and which may never express its intention.41

The conditions for the existence of the criminal liability of legal persons are enlisted 
in article 3 of law no. 9754 of 14.06.2007. According to this article the legal person is 
becomes subject to criminal liability when: “Its organs or representatives are liable 
for a criminal off ence; A physical person is liable for a criminal off ence while acting, 
administrating or directing on behalf of the legal person; A physical person is liable 
for a criminal off ence due to the lack of supervision or due diligence by the person 
that is the administrator of the legal person.”42 By analyzing this norm, criminal 
liability of a legal person is triggered when two cumulative conditions are met, one 
of the persons listed above commits the off ence, and the legal person benefi ted from 
the off ence. The absence of one of these two elements results in the impossibility to 
att ribute criminal liability.
An important aspect of this law is the fact that legal persons may not avoid criminal 
liability by restructuring the form of the company. Even if the legal person undergoes 
takeovers, separations or transformations of the structure, the new legal entity 
maintains the liability of the original entity. This disposition presents great value 
since if the contrary would be applicable, legal persons would att empt to avoid 
liability by restructuring the company. Another important aspect is the fact that 
imposing criminal liability on the legal person does not exempt physical persons that 
committ ed the off ence from criminal liability. 
The sad note related to this law and the criminal liability of legal persons is the 
fact that these concepts have been applied in a really infrequent manner. Very few 
cases have been brought to court and in those few cases often judges do not have a 
constant interpretation of the legal norms regarding this matt er. A rare case of the 
38  Eriselda Balla, “Dënimi penal i Personit Juridik,” ‘Jeta Juridike’, Shkolla e Magjistraturës, No. 4, 2008, 
pg. 149
39  The Albanian Criminal Code.
40  Argita Malltezi, “E drejta shqiptare e shoqërive tregtare”, ‘Media print’,Tiranë 2011, pg. 327.
41  Ersi N.Bozheku, Ismet Elezi, “Përgjegjësia penale e personave juridikë”, Botimet ‘Toena’, Tiranë 2012, 
pg. 45.
42  Article 3, of the Law no. 9754, dated 14.06.2007 “On the criminal liability of legal persons”.
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aforementioned is shown in the decision no. 123, dated 25.10.2017, of the Supreme 
Court of Albania which left in force the decision no. 2077, dated 27.11.2015 of the 
Court of Appeals of Tirana. In this decision the judges argued that the natural person 
in the capacity of the administrator of the legal person, must have exercised active 
actions and shown an intention towards committ ing the criminal off ense in order for 
the legal person to gain an illegal benefi t in order to be held criminally liable. Thus, 
since the natural person accused of the criminal off ense was innocent the legal person 
was not subject to criminal liability.43

As per the compatibility with the EU legal framework, the Albanian law on the 
liability of criminal persons shows a lot of intention to reach compatibility with EU 
standards. The ambition to adhere in the EU in the near future has set forward the 
need to reach compatibility of the legal framework with the acquis communautaire. 
For example, the ratifi cation of the criminal convention on corruption with the law 
no. 8778 of 26.04.2001 brought the need to approve law no. 9754 of 14.06.2007 on the 
criminal liability of legal persons. 
When it comes to the criminal liability of legal persons, the Albanian legal system 
does not impose criminal liability on public state entities or local government 
entities, thus having a regulation similar to 4 out of 27 Member States of the EU. 
Furthermore, The Albanian legal framework does not impose a limitation towards 
the opportunity to hold liable natural persons aside from the criminal liability 
imputable to legal persons. Such provision is in line with the provisions of the French 
domestic legal system which, according to which it is not impeded to prosecute the 
natural person as well as the legal person. On a positive note, the law no. 9754 of 
14.06.2007 provides as well for non-fi nancial sanctions which consist in: closing down 
one or more sites of business or other structures of the legal person; placing the legal 
person under controlled administration; forbidding the legal person to take part in 
public procurement procedures; exclusion from the possibility to obtain licenses and 
to profi t from public subsidies; obligation of publication of a Court Decision; etc. 
Nonetheless, such sanctions are set out only as complementary measures and may 
not be applied on their own.
Furthermore, the specifi c law on the liability of legal persons does not specify the 
criminal off enses that are committ ed by the legal person, thus being in line with other 
domestic legal systems of other Member States that take an overarching approach. In 
this sense the law no. 9754, dated 14.06.2007 provides for sanctions that can be applied 
towards the legal persons committ ing any criminal off ence.44 The law provides for 
the applicable fi nes be in a range of 500.000 ALL of 50.000.000 ALL (approxim ately 
4.000€ - 400.000€) depending on the severity of the incarceration sanction that is 
converted, and even lower fi nes for criminal misdemeanors. Although the provision 
in itself is in line with other legal systems for what concerns the spirit of the rule, 
the amount prescribed for the fi ne is not in line with GRECO and OECD indications 
that in accordance with international standards have recommended that, sett ing a 
fi ne at a ceiling of €1M would not be appropriate rather than sett ing no ceiling or 
imposing a higher one, would bett er serve the purpose of dissuasion. In this sense, 
while showing some promising coverage and an initial delineation of the concept of 
criminal liability of the legal person, the Albanian legal structure shows yet a need 
for further development.
43  Decision no. 123, dated 25.10.2017 of the Supreme Court of Albania.
44  Article 11, of the Law no. 9754, dated 14.06.2007 “On the criminal liability of legal persons”.
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Conclusions

In conclusion, the criminal liability of legal persons is a developing concept that has 
received a lot of att ention in the past decades due to the expanding of the domestic 
as well as multinational reach of legal persons such as corporations, which through 
their great fi nancial power eventually commit off ences that are sometimes of the 
criminal nature. Such disposition has brought about the need for the stipulation of 
legal frameworks that are necessary in order for the legal person to be able to be held 
criminally liable for the criminal off ences that are committ ed through natural persons 
for the benefi t of the legal entity. A seen in the analysis made up to this moment, 
aside from the international legal instruments such as UNCAC, OECD Anti Bribery 
Convention, GRECO or CoE Criminal Law Convention on Corruption, all domestic 
legal regimes have diff erent takes on the specifi c att ributions and elements of the 
criminal liability as well as on the sanctions that need to be applied for these breaches 
of the law committ ed by legal persons.45 

This legal concept is also structured and regulated in the Albanian legal framework 
since 2007 by the law no. 9754 of 14.06.2007 “On the criminal liability of legal persons”. 
As we have seen and analyzed, although this law provides for the most part the legal 
concepts that are necessary for the att ribution of criminal liability to the legal person 
it is clear that the domestic legal framework in general needs further development. 
Nonetheless, it is clear that the legislative work is taking steps in the correct direction, 
also in view of the need to reach compatibility of the legal framework with the acquis 
Communautaire. It is perceivable that the Albanian legal system already has a good 
degree of compatibility with diff erent Member States of the EU, who themselves do 
not have full compatibility with each other, but express through the legal norms of 
their domestic legal systems, their own takes on the matt er. 
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Abstract

In the past, traditional organizations were based on a hierarchy and decision-making was in 
the hands of those who were ranked higher on a hierarchical scale. Modern organizations 
today face a number of diff erent situations, which are the result of globalization and a changing 
environment, and for this reason they become much more fl att ened. In every organization, it is 
most important to know who has the main word, who has the highest authority. On the other 
hand, nature off ers examples of organizations of other living beings that are eff ective and 
work without control, without leaders, without instructions, yet everyone in this organization 
knows what to do. And above all, we were interested in this article. How is it possible that the 
nature and the animal world survive without leadership and control, but still survive in the 
world of great natural selection? The methods used by living beings to conquer a new living 
environment by developing new abilities can become a model in human society to build a 
consistent and dynamic expertise for innovation in enterprises. For many years, the study has 
been studying the effi  ciency and working effi  ciency of insects such as ants and bees. In this 
article, we focused on the fascinating world and the life of the ants.

Keywords: bionics, organization, leadership, collective intelligence – swarm intelligence, 
communication.

Introduction

The word bionics is a combination of biology and technology. The basic characteristic 
of bionics is interdisciplinarity. Bionics means the use of natural experience to solve 
complex problems in technical, social and societal systems. It deals with the transfer 
and application of solutions that have evolved and improved in nature over millions 
of years to the fi eld of technology. Experts in the fi eld of bionics today recognize 
the defi nition defi ned by Neumann in 1993: “Bionics as a scientifi c discipline 
systematically deals with technical adaptations and the use of constructions, 
procedures and development principles of biological systems.” Bionics certainly 
does not mean a complete imitation of nature, even if something like this is possible 
in individual cases. Many principles from nature also cannot be further technically 
developed.
Nature is by far the most successful architect and constructor. Ultimately, it made a 
human being, the most complex system we know. Therefore, imitating nature is an 
opportunity to take advantage of what the natural laboratory has perfected over long 
periods of time. For a bett er management of our future, we must take into account the 
given advantage we have in the example of nature, that is, to follow its example and 
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use the methods and strategies that nature has used for millions of years to address 
challenges in technology, business and society. In particular, innovations in nature 
are distinguished by the fact that they know the development path to solutions that 
save materials, energy and can be decomposed and reused - the circular economy.
Bionics is a kind of »shortcut« to these discoveries, for which we would otherwise 
wait a long time. To fl y like a bird, to swim like a fi sh, or to build like insects, all these 
desires are as old as humanity itself. Researchers have always used natural models 
for new inventions, from fl ying equipment to roof structures resembling spider webs. 
It would be pointless not to consider the solutions of a laboratory test of nature that 
has been proven to be successful for millions of years. The intention is not to copy the 
nature directly, but to discover the basic principles and methods and to transform 
them according to requirements. Let’s focus on fi nding intelligent solutions in nature 
that can improve our society’s lives.

»Inspiration is everywhere in nature«
 
Bionics, which reveals fascinating achievements and solutions from nature and 
is today associated with medicine and technology, is also useful in the fi eld of 
organization and management. The interdisciplinary fi eld of bionics means the 
study and transfer of »inventions of nature« into the real environment. In the time of 
evolution, nature has been developing, improving, and testing these inventions over 
millions of years. Bionics is not a means of making plans for individual professionals, 
but as an interdisciplinary science it thrives in exchanges between professionals from 
diff erent disciplines.
What could be more obvious, more successful, than applying successful principles of 
evolution in management, for example, to develop new products and market them, 
to optimize organizational structures, to make decisions in complex structures, or to 
accelerate communication processes? The methods used by living beings to conquer 
a new living environment (habitat) by developing new abilities can be a model and 
might be crucial for building consistent and dynamic innovation expertise in the 
company. Based on the human central nervous system model, control and guidance 
structures can be added to organizations that signifi cantly increase the viability of 
institutions such as companies in an ever-changing environment. [1]

The impressive world of ants

The environment that surrounds us off ers us many lessons. It is only a matt er of time 
before we see and realize them. For many years, work effi  ciency of insects such as 
ants and bees, has been studied. As individuals, insects are not intelligent, but as a 
group they are highly intelligent. The collective behavior of these insects has been 
termed “swarm intelligence”.
There are more than 10,000 species of ants in the world today. The brain of ants has 
about 250,000 brain cells, while the human brain has 10,000 million, meaning that a 
colony of 40,000 ants has the same brain as one human. Ants are clean and tidy insects, 
take care of cleanliness in their nests, collect food and look after their off spring. Each 
colony has its own smell and so they can quickly recognize the intruder. They sleep 
seven hours a day and their average life expectancy is 45 to 60 days. [5, 9]
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Scientists have been studying their behavior for decades. They try to understand the 
rules that apply in the world of ants in terms of survival and look for clues about how 
ants coordinate behavior without the presence of a leader. The largest colony in the 
world stretches for more than 3,700 kilometers and is built entirely by ants, which 
are organized through the interaction of individuals. Ants are successful, having 
no one is responsible for it, there is no plan, no leader, only self-organization and 
cooperation. Ants are capable of creating amazing structures; structures that could 
be compared to a skyscraper build bridges that allow them to go on expeditions and 
water rafts so they can escape possible fl oods. Ant colonies are depicted as super-
organisms that behave as a single organism. It’s amazing and unbelievable when 
we think that these tiny insects with such small brains can create such wonderful 
things. Ants operate through collective intelligence, although they are not capable of 
conscious organization. [3]
Ants have existed in the world for 130 million years and without them the world 
would be completely diff erent. In fact, small things are extremely important. And 
the ants are small. If we weighed all the ants and termites in the tropical rainforest 
and compared their mass with the mass of all vertebrates such as birds or mammals, 
we would fi nd that the former`s biomass is three times larger. Ants are an excellent 
example of the functioning of social models, the advantages and disadvantages of 
networks, and the dominance of women. At fi rst glance, ants seem to be running 
around aimlessly. A person from Mars would probably have a similar perception if 
he observed crowds of people at a city train station. The analogies between human 
society, ant colonies, and evolving creatures are fascinating; just as fascinating is the 
fact that ants, like humans, cultivate a certain “way of life”. For example, researchers 
are always confused about the importance of division of labor in  South American 
tailor ants, fi gure 1. Their colonies consist of fi ve to eight million female ants, the 
largest of which are sent to chew leaves, fl owers and grass, and their size allows them 
to transfer pieces to the queen's nest. They found that the tailor ants sensed when it 
was going to start raining and then quickened their pace. Why is it so? Namely, if a 
piece of leaf they carry gets wet, it becomes twice as heavy, which means they could 
lose it. [10] Darwin argued that the leaves carried by ants are intended as a protection 
against heavy rain. However, this claim proved to be wrong. Ants have been shown 
to chew leaves for so long until the leaves are suitable as humus for growing a special 
type of fungus that ants feed on [1].

Figure 1: South American tailor ant [10]
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The importance of communication in ants 

There is a question - how can animals like ants survive in the world of natural 
selection at all? Holldobler [1] fi rmly believes that this is only possible because ants 
have evolved through evolution a close form of collaboration and a very complex 
division of labor. The truth is that a single ant cannot survive. Ants can survive and 
transfer their genes only in their social networks. The same is with humans.
The central issue in all of social life is communication. Wherever there is cooperation, 
wherever there is interaction, there must be some mechanism that activates 
cooperation between individuals. There are cells or there are just genes. And genes 
have to work together somehow. The communication system in ants is based on 
chemical signals, the so-called pheromones. Pheromones are the most common form 
of communication of most species of ants and cover 10 to 20 chemical “words” and 
“sentences”, each of which conveys a distinct but very general meaning. Categories 
of »importance« include att raction, alarm, recognition of other castes, recognition of 
larvae, and discrimination between relatives and strangers (Heart Pest Management) 
[4]. For instance, if an ant fi nds a cookie left on the kitchen counter, it will leave a trail 
of pheromones on the way home so other ants can fi nd the cookie as well.

Organization and self-organization in ants or why ants do not need a leader

Humans are obsessed with leadership. Ants have no leaders. People build huge 
ineffi  cient organizations, while on the other hand, ants are very effi  cient and their 
organizations are a thousand times bigger than human organizations. People learn 
management, performance, quality and productivity. Ants don’t care about that, but 
they work bett er than humans. Maybe it’s time to learn something from ants. [5]
Ants are majestic creatures in terms of being highly organized within their decisions. 
There are not many animals that show such a large but systematic colony. They 
follow the formula of a complex decentralized system. Everything they do is based 
on an interaction of many individual ants, instead of having one leader transferring 
tasks into a hierarchy. They follow simple rules to make this system successful. One 
of these rules is the need for interaction at the local level. When ants build, they 
communicate with other ants locally. Dirt-collecting ants cooperate; those that create 
a pile of dirt work together, and those that form a structure also stick together. The 
structures they work on emerge without central coordination. Their organizational 
skills are phenomenal. No ant sees the big picture. No ant tells another what to do. 
The point is, no leadership is needed. Even complex behavior can be reconciled with 
relatively simple interactions.
Scientists are far from understanding how ants organize themselves the way they 
do. And it’s still not sure why ants are so focused without the pressure of leaders. 
Organizations and manufacturers are also studying their scientifi c theories to see 
how the coordination behavior of ants can be applied to workers and production 
processes [3].
The human brain has 92,000 times more processing power and memory compared 
to the ant brain. Despite this advantage, we do not seem to be so organized when 
we do our own work. The reason for this must be and probably is in many possible 
explanations, such as accepting rules that are too complex. Even when we apply the 
simple rules, we end up distorting them by introducing new rules as side eff ects of 
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our complex personalities [6].
Swiss scientists have been researching how ants share their work, as shown in fi gure 
2. They have created a highly orderly career scale - one that focuses them on their 
current task rather than what awaits them in advance. Ants perform three diff erent 
functions and usually move from one workgroup to another with age. The youngest 
are supposed to serve as servers to the queen, the next by age as cleaners, and the 
oldest go out and look for food and other resources. The last role, which takes place 
over relatively unknown terrain and is away from the home base, is usually reserved 
for the “most experienced” ants. [7]

Figure 2: Ants at their work - cooperation [11].

People spend a lot of time forming leaders, yet leadership is not natural for us. One 
does his best only when we do something natural. So why do we form leaders? Why 
can’t we focus on what is natural? The problem is that leadership is a kind of mental 
blockage. When people don’t know how to do something, we come up with a bad 
work system and call it “best practice”. This best practice becomes the standard and 
everyone follows it. However, this standard is based on the limitations of human 
intelligence. Ants can teach us a lot about leadership. They live in colonies made up of 
millions of individuals. They don’t have leaders, but they work well, as we can see in 
fi gure 3. The fi rst thing we can do is to focus on a natural approach. Humans are born 
with certain natural tendencies, but most of the inclinations are learnt. These learnt 
tendencies create diff erences for a number of reasons, which include the source of 
knowledge, the way it is implemented, experience, expectations, and the motivation 
of the learning one. As a result, the learnt tendencies are very imperfect. One of such 
tendencies is also leadership. Removing the concept of leadership is the fi rst step to a 
potentially more optimized organization. [7]
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 Figure 3: Ants at work - building infrastructure [12].

What people can learn from ants in organizing and managing

The philosophy of ants is that each ant is in the right workplace. Each of them counts 
and they do not distinguish between good and bad performers. They simply put the 
right ants in the right jobs. Strong ants become warriors; medium-sized ones become 
workers. When ants from other colonies approach them, they immediately recognize 
them as “wrong ones at the wrong positions” and remove them. People can do the 
same. If a person suffi  cient at work, he could be put to the right place instead of 
being criticized. If the right job for this person can`t be found, only then he should be 
dismissed. However, if we do decide to keep such person, we need to make sure of 
what they really do and that this is acknowledged by everyone in the organization.
All ants have only one goal in mind – survival and everything they do is related 
to it. A common goal can also be developed by people. We need to be presented 
with a vision, a mission. This vision should be known by everyone as well as the 
mission and strategy should be agreed with. A true common goal, however, can lead 
any organization in the right direction. We just have to make sure that the vision is 
correct and that the tools for implementation are given. Researchers have found that 
introducing change is a way of life for ants. In one experiment, a researcher placed 
venom on a tree, which was the main source of food for ants. When the ants brought 
poison into the colony and found that it was something that had negatively aff ected 
them, they stopped climbing that tree. In another experiment, the researcher removed 
ants' access to food. Instead of organizing a strike, as probably people would do, the 
ants switched to another task – taking care of the off spring. Ants can succeed because 
they accept change and the same should be done by people. Integrating change into 
the organization encourages innovation and productivity. [5]
Ants focus more on the needs of the colony than on their own needs. They take care 
of their mothers, help other ants to build, to bring food and to fi ght for the survival of 
the colony. People can and should make a similar approach. Working for one's own 
benefi t can be detrimental to the overall performance of the organization as a whole. 
People should focus more on groups and organizations. Most people believe that 
many of them already work for the common good, but research shows that most of 
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them are self-centered, despite believing otherwise. [5] 
Due to their hard work, teamwork, diligence and perseverance, ants are able to 
build skyscrapers. They do not need to be sent to work as they are proactive [8]. This 
important lesson can be taught by ants. Namely, proactivity in workplace refers to 
behavior that involves taking control on one's own initiative and causing changes 
in the work environment. The main feature of proactive behavior is pre-action with 
the aim of infl uencing the future situation. It means causing change instead of just 
waiting for one, since change is the main driver of development and innovation. Ants 
are loyal workers and do not need external sources to guide them to do the right 
thing. They are true to themselves and people should learn that too. They work hard, 
are diligent and build a new anthill in case their old one is destroyed. They also 
think of bad times and plan ahead. For example, honey ants collect and store food 
throughout the summer so that they can then survive the winter. Also, ants know that 
winter will not last forever and that they will soon be able to come to the surface, so 
they always remain positive. [8.9]
People often give up at work, organizations don’t manage the changes, or their 
employees just don’t want to accept them. We happen to abandon our goals. Ants 
teach us diff erently and we could follow their example in organizations, as well as 
individuals. If we observe ants on their path and try to stop them, they will fi nd a new 
path. They never give up. They will climb obstacles, descend or walk around, always 
looking for a new path, meaning they are fl exible and always ready for a change and 
to fi nd a way to get where they want to go.
Ants are disciplined, they walk in a line one after the other, they conscientiously 
follow the ants in front, they move in a line and never break it. Misconduct and 
indiscipline should not be tolerated in organizations either. A leader should lead and 
motivate his team in the same direction to achieve a common goal. Whatever the ants 
do is for the benefi t of the colony, they all work together, know their work and also 
complete it. Each ant is important and others will notice if one does not do its job. 
As for the trust, it is also of great importance. When an ant marks a trail leading to 
food, all other ants follow that path. They trust the fi rst ones to mark the right path. 
Similarly, a leader in an organization should refrain from micro-management and 
trust each individual.
Let's be like ants. Let’s never give up, look ahead, stay positive and do everything 
we can. Ants can teach us some good lessons, but collective consensus does not 
necessarily always lead to eff ective decision making in the business world and life. 
Perhaps it is worth considering the thought of the philosopher Kant: »Have the courage 
to use your own understanding«.

Conclusions

The result of companies are products, sales are increased by their quality. The quality 
of the product is a refl ection of work of each individual in this process. Ants tend to 
do their job and so should the organization and the management of the company 
strive in this direction. An environment where a worker feels important, necessary 
and a feeling of being trusted at work should be created. This would create a self-
organization where the employees themselves, like ants, would eliminate those who 
do not care about the welfare of the company.
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Religion as a social reality and att itudes towards it
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Abstract

This paper presents the arguments for the presence of the social aspects of religion and the 
importance they have in the life of the organization. It is argued that religion fulfi lls its social 
obligation, through its characteristics and functions. They are in line with its mission, to create 
spiritual, moral, social stability. The paper highlights the factors that play an essential role 
in addressing the social dimension and shows from which perspectives it can be driven. The 
paper is based on the opinion of the early sociologists, Émile Durkheim and Max Weber, who 
appreciated the att ributes of religion in society. Sociologists of the mid-1960s and beyond, 
generally argue for the need to expand the role of religion in social life. The latest studies are a 
confi rmation of the sociological opinion on this phenomenon, making the relevant suggestions. 
Nevertheless, the sociological potential of research on this topic remains untapped. The 
peculiarity of the study is the evidence of the fact that the policies and practices that were 
undertaken, in monist Albania, for the dissolution of religion, went in the opposite sense to the 
sociological principles of religion, as a social reality, and therefore failed. The post-dictatorial 
period brought about the revitalization of religion with new pluralistic features. It is argued 
that the correct understanding and perception of religion as a social reality has current values   
both for the religious organization and for society as a whole. The basic elements that enabled 
the revitalization of religion after 1990 were the reliance on the Albanian tradition, legal 
protection and organizational ties with the external factor. Exploring socio-religious processes 
enables the implementation of a more fl exible approach to policies and att itudes towards 
religion. The use of qualitative research methodology enabled the conduct of observations, 
free conversations, and interviews with believers and clergy of religious organizations. Their 
thoughts and suggestions enabled the interpretation of religion as a social reality, in the main 
religious communities of our country, but not only. The analysis in the Region of Tirana, with 
the relevant socio-demographic features, as evidenced in the study, provides the opportunity 
for the generalization of this issue, at the national level.

Keywords: religion as reality, social reality, prohibition of religion, re-establishment of 
religion, sociological perspective.

Introduction

There are a number of challenges in the process of gett ing involved in: identifying, 
articulating and clarifying the dynamics of religion. One of them is the treatment of 
religion as a social reality. The paper develops in the fi eld of sociology of religion. 
Religious practice seems to have great potential for addressing today’s social 
problems. Beyond metaphysical conception, with specifi c characteristics, religion 
also appears as a complex social reality. Religions have a dual function, as they serve 
as a balm for the souls of believers and an institution for society.
In sociological thought the idea has been argued that religion as a belief and social 
structure is present in almost all human societies, exerting a direct infl uence on 
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them. “In every known culture there is a form of religion, which is usually practiced 
publicly by a group.” (Introduction to Sociology 2e, 2015: 338). Sociological analysis 
enables to identify the social aspects of religion, at the intersection with religious 
doctrine. Religious organizations in developed countries treat sociological thought 
about religion in line with theological thought, which remains a trend of religious 
organizations in Albania.
The study aims at the synchronous treatment of sociological literature with the work 
of the organization in the fi eld. Clarifi cation of the physiognomy of religion as a social 
reality is expressed through its functions. The social dynamics of religious content is 
scanned through phenomena that are central to the sociology of religion and sociology 
in general. Max Weber analyzed the role of Protestant ethics in the development of 
capitalism. Talcott  Parsons further elaborated on Durkheim’s functionalist concept, 
on social structures, where religion has an important place. Cooley argues that 
Durkheim’s theses on religion as a social reality still fi nd application in current 
conditions.
Religion currently remains a high potential for development, both in terms of the 
intensity of its activity and the extent of the social environment. According to the Pew 
Research Center, approximately 84% of the world’s population is associated with 
a religion (Pew Research Center 2017). Given this presence and social infl uence of 
religion, the need arises to create a new understanding of the sociological perspective, 
oriented towards religion, as a social reality.
Durkheim described it with the ethereal statement that it consists of “things that 
surpass the limits of our knowledge”. Society and religion are divided into their 
peculiarities and united in the social cause. The phenomenon highlighted by the 
Durkheim, as he writes: “... the division of the world into two areas, one containing 
everything that is sacred, the other everything that is profane, is the distinguishing 
feature of religious thought ... ” (Durkheimm, E., 1965: 52). According to Durkheim, 
the origin of beliefs is religious and consequently social.
The basic documents of the inclusion of religion in social issues are the Holy Books 
and religious texts. In the Ten Divine Commands, social issues run parallel to genuine 
religious requirements. The conservative nature of religion makes the believer require 
respect for the traditional family, relatives, neighbors, and so on. These demands 
remain current, with the relevant features, in a vital, pluralistic, globalized society 
and require a chord between them, which as they say the word: “the meat should be 
cooked and the porridge should not burn.”
The sociological perspective, focusing on social issues, is a great help for the 
organization, for the simultaneous treatment of social phenomena. According to 
Durkheim, sociology is not merely a kind of knowledge, but a means of transforming 
“life” forms. Religious beliefs have contributed and continue to provide a framework 
of reference to social norms.
Religion is an instrument of gathering and communication of believers, as a critical 
part of the social system ensures social cohesion and control. Examining the 
relationship of religion with society enables to discover how much and how religious 
traditions and structures are related to the social reality that underlies them. Religion 
has as its object the supernatural world, which would remain abstract, if it were not 
concretized in social aspects.
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According to Durkheim sociologists and historians tend to meet in confi rmation that 
religion is the earliest of all social phenomena. Durkheim, in The Elementary Forms 
of Religious Life, writes that, through religion, all other manifestations of collective 
activity have come, with successive transformations. “... the law, morality and 
scientifi c thought itself, which have marked a boom for religion as well ... as they 
have been able to modify human consciousness, in a powerful and lasting way” 
(Durkheim, E., 1964: 70).
According to Weber, history is a religion plus economic and political interests. 
Focusing on Calvinism, he showed that Protestant values infl uenced the rise of 
capitalism and helped create the modern world order. According to Durkheim, “If 
religion has given birth to everything that is essential in society, it is because the idea 
of   society is the spirit of religion.” (Durkheim E. 1995: 416) Contemporary American 
sociologist Robert Neelly Bellah is in the same line when he formulates the thought: 
“If religion has given birth to everything that is essential in society, it is because the 
idea of   society is the spirit of religion.” (Bellah, R., 1973: 191).
Following this line of reasoning, sociologists Petyer L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, 
in The Social Reality of Religion (1965), provide essential ideas for the social dimension 
of religion. In his assessment of this work, the social scholar Titus Hjelm writes: “The 
essence of the argument in this book is that human beings, working through society 
and culture, create, and in turn, are created (socialized) by the society and culture that 
they have created.” And further, “It would not be overly hyperbolic to suggest that 
what this book did in the history of modern social sciences is very much like what 
Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientifi c Revolutions (1962) did in the philosophy of 
the physical” (Hjelm, T., 2018: 67).
Durkheim, in the concept of mechanical and organic solidarity, describes religion as 
an expression of social cohesion. Religion in Berger’s theory functions as the ‘sacred 
canopy,’ enveloping society and culture, keeping us all in one sense speaking the 
same language in relation to these large existential issues, and thus shoring up the 
social and cultural claims to represent the truth about reality itself. (Hjelm, T., 2018: 
68).
Orientation in the relevant literature of this topic also enables to address the att itude 
that has been held towards religion in Albania. From a sociological perspective, 
the argument is made that religion cannot be denied or alienated, as was the case 
in Albania, which was declared the only atheist country. Bergson in the book The 
Two Sources of Morality and Religion writes: We can fi nd among modern human 
societies, which have neither science, nor art, nor philosophy. But there has never 
been a society without religion.
Although distinguished for its traditional nature, religion, through its extension and 
profound impact on society has also become an important factor in social change. 
This is explained by the fact that religion tends to take a stand against the suff ering 
of people, of the needy, which is related to social change. Sociologists defi ne social 
change as changes in human interactions and relationships that transform cultural 
and social institutions. While it has been evidenced that social change has for social 
sciences the importance that the phenomenon has for the physical sciences. 
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Methodology

The treatment of religion as a social reality enables to see the way how sociological 
literature can approach the work of the religious organization. In methodological 
terms, the question is: How do organizations and believers understand religion as a 
social reality and how does the organization approach social issues? The combination 
of the theoretical and methodological aspect enables to undertake more eff ective 
strategies, so that the devout believer is also an active citizen. The analysis of this 
phenomenon sheds light on one of the labyrinths of the sociology of religion and can 
serve those interested, of this line for further studies.
To describe the social reality of religion, the study focuses on: books, theories, 
methods applied in the fi eld. Durkheim’s work, Elementary Forms of Religious Life, 
makes the social analysis of religious belief, describing the collection, organization, 
thoughts, and interactions that occur both religiously and socially. As such, it has 
been considered by many scholars as a methodological work.
The sociological method applied in the sociology of religion, serves to understand 
and interpret a set of social phenomena in the religious space and beyond. To analyze 
social facts, rules for observing their construction and pursuit in a sociological 
perspective. To show how diff erent aspects of society contribute to the believer’s 
relationship with the world around him. As such it serves the work of the religious 
organization to address issues at both the individual and social levels.
The activity of the organization is analyzed through: strong social ties that worshipers 
create around the respective faith; assessing the role of the common community 
environment; observance of norms by believers; moral support of believers, 
effi  ciency of social capital to promote values, mutual solidarity created in religious 
sett ings, formal / informal control of religion in society, performance of the process 
of educating believers and achieving goals. These are some basic phenomena, which 
highlight the social dimension and contain current values.
In this paper we describe and compare the most common qualitative methods. 
These include observations, conversations and interviews. They are also used 
other qualitative methods, include document studies, key informants, alternative 
(authentic) assessment, public records and case studies. According to Durkheim, but 
not only, “… there is nothing bett er than observing the behavior of individuals in a 
group to be convinced of the ‘invigorating’ action that social groups exert on their 
members” (Borlandi, M, 2012: 367 - 385)
The objective investigation to identify religion as a social reality also required the 
use of archival, historical and documentary materials. The organic treatment of the 
social content of religion has implications also in the methodology of the sociology 
of religion, requiring a wider use of ethnography and qualitative methods. Critical 
thinking and recent studies have not diminished the values   of Durkheim’s thought 
on the sociological method.
The social problems of religion were researched in some religious communities 
(organizations) of Tirana Region. The county, in terms of demographics, has some 
features. 1/3 of the population of Albania lives there. The total population of Albania 
is estimated at 3 million (July 2017 estimate). According to the general census of 2011, 
regarding religious affi  liation, in the territory of Albania are 56.70% Muslims, 10.03% 
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Catholics, 6.75% Orthodox, 2.09 are members of the Bektashi Order (a form of Shiite 
Sufi sm), 0.14 evangelicals. While 5.49 are self-declared as unqualifi ed believers and 
2.5% atheists. The number of those who preferred not to answer for their religious 
affi  liation is 13.79% of the total population.
In Tirana there are many people from the cities and provinces of Albania, who 
carry their culture and faith. In the Region of Tirana, diff erent believers pray and in 
conversations and interviews with them, they bring the religious experience of the 
cities and provinces from which they have moved. In the religious institutions of 
Tirana, it is often the case that believers who live in Tirana, as well as believers who 
are temporarily there, pray. Even this group of believers has been ready to talk about 
the organization where they live. Even from the review of these cases it results that 
the religious problem in the Region of Tirana is similar to that of the believers, who 
come from diff erent cities and regions of the country.
From what was said above, the special demographic parameters of the Region of 
Tirana enable to be achieved in generalizations at the national level. Another factor 
for generalizations is the fact that religious morality, in content, with all the mosaic 
religious, cultural, is the same, as it is permeated by divine inspiration, which knows 
no ends. For them there is only one God, who determines their destiny, despite 
religious, cultural divisions and everything else diff erent. From the contacts with the 
believers, the uniformity in the treatment of the social dimension of the religion is 
noticed. This can be explained by the conservative character of religion. Durkheim 
views religion, with its calming role, as a factor of social integration, which reduces 
the likelihood of suicide. This is because religion is an instrument of liberation from 
the stressful life that believers can go through. 

The decline and revival of religion

Field research was conducted both in terms of discovering the traces left by the 
monist system in the lives of believers, as well as in following the perspective brought 
by democratic developments after 1990. Religion in Albania began to be revived 
after 1990. Before the monist system, religion was defi ned according to the secular 
principles that were prevalent at the time, and aimed at separating religion from the 
state. Such a policy started with the independence of the country in 1912. A secularist 
policy was pursued in the following years as well, where the separation of religion 
from the state was maintained. Until 1945 the constitutions stated that: Religions 
and beliefs, by law, enjoyed the right to freedom and exercise of activities, without 
interfering in the internal aff airs of the state.
During the years of dictatorship, radical att acks were carried out on religion, aiming 
at its liquidation. The att itude towards religion followed two phases. In the fi rst 
phase 1945 -1967, a moderate secular att itude towards religion was maintained. The 
second phase 1967-1990, is characterized by an annihilation strategy. To att ract the 
interest of the population, the annihilation of religion was put on a plan with the 
struggle against foreign appearances and backward customs. In tune with this, was 
the propaganda against the external enemy, which was described in dark colors. “To 
continue to obey these laws and customs means to be spiritually with strangers, with 
the blackest foreign reaction.” (Hoxha, E., Acts 35: 244). The intensifi cation of the 
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fi ght against religion aimed at eradicating the religious worldview and closing down 
religious institutions, as it did.
According to the policy pursued in those years, religion was de facto banned. As for 
the de jure ban, it came with the 1976 Constitution. Where it was sanctioned “The state 
recognizes no religion whatever and supports and develops atheist propaganda for 
the purpose of implanting the scientifi c materialist world outlook in people.” “Fascist, 
anti-democratic, war-mongering activities and propaganda are prohibited, as well as 
incitement to national and racial hatred (Constitution, 28 December 1976, Article: 36, 
55). So, as it is clearly seen, the fi ght against religion was put on a plan with the most 
negative phenomena, which harmed the society, and the life of a country.
With the post-1990 democratic system, religion was reconstructed on the basis of 
historical background and world experience. After 1990 religion found its position 
in society, as an institutional factor, as did the family, school, other social structures. 
Characteristic of beliefs in our country is mutual respect and interfaith cooperation. 
In addition to freedom of religion, the legal framework was regulated.
Archbishop Anastasios says that our country “in the second half of the 20th century, 
lived the darkest years during the very fi erce anti-religious persecution ...”, but by 
the Grace of God, since 1991, our country is developing and fl ourishes within the 
environment of complete religious freedom ”(Gazeta“ Ngjallja ”, No. 5 (305), 2018: 
8). The religious organization exploited connections with the external factor. And 
further, “We try to get the juices from the healthy roots of the religious biome and 
to help in the social development and progress of Albania, in the reconciliation and 
the common walk, especially with the neighbors and with all the peoples” (Gazeta 
“Ngjallja”, Nr. 5 (305), 2018: 8).
K. P., 70 years old, of Orthodox faith, retired, had worked as a teacher, in Berat said: 
“In the communist regime, we performed Orthodox rites in secret. We carefully 
discarded the shells of the Easter eggs. ” Whereas, K. L., 58 years old, of the Catholic 
faith, said: “In 1990 I was baptized (Bajm), because before the communist regime did 
not allow us. It was a great joy that we went to the great God. If you have God, you 
also have a family. The god of the house is also used by the model of God. “God gives 
life to the family.” In this case, but not only, the conservative nature of religion also 
emerges. The believer, wanting to follow the patt ern he has created for God, calls 
man the Lord of the house.
The question of what is special about religion? Believers replied, that there they 
found spiritual peace. A. L, 54 years old, of the Catholic faith, from Shkodra: “The 
spiritual peace that the church gives you, you do not fi nd anywhere else. Man needs 
to be fi xed somewhere, where there is bett er than in the house of God. Look like you 
are fl ying in the world of Angels. Life starts from the beginning”
To the question, what about the social aspect? He replied that “Through connection 
with God, are secured family ties, trust in each other and relationships with relatives.” 
C. M., 62 years old, married. “In Tropoja, the family that slaughters the kid, for a 
religious day, keeps less meat for itself, distributes most of it. This is in line with 
religious belief and increases community solidarity.” The presence of religious belief 
in social life is expressed by numerous worshipers and constitutes a phenomenon.
All the believers interviewed said that their family was sacred. Through religious 
belief, the family is consolidated, marriage is crowned and family and marital ties 
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are strengthened, more secure and more stable. In religious institutions: in churches, 
mosques, tekkes, marriage rites are performed. The connection with God, according 
to them, ensures a strong family. But, although they say that they are open to marital 
relations even outside their community, such a phenomenon is rarely noticed 
in practice. Believer, Catholic Gj. P. Gj., says: “The seven children are married to 
Catholics.”
Some of them say that it is good for the marriage bonds of the believers to be made 
within the same faith. Believer R. L., 31, lawyer. “My partner must be of the Muslim 
faith, as misunderstandings could arise.” Evangelical believers, on the other hand, 
have the condition of a marital bond within the faith. Believer, Catholic Gj. P. Gj., 
while att ending the baptism ceremony of his nephew, says: “Ecclesiastical ceremonies 
strengthen the Catholic faith, the family and kinship circle, which is not the same as 
before, kinship ties are being shaken.” 
Another phenomenon is that through belief, worshipers try to keep in touch with 
close people who have passed away. On religious special days, they go to the 
cemetery more than on other days. The believer, non-practitioner, S. Sh., 77 years old, 
when she was coming out of the cemetery, on the day of Eid al-Adha (July 20, 2021), 
said: “I come here, whenever there are marked days, to remember my people most 
beloved, especially my husband and son, who left me young. I believe that, up there, 
they look at me, that I keep their memory, that I follow the tradition, and I join, on 
this day the great Muslim community. Now I feel more relieved and calmer.” The 
connection of religious belief with the memory of relatives, who have left this life, is 
a phenomenon that is encountered in every religious belief and this was confi rmed 
by all respondents.
Albania is a small country, with many religious beliefs. The interaction of religious 
communities is a characteristic of faith in Albania, which is also evidenced by the 
external factor. The Orthodox believer A. N, said: “I have more social ties with 
Muslims than with Christians. We celebrate all religious holidays, without religious 
diff erences. A few days ago we celebrated Eid al-Adha, bought goat meat and made a 
dessert, accompanied lunch with red wine (we use wine because we are not Muslims 
and we are taught not to separate red wine from our tables at every holiday) “ A 
bektashi belever L. Q. 72 years old, said: “In the past, tekkes also served as reception 
places for travelers from remote areas. So they were not just for religious purposes. 
People gathered and talked there, so they had a social character. We try to preserve 
the tradition” 
This was expressed in the Joint Declaration of the leaders of the fi ve religious 
communities, which represent over 95% of the believers in Albania. The Declaration 
states that: “... our religious diff erences do not prevent us from engaging in 
mutual respect, cooperation in the social fi eld and in active dialogue between our 
communities and society as a whole, with the aim of preserving and promoting 
moral and ethical values and cultural. ” Communities are committ ed to preserving 
and further developing the “mosaic of diversity” and to developing “with dignity 
this wealth at home and abroad.”
What, according to them, is achieved by: developing dialogue at the academic level; 
undertaking joint activities for the benefi t of society; developing joint educational 
strategies to promote the younger generation with the values   of coexistence and 
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interfaith dialogue, to prevent any form of manipulation and instrumentalization of 
religion in the service of secular interests; of promotion in the international arena, in all 
ways, the value of coexistence and interfaith harmony in Albania, as a useful example 
for the whole world society, which constantly faces the challenges of intolerance and 
various forms of confl ict (Statement, Tirana, 03 May 2018).
The democratically created spaces, the legal regulation and the Joint Declaration, 
despite their importance, do not automatically bring about change. A broad, religious 
perspective would also require an analysis from a sociological perspective. Religion 
has to do not only with the life of the believer, but also of society as a whole. Religious 
institutions, clergy, believers are an integral part of society.
Discussions at the academic level, as stated in the statement, are necessary, as it 
happens that many believers limit their religious life to following the rites, which is 
only one side of the phenomenon. Regarding the perspective of religion, worshipers 
of all faiths generally said that more needed to be done, both by the organization and 
by the clergy and the faithful.
Now, we have social networks, F. A said: “It is possible that the imams, who are more 
educated, as well as the believers themselves do more, so that evil does not enter the 
family and society.” As it is pointed out in a newspaper of the Catholic Church “Life 
does not want to be the best but you have to do the best”!  (Newspaper “Church and 
Life”, no. 6, 2021: 8).
Without the contribution of religion, society is denied a vital part of it. The use of 
a sociological perspective and analysis framework will serve the research to bett er 
identify the social roots or causes of religion. The orientation of religions towards 
the world with post-secular, modernist reference would require its re-vitality to face 
sharp social problems.

Conclusions

From the literature review and interwiews with believers, it turns out that religion is a 
social reality, which can not be undone by policies and laws, as was done in the monist 
system. Repressive measures had the opposite eff ect, as with the collapse of the system 
the movement for the revival of religion erupted. Believers have an increased interest 
in participating in addressing social topics. Worshipers follow their faith, which is 
mostly based on family tradition. Believers benefi t from social values   through the 
holy books. With reference to the scriptures, they support the unifying idea that God 
is one for all. Diversity in a pluralistic society is considered an added value, away 
from religious and cultural divisions. Albanian believers respect all faiths and have 
no problem att ending social ceremonies of diff erent faiths. Believers acknowledge 
that there is no problem in marrying persons outside the respective faith, but they are 
generally married within the same faith. Understanding and interpreting sociological 
issues increases the effi  ciency of the organization and believers in dealing with social 
relations. The extension of beliefs in social aspects has also increased their activation 
in public sett ings. The eff ective treatment of social problems becomes more effi  cient 
through the acquisition of both religious and sociological literature.
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Abstract

With a resolute and persistent view in implementing the government’s regulations on 
organizational arrangement and improving the quality of civil servants serving in state 
agencies, over the years, Quang Ninh province has focused on directing, sett ing goals, tasks, 
solutions, progress to implement streamlined organizational structure, payroll, improve the 
quality of the contingent of civil servants, thereby continuing to obtain positive practical results. 
The implementation of organizational arrangement, apparatus, downsizing of staff  is carried 
out synchronously and uniformly from the province to the commune level; overcome existing 
limitations and shortcomings; reducing focal points, reducing intermediaries, contributing 
to building a lean, effi  cient and eff ective organizational structure. The implementation 
of downsizing according to the regulations of the Government and the specifi c policies of 
Quang Ninh province is ensured; a number of innovative and breakthrough models based on 
the renewal of thinking, awareness, repositioning of the province’s values, fully identifying 
advantages, challenges, contradictions, weaknesses, determining the right philosophy and 
development direction. Besides, the att ention of the central government is an important factor 
in helping Quang Ninh achieve outstanding results, especially in the fi ve year period from 
2016-2020, being one of the fi ve fastest growing provinces and cities in Vietnam (average 
10.5% annually).

Keywords: Innovation, organizational structure, civil servants, international integration.

Introduction

1. Overview of the organizational apparatus, civil servants in Quang Ninh province
Quang Ninh is a coastal province in the Northeast region of Vietnam, with a natural 
area of 611,081.3 hectares. The whole province has 250 km of coastline and 132.8 km 
of national border, bordering and territorial waters bordering China. Quang Ninh 
province has 13 administrative units including 07 districts, 02 towns and 04 cities. 
The current population is more than 1.32 million people with many ethnic groups 
living together1. The population distribution is uneven, mainly concentrated in urban 
areas and western districts.

1  Statistical report of Quang Ninh Provincial People’s Committee in 2020.
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The whole province of Quang Ninh has 315 organizations, agencies and units (37 at 
province level, 278 at district level); 303 non-business units (14 under the province; 
163 under the departments, branches and mass organizations; 126 under the district 
level); 177 communes, wards, townships, 1573 villages, hamlets and quarters; 994 
associations (55 provincial-level associations, 170 district-level associations, 769 
commune-level associations). The payroll of civil servants in Quang Ninh province 
assigned in 2021 is 2,392 (increasing by 32.5% compared to 2005 and increasing by 
8.79% compared to 2010).

2. Solutions to build the apparatus, improve the quality of civil servants

2.1. Categories of solutions to build apparatus

Firstly, continue to review, consolidate, rearrange and reorganize specialized 
agencies and units in the direction of leanness and effi  ciency, “one unit performs 
many functions, one person performs many tasks” a function or a task is performed 
and assumed responsibility by only one unit (1) Share administrative and service 
departments for a number of closely linked agencies in the performance of common 
duties; (2) Rearrange and reorganize units with similar functions and tasks in the 
direction of streamlining, increasing connectivity and complementing each other; 
(3) Reorganize specialized departments with the same functions and tasks, do not 
establish new equivalent departments; (4) Gradually separate public services from 
state management functions; (5) Established a number of new units in line with the 
breakthrough development orientation of Quang Ninh province. 
Secondly, study and build models, mechanisms and policies for Van Don Special 
Economic Zone, Co To Sea and Island Administration, Mong Cai Free Border Gate 
Economic Zone, high-tech industrial parks of Quang Ninh province.
Thirdly, renovate the mechanism, transforming the operating model for public 
non-business units in the direction of increasing autonomy, self-responsibility, and 
expanding socialization simultaneously with the need for regional reform. The public 
sector must strongly and thoroughly att ract the private sector to participate in the 
process of providing basic and essential services in order to mobilize social resources 
for investment in regional development and dynamism. leadership and management, 
encouraging creativity, improving competitiveness: (1) Shifting the allocation 
mechanism according to norms to implementing “order”, “purchase”, change the 
mode of direct support from the state budget to the form of bidding. Determine 
the roadmap for transforming the operating model, assigning autonomy and self-
responsibility to public non-business units from partial to full autonomy; By the end 
of 2021, 100% of public non-business units will be autonomous. (2) Actively develop 
proposals for institutions, mechanisms, policies and implement these to promote 
the mobilization of all social resources for development investment according to the 
principle that the State plays the role of creating a development environment not doing 
what enterprises and people can and do well, creating an equal environment between 
the public and non-public sectors. Eff ectively implement Decree No. 15/2015/ND-CP 
dated February 14, 2015 on investment in the form of public-private partnership. (3) 
Actively transform a number of non-business economic units into enterprise models 
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or apply public-private partnership methods, including  project management boards 
at provincial, district levels and management boards at departments and branches; 
consulting - design center; market management board... (4) Strengthening the quality 
of services, serving the cause of education and health, strengthening socialization in 
conditional areas, the State ensures the regulatory role for the main audience. books 
and disadvantaged areas so that people can enjoy the best services.
Fourthly, amend, supplement, adjust, promulgate new and perfecting the system of 
regulations and legislation: (1) Focuse on adjusting, supplementing and perfecting 
functions and tasks for agencies, followed by rearranging the organization and 
apparatus. (2) Develop and promulgate working regulations and regulations on 
decentralization of management in various fi elds; regulations on coordination 
among institutions, units and localities. (3) Amend, supplement and renew 
regulations on recruitment, use, evaluation, implementation of regimes and policies 
and management of cadres, civil servants and public employees in the direction of 
publicity and transparency, encouraging creativity and dedication of individuals.
Last but not least, renew the management mechanism and operation orientation 
of associations to ensure compliance with the provisions of law: (1) Implement 
the roadmap for the allocation of operating funds to the associations assigned 
to staff . The remaining associations operate on the principles of voluntariness, 
autonomy, self-management, self-fi nancing, and self- legal responsibility; The State 
only supports operating expenses associated with assigned tasks according to the 
principle of “ordering”, “buying”. (2) Strengthen the inspection and examination of 
the organization and operation of associations, promptly detect and correct violations 
or dissolve ineffi  cient associations.

2.2. Categories of solutions to improve the quality of civil servants

Firstly, regarding streamlining civil servants: (1) Renovate and improve the effi  ciency 
of payroll management of cadres, civil servants and public employees in the direction 
of centralization and unity. Promulgate and perfect title standards, approve job 
position schemes, serve as a basis for determining staffi  ng norms, recruiting, 
arranging for use, planning, appointing, training, fostering and evaluating civil 
servants. (2) Decentralize localities and units to arrange and implement mechanisms 
and policies associated with restructuring the contingent of cadres, civil servants 
and public employees in accordance with the standards of titles and positions. (3) 
Innovate mechanisms and policies to att ract and train, restructure the contingent 
of civil servants to ensure the structure of professions to serve new development 
requirements, such as construction, transportation, architecture, irrigation, land, 
environment, culture - sport - tourism, agriculture - forestry - fi shery, foreign 
languages, information technology,... (4) Perform part-time, consolidate titles, reduce 
the number of people receiving salaries and allowances from the state budget.
Secondly, renovate the recruitment of civil servants: (1) Recruiting civil servants must 
meet urgent needs, in line with the requirements of supplementing high-quality 
human resources and the group of professions in Quang Ninh province. It is essential 
to ensure principles of publicity and transparency in association with standards of 
titles and employment positions and improvement of quality and restructuring of the 
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existing contingent of civil servants. (2) Innovate the recruitment examination, apply 
modern technology, have the form of storing and disclosing information, which is 
convenient for supervision. (3) Continue to decentralize recruitment, and at the same 
time strengthen the inspection, examination and supervision of superior agencies.
Thirdly, improve the quality of training civil servants: (1) Amend, supplement, and 
promulgate policies and mechanisms for training and retraining associated with 
responsibilities (including material responsibilities) and the eff ective contributions 
of those sent to the training; (2) Strengthen links with reputable training institutions 
at home and abroad; Renovate training and retraining content and programs, further 
strengthen the training and retraining of civil servants, especially commune-level 
civil servants; (3) Training associated with planning and usage needs; (4) Associate 
training and retraining with the needs of use, planning, appointment, rotation and 
mobilization of civil servants.
Fourthly, renew and improve the quality of appointment of civil servants to lead 
management: (1) Complete regulations on conditions and criteria for appointment 
and re-appointment of leaders. (2) Continue to innovate the method of selecting civil 
servants in the form of competitive examinations to ensure publicity, transparency, 
objectivity, fairness, and encourage the creative spirit of candidates; (3) Implement 
the leadership and management probationary regime: Specifi c regulations on time, 
tasks and responsibilities of leading and managerial cadres after appointment.
Fifthly, innovate and improve the quality of civil servant evaluation: (1) Develop and 
issue a set of criteria for accurately assessing civil servants on the basis of specifi c 
quantifi cation of work results, training of ethical qualities. associated with the 
responsibility of the head of the organization and feedback from other information 
channels, taking eff ective quality as a measure of evaluation, encouraging initiative, 
creativity and innovation; eff ectively associated with the benefi ciary regime in 
addition to the reward and discipline regime; (2) Strictly implement the assessment 
and classifi cation of civil servants in a substantive manner to ensure objectivity and 
fairness; (3) Promote the responsibility of the leader in the evaluation of civil servants; 
at the same time, att ach importance to the feedback channel on the satisfaction of 
benefi ciaries of the “products” created by civil servants… (4) Develop and implement 
regulations on dismissal of unqualifi ed civil servants. fulfi ll their duties, violate 
discipline, lose credibility with the people, in order to create motivation for civil 
servants to regularly cultivate public service ethics, professionalism, and improve 
responsibility and work quality. 

Conclusions

In conclusion, renovating the organizational apparatus to ensure leanness; improve 
the quality of civil servants and labor productivity in the public sector; at the same 
time, improving the quality of social services and serving the people of the state 
administrative apparatus at all levels are a strong driving force to promote economic 
growth and the most important goal in management activities of the government. With 
the economic development orientation from “brown” to “green”, gradually shift the 
economic structure of Quang Ninh province in the direction of “services - industry - 
agriculture” towards sustainable local economic development associated with green 
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growth, prioritizing the implementation of the goal of “Arrange the organizational 
apparatus to ensure synchronization, leanness and effi  ciency; overcome the situation 
of cumbersome, overlapping, multiple intermediate layers. Professionalize, expertise 
in science and technology, modernization of political system activities in the period 
of accelerating industrialization, modernize and international integration. This is the 
right choice and in line with the inevitable trend of countries in the region and the 
world. Moreover, in the condition that the state budget is still very limited, solutions 
such as: promoting the public-private partnership (PPP) model, encouraging the 
participation of the private sector in public service provision, etc. …are eff ective 
solutions that many countries around the world have been applying to reduce the 
budget burden, while improving productivity and work effi  ciency.
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Abstract

Banks are unique fi nancial intermediaries. they are the only intermediaries that intermediate 
between all ultimate lenders and borrowers and all other non-bank fi nancial intermediaries. 
In this way they perform crucial functions, including providing the means of payments. In 
fact, they are such signifi cant intermediaries that their very survival (particularly the large 
banks) is in the interests of the country; there exist social costs to their failure.
For this reason, banks are the most regulated intermediaries. In most countries, the central 
bank regulates and supervises the banks, and they are obliged to have large departments and 
skilled persons to carry out this function. The banks are innovative and create new products 
continually, because of the competitive nature of banking, making the task of the supervisor 
challenging.
The hardware and software systems requirements of banks are sophisticated, not only 
because of the complex deals they undertake, but to cater for the strict and diverse reporting 
requirements of banks. T his and the high capital resource requirements create substantial 
barriers to entry.
Banks exist because of the information costs they carry and because of the demand for liquidity 
by deposit clients. Banks earn their keep by the management of fi nancial risks, and this is 
what diff erentiates them from other companies. Essentially, they are risk managers. But 
banks need to be planning how, in the future, existing competitive advantage is going to be 
sustained and extended. The outlook for banks is optimistic, provided they can create, 
maintain, and sustain a competitive advantage in the products and services (old and new) 
they off er.”
The main threat to banking is the securities markets. Many large, highly rated companies do 
not require the intermediation of banks to satisfy their borrowing requirements. Cognizant of 
this threat, many banks have are involved in the creation of marketable debt instruments, 
and hold many of these in portfolio.
The most unique function of banks is their money creating ability, under the guidance 
of the central bank, and the central bank uses the profi t- maximizing behavior of banks to 
execute monetary policy. This is where interest rates have their genesis.

Keywords: Management, historical development, banking.

Introduction

Some authorities, relying upon a broad defi nition of banking that equates it with any 
sort of intermediation activity, trace banking as far back as ancient  Mesopotamia, 
where temples, royal palaces, and some private houses served as storage facilities 
for valuable commodities such as grain, the ownership of which could be transferred 
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by means of writt en receipts. There are records of loans by the temples of Babylon 
as early as 2000 bce; temples were considered especially safe depositories because, 
as they were sacred places watched over by gods, their contents were believed to 
be protected from theft. Companies of traders in ancient times provided banking 
services that were connected with the buying and selling of goods.
Many of these early “protobanks” dealt primarily in coin and bullion, much of their 
business being money changing and the supplying of foreign and domestic coin of 
the correct weight and fi neness. Full-fl edged banks did not emerge until medieval 
times, with the formation of organizations specializing in the depositing and lending 
of money and the creation of generally spendable IOUs that could serve in place of 
coins or other commodity moneys. In  Europe so-called “ merchant bankers” paralleled 
the development of banking by off ering, for a consideration, to assist merchants in 
making distant payments, using bills of exchange instead of actual coin. The merchant 
banking business arose from the fact that many merchants traded internationally, 
holding assets at diff erent points along trade routes. For a certain consideration, 
a merchant stood prepared to accept instructions to pay money to a named party 
through one of his agents elsewhere; the amount of the bill of exchange would be 
debited by his agent to the account of the merchant banker, who would also hope to 
make an additional profi t from exchanging one currency against another. Because 
there was a possibility of loss, any profi t or gain was not subject to the medieval ban 
on usury. There were, moreover, techniques for concealing a loan by making foreign 
exchange available at a distance but deferring payment for it so that the interest 
charge could be camoufl aged as a fl uctuation in the exchange rate.
The earliest genuine European banks, in contrast, dealt neither in goods nor in bills 
of exchange but in gold and silver coins and bullion, and they emerged in response 
to the risks involved in storing and transporting precious metal moneys and, often, 
in response to the deplorable quality of available coins, which created a demand for 
more reliable and uniform substitutes.
In continental Europe dealers in foreign coin, or “money changers,” were among the 
fi rst to off er basic banking services, while in London money “scriveners” and  gold 
smiths played a similar role. Money scriveners were notaries who found themselves 
well positioned for bringing borrowers and lenders together, while goldsmiths began 
their transition to banking by keeping money and valuables in safe custody for their 
customers. Goldsmiths also dealt in bullion and foreign exchange, acquiring and 
sorting coin for profi t. As a means of att racting coin for sorting, they were prepared 
to pay a rate of interest, and it was largely in this way that they eventually began to 
outcompete money scriveners as deposit bankers.

1. Specialization

Banks in Europe from the 16th century onward could be divided into two classes:  
exchange banks and  banks of deposit. The last were banks that, besides receiving 
deposits, made loans and thus associated themselves with the trade and industries 
of a country. The exchange banks included in former years institutions such as the 
Bank of Hamburg and the Bank of Amsterdam. These were established to deal with 
foreign exchange and to facilitate trade with other countries. The others—founded 
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at very diff erent dates—were established as, or early became, banks of deposit, such 
as the Bank of England, the Bank of Venice, the Bank of Sweden, the Bank of France, 
the Bank of Germany, and others. Important as exchange banks were in their day, 
the period of their activity had generally passed by the last half of the 19th century.
In one particularly notable respect, the business carried on by the exchange banks 
diff ered from banking as generally understood at the time. Exchange banks were 
established for the primary purpose of turning the values with which they were 
entrusted into bank money—that is, into a currency that merchants accepted 
immediately, with no need to test the value of the coin or the bullion given to them. 
The value the banks provided was equal to the value they received, with the only 
diff erence being the small amount charged to their customers for performing such 
transactions. No exchange bank had capital of its own, nor did it require any for the 
performance of its business.
In every case  deposit banking at fi rst involved litt le more than the receipt of coins 
for safekeeping or warehousing, for which service depositors were required to pay a 
fee. By early modern times this warehousing function had given way in most cases 
to genuine intermediation, with deposits becoming debt, as opposed to bailment 
(delivery in trust) contracts, and depositors sharing in bank interest earnings instead 
of paying fees. (See bailment.) Concurrent with this change was the development of 
bank money, which had begun with transfers of deposit credits by means of oral and 
later writt en instructions to bankers and also with the endorsement and assignment 
of writt en deposit receipts; each transaction presupposed legal acknowledgement of 
the fungible (interchangeable) status of deposited coins. Over time, deposit transfers 
by means of writt en instructions led directly to modern checks.

2. The development of bank notes

Although the Bank of England is usually credited with being the source of the Western 
world’s fi rst widely circulated banknotes, the Stockholms Banco (Bank of Stockholm, 
founded in 1656 and the predecessor of the contemporary Bank of Sweden) is known 
to have issued banknotes several decades before the Bank of England’s establishment 
in 1694, and some authorities claim that notes issued by the Casa di San Giorgio 
(Bank of Genoa, established in 1407), although payable only to specifi c persons, were 
made to circulate by means of repeated endorsements. In Asia paper money has a still 
longer history, its fi rst documented use having been in  China during the 9th century, 
when “fl ying money,” a sort of draft or bill of exchange developed by merchants, 
was gradually transformed into government-issued fi at money. The 12th-century 
Tatar war caused the government to abuse this new fi nancial instrument, and China 
thereby earned credit not merely for the world’s fi rst paper money but also for the 
world’s fi rst known episode of hyperinfl ation. Several more such episodes caused the 
Chinese government to cease issuing paper currency, leaving the matt er to private 
bankers. By the late 19th century, China had developed a unique and, according 
to many accounts, successful bank money system, consisting of paper notes issued 
by unregulated local banks and redeemable in copper coin. Yet the system was 
undermined in the early 20th century, fi rst by demands made by the government 
upon the banks and ultimately by the decision to centralize and nationalize China’s 
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paper currency system.
The development of bank money increased bankers’ ability to extend credit by 
limiting occasions when their clients would feel the need to withdraw currency. 
The increasingly widespread use of bank money eventually allowed bankers to 
exploit the law of large numbers, whereby withdrawals would be off set by new 
deposits. Market competition, however, prevented banks from extending credit 
beyond reasonable means, and each bank set aside cash reserves, not merely to cover 
occasional coin withdrawals but also to sett le interbank accounts. Bankers generally 
found it to be in their interest to receive, on deposit, checks drawn upon or notes 
issued by rivals in good standing; it became a standard practice for such notes or 
checks to be cleared (that is, returned to their sources) on a routine (usually daily) 
basis, where the net amounts due would be sett led in coin or bullion. Starting in 
the late 18th century, bankers found that they could further economize on cash 
reserves by sett ing up  clearinghouses in major cities to manage nonlocal bank 
money clearings and sett lements, as doing so allowed further advantage to be taken 
of opportunities for “nett ing out” off sett ing items, that is, off sett ing gross credits 
with gross debits, leaving net dues alone to be sett led with specie (coin money). 
Clearinghouses were the precursors to contemporary institutions such as clearing 
banks, automated clearinghouses, and the Bank for International Sett lements. Other 
fi nancial innovations, such as the development of bailment and bank money, created 
effi  ciencies in transactions that complemented the process of industrialization. In 
fact, many economists, starting with the Scott ish philosopher Adam Smith, have 
att ributed to banks a crucial role in promoting industrialization.

3. Operations and management

The essential business of banking involves granting bank deposit credits or issuing 
IOUs in exchange for deposits (which are claims to base money, such as coins or fi at 
paper money); banks then use the base money—or that part of it not needed as cash 
reserves—to purchase other IOUs with the goal of earning a profi t on that investment. 
The business may be most readily understood by considering the elements of a 
simplifi ed bank balance sheet, where a bank’s available resources—its “assets”—are 
reckoned alongside its obligations, or “liabilities.”
Bank assets consist mainly of various kinds of loans and marketable securities and 
of reserves of base money, which may be held either as actual central bank notes and 
coins or in the form of a credit (deposit) balance at the central bank. The bank’s main  
liabilities are its capital (including cash reserves and, often, subordinated debt) and 
deposits. The latt er may be from domestic or foreign sources (corporations and fi rms, 
private individuals, other banks, and even governments). They may be repayable on 
demand (sight deposits or current accounts) or after a period of time (time, term, or 
fi xed deposits and, occasionally, savings deposits). The bank’s assets include cash; 
investments or securities; loans and advances made to customers of all kinds, though 
primarily to corporations (including term loans and mortgages); and, fi nally, the 
bank’s premises, furniture, and fi tt ings.
The diff erence between the fair market value of a bank’s assets and the book value 
of its outstanding liabilities represents the bank’s net worth. A bank lacking positive 
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net worth is said to be “insolvent,” and it generally cannot remain open unless it 
is kept afl oat by means of central bank support. At all times a bank must maintain 
cash balances to pay its depositors upon demand. It must also keep a proportion 
of its assets in forms that can readily be converted into cash. Only in this way can 
confi dence in the banking system be maintained.
The main resource of a modern bank is borrowed money (that is, deposits), which 
the bank loans out as profi tably as is prudent. Banks also hold cash reserves for 
interbank sett lements as well as to provide depositors with cash on demand, thereby 
maintaining a “safe” ratio of cash to deposits. The safe cash-to-assets ratio may be 
established by convention or by statute. If a minimum cash ratio is required by law, a 
portion of a bank’s assets is in eff ect frozen and not available to meet sudden demands 
for cash from the bank’s customers (though the requirement can be enforced in such a 
way as to allow banks to dip into required reserves on occasion—e.g., by substituting 
“lagged” for “contemporaneous” reserve accounting). To provide more fl exibility, 
required ratios are frequently based on the average of cash holdings over a specifi ed 
period, such as a week or a month.
Unless a bank held cash equivalent to 100 percent of its demand deposits, it could not 
meet the claims of depositors were they all to exercise in full and at the same time 
their right to demand cash. If that were a common phenomenon, deposit banking 
could not survive. For the most part, however, the public is prepared to leave its 
surplus funds on deposit with banks, confi dent that money will be available when 
needed. But there may be times when unexpected demands for cash exceed what 
might reasonably have been anticipated; therefore, a bank must not only hold part of 
its assets in cash but also must keep a proportion of the remainder in assets that can 
be quickly converted into cash without signifi cant loss.
A bank may mobilize its assets in several ways. It may demand repayment of loans, 
immediately or at short notice; it may sell securities; or it may borrow from the 
central bank, using paper representing investments or loans as security. Banks do not 
precipitately call in loans or sell marketable assets, because this would disrupt the 
delicate debtor-creditor relationship and lessen confi dence, which probably would 
result in a run on the banks. Banks therefore maintain cash reserves and other  liquid 
assets at a certain level or have access to a “lender of last resort,” such as a central bank. 
In a number of countries, commercial banks have at times been required to maintain 
a minimum liquid assets ratio. Among the assets of commercial banks, investments 
are less liquid than money-market assets. By maintaining an appropriate spread 
of maturities (through a combination of long-term and short-term investments), 
however, it is possible to ensure that a proportion of a bank’s investments will 
regularly approach redemption. This produces a steady fl ow of liquidity and thereby 
constitutes a secondary liquid assets reserve.
Yet this necessity—to convert a signifi cant portion of its liabilities into cash on 
demand—forces banks to “borrow short and lend long.” Because most bank loans 
have defi nite maturity dates, banks must exchange IOUs that may be redeemed at 
any time for IOUs that will not come due until some defi nite future date. That makes 
even the most solvent banks subject to liquidity risk—that is, the risk of not having 
enough cash (base money) on hand to meet demands for immediate payment.
Banks manage this liquidity risk in a number of ways. One approach, known as  asset 
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management, concentrates on adjusting the composition of the bank’s assets—its 
portfolio of loans, securities, and cash. This approach exerts litt le control over the 
bank’s liabilities and overall size, both of which depend on the number of customers 
who deposit savings in the bank. In general, bank managers build a portfolio of 
assets capable of earning the greatest interest revenue possible while keeping risks 
within acceptable bounds. Bankers must also set aside cash reserves suffi  cient to meet 
routine demands (including the demand for reserves to meet minimum statutory 
requirements) while devoting remaining funds mainly to short-term commercial 
loans. The presence of many short-term loans among a bank’s assets means that some 
bank loans are always coming due, making it possible for a bank to meet exceptional 
cash withdrawals or sett lement dues by refraining from renewing or replacing some 
maturing loans.
The practice among early bankers of focusing on short-term commercial loans, which 
was understandable given the assets they had to choose from, eventually became the 
basis for a fallacious theory known as the “ real bills doctrine,” according to which 
there could be no risk of banks overextending themselves or generating infl ation as 
long as they stuck to short-term lending, especially if they limited themselves to 
discounting commercial bills or promissory notes supposedly representing “real” 
goods in various stages of production. The real bills doctrine erred in treating both 
the total value of outstanding commercial bills and the proportion of such bills 
presented to banks for discounting as being values independent of banking policy 
(and independent of bank discount and interest rates in particular). 
Although the real bills doctrine continues to command a small following among some 
contemporary economists, by the late 19th century most bankers had abandoned the 
practice of limiting themselves to short-term commercial loans, preferring instead to 
mix such loans with higher-yielding long-term investments. This change stemmed in 
part from increased transparency and greater effi  ciency in the market for long-term 
securities. 
Commercial banks in some countries, including Germany, also make long-term loans 
to industry (also known as commercial loans) despite the fact that such loans are 
neither self-liquidating (capable of generating cash) nor readily marketable. These 
banks must ensure their liquidity by maintaining relatively high levels of capital 
(including conservatively valued shares in the enterprises they are helping to fund) 
and by relying more heavily on longer-term borrowings (including time deposits 
as well as the issuance of bonds or unsecured debt, such as debentures). In other 
countries, including Japan and the United States, long-term corporate fi nancing is 
handled primarily by fi nancial institutions that specialize in commercial loans and 
securities underwriting rather than by banks.
The traditional asset-management approach to banking is based on the assumption 
that a bank’s liabilities are both relatively stable and unmarketable. Historically, each 
bank relied on a market for its deposit IOUs that was infl uenced by the bank’s location, 
meaning that any changes in the extent of the market (and hence in the total amount of 
resources available to fund the bank’s loans and investments) were beyond a bank’s 
immediate control. In the 1960s and ’70s, however, this assumption was abandoned. 
The change occurred fi rst in the United States, where rising interest rates, together 
with regulations limiting the interest rates banks could pay, made it increasingly 
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diffi  cult for banks to att ract and maintain deposits. Consequently, bankers devised a 
variety of alternative devices for acquiring funds, including repurchase agreements, 
which involve the selling of securities on the condition that buyers agree to repurchase 
them at a stated date in the future, and negotiable certifi cates of deposit (CDs), which 
can be traded in a secondary market. Having discovered new ways to acquire funds, 
banks no longer waited for funds to arrive through the normal course of business. 
The new approaches enabled banks to manage the liability as well as the asset side 
of their balance sheets. Such active purchasing and selling of funds by banks, known 
as  liability management, allows bankers to exploit profi table lending opportunities 
without being limited by a lack of funds for loans. Once liability management became 
an established practice in the United States, it quickly spread to Canada and the 
United Kingdom and eventually to banking systems worldwide.
Despite the level of risk associated with them, derivatives can be used to hedge losses 
on other risky assets. For example, a bank manager may wish to protect his bank 
against a possible fall in the value of its bond holdings if interest rates rise during the 
following three months. In this case he can purchase a three-month forward contract—
that is, by selling the bonds for delivery in three months’ time—or, alternatively, 
take a short position—a promise to sell a particular amount at a specifi c price—in 
bond futures. If interest rates do happen to rise during that period, profi ts from the 
forward contract or short futures position should completely off set the loss in the 
capital value of the bonds. The goal is not to change the expected portfolio return but 
rather to reduce the variance of the return, thereby keeping the actual return closer 
to its expected value.
The risk-management approach relies upon techniques, such as value at risk, or VAR 
(which measures the maximum likely loss on a portfolio during the next 100 days or 
so), that quantify overall risk exposure. One shortcoming of such risk measures is 
that they generally fail to consider high-impact low-probability events, such as the 
bombing of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka in 1996 or the September 11 att acks in 2001. 
Another is that poorly selected or poorly monitored hedge investments can become 
signifi cant liabilities in themselves, as occurred when the U.S. bank JPMorgan Chase 
lost more than $3 billion in trades of credit-based derivatives in 2012. For these 
reasons, traditional bank management tools, including reliance upon bank capital, 
must continue to play a role in risk management.
Because even the best risk-management techniques cannot guarantee against 
losses, banks cannot rely on deposits alone to fund their investments. Funding also 
comes from share owners’  equity, which means that bank managers must concern 
themselves with the value of the bank’s equity capital as well as the composition 
of the bank’s assets and liabilities. A bank’s shareholders, however, are residual 
claimants, meaning that they may share in the bank’s profi ts but are also the fi rst to 
bear any losses stemming from bad loans or failed investments. When the value of 
a bank’s assets declines, shareholders bear the loss, at least up to the point at which 
their shares become worthless, while depositors stand to suff er only if losses mount 
high enough to exhaust the bank’s equity, rendering the bank insolvent. In that case, 
the bank may be closed and its assets liquidated, with depositors (and, after them, if 
anything remains, other creditors) receiving prorated shares of the proceeds. Where 
bank deposits are not insured or otherwise guaranteed by government authorities, 
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bank equity capital serves as depositors’ principal source of security against bank 
losses.
Deposit guarantees, whether explicit (as with deposit insurance) or implicit (as 
when government authorities are expected to bail out failing banks), can have 
the unintended consequence of reducing a bank’s equity capital, for which such 
guarantees are a substitute. Regulators have in turn att empted to compensate for this 
eff ect by regulating bank capital. For example, the fi rst (1988) and second (2004) Basel 
Accords (Basel I and Basel II), which were implemented within the European 
Union and, to a limited extent, in the United States, established minimum capital 
requirements for diff erent banks based on formulas that att empted to account for the 
risks to which each is exposed. Thus, Basel I established an 8 percent capital-to-asset 
ratio target, with bank assets weighted according to the risk of loss; weights ranged 
from zero (for top-rated government securities) to one (for some corporate bonds). 
Following the global fi nancial crisis of 2008–09, a new agreement, known as Basel III 
(2010), increased capital requirements and imposed other safeguards in rules that 
would be implemented gradually through early 2019.
The off -balance sheet activities of banks may be split into two categories as follows:
• Off -balance-sheet activities that carry risk.
• Off -balance-sheet activities and services that carry no or litt le risk.
a) Off -balance-sheet activities that carry risk
The off -balance sheet activities of banks that carry risk are many and include the 

following:
• Indemnities.
• Guarantees.
• Irrevocable lett ers of credit.
• Underwriting.
• Eff ective net open position in foreign currencies.
• Portfolios managed by others on behalf of the bank.
• Securities / commodities broking.
b) Off -balance-sheet activities that carry no or litt le risk
The off -balance sheet activities of banks that carry litt le or no risk are multi-faceted 

and include:
a. Corporate fi nance (mergers, acquisitions, company listings).
b. Debt origination (companies and government).
c. Project fi nance.
d. Bookkeeping services.
e. Economic advice to corporate and individual clients.
f. Advice on importing and exporting.
g. General investment advising.
h. Trust and estate services.

Conclusions

In general, what banks do is prett y easy to fi gure out. For the average person banks 
accept deposits, make loans, provide a safe place for money and valuables, and act as 
payment agents between merchants and banks.
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Banks are quite important to the economy and are involved in such economic activi-
ties as issuing money, sett ling payments, credit intermediation, maturity transforma-
tion and money creation in the form of fractional reserve banking.
History has proven banks to be vulnerable to many risks, however, including credit, 
liquidity, market, operating, interesting rate and legal risks. Many global crises have 
been the result of such vulnerabilities and this has led to the strict regulation of state 
and national banks.
The banking sector is considered to be an important source of fi nancing for most 
businesses. The common assumption, which underpins much of the fi nancial perfor-
mance research and discussion, is that increasing fi nancial performance will lead to 
improved functions and activities of the organizations. 
Services Organizations in general and fi nancial services in particular are considered 
to be the key factor for growth and success of projects in both industrial and develop-
ing countries. 
This study examined these predictors impact on the fi nancial performance of Kosovo 
commercial banks. Finally, the study provides bank managers with understanding of 
activities that would enhance their banks fi nancial performances. The results of this 
study imply that it might be necessary for a bank management to take all the required 
decisions to enhance the fi nancial positions of the bank.
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Abstract

The appropriate method of psychological treatment of the problem of academic formation and 
citizenship of students, which can be recommended for all levels of leadership and teaching 
in school, orients to the acquisition of three practical tips, for an accepted change and to reach 
you. Achieving the method requires the support of many elements, att ributes of teachers 
which have to do with language training knowledge based on new information, the way of 
communication and all this, in front of the personal skills of the student learning within a 
complex space, created by the need to build curricula throughout the annual cycle of academic 
formation. From the many diff erent analyzes that have been carried out on the state of the 
education system; work must be done as a distinctive feature emerges.
Such phases of psychological treatment of the problems of change and restructuring of the 
education system have been separated from each other. The consequences have directly 
aff ected the eff ectiveness of the changes. Deep knowledge, method and methodology, 
represent the general values of teachers, show professional individuality in the interest of 
increasing the quality of teaching.
The subject for civic education intertwines and manages to naturally integrate all the 
knowledge narrated in other subjects of the school program.

Keywords: civic education, pedagogical methods, teachers, students, methodology.

Introduction

The method of psychological treatment of the problem of academic formation and 
citizenship of students for all levels of leadership and teaching orients the practice of 
practical advice, for an accepted change. To discern the diff erence, personal mitigation 
and professional contradictions must be foreseen.
Not too many things need to be changed and too quickly. A quick change will take 
a long time to master. The scientifi c study method, applied in the whole process of 
giving and assimilating the topics of the program and concrete results, is built on the 
basis of cooperation and interaction, based on a systematic work of recording the 
results.
The scientifi c research method, of research in the fi eld of civic education of students, 
as one of the most diffi  cult engagements of the teacher, through analysis and criticism, 
enables the achievement of new knowledge and experiences in teaching, which take 
on their general character.
The subject of civic education of students, with these methodological recommendations, 
acquires its theoretical, practical and applied importance, intertwined with the 
innovations that stem from the standards of the time, which create spaces for 
alternative variants in the judgment and decision-making of the teacher. The basic 
method is critical analysis of what we have done in the civic education of students, 
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but also of failures to meet the objectives of the citizenship program.
Concretization in the premises of our schools
In terms of enforcing norms and behavior in our schools, many students present 
themselves with inappropriate clothing, becoming an att ractive object. Occasionally 
it arises as a problem with social and psychological nuances. Teachers are the fi rst to 
talk about this problem and should provide solutions or minimize this phenomenon, 
which aff ect the educational process.
From the surveys conducted, 92% of teachers think that students uniforms should be 
introduced in schools, with conditions set by educational institutions. Although it may 
be thought that this is an individual right, pedagogical criteria and norms and ethics 
do not may accept that student att ire becomes the cause of unusual self-expression 
phenomena, which become the cause and trigger other seductive phenomena.
Psychologically, the lure of extravagant clothing and other extravagances related to 
ornaments, religious distinguishing marks, are external factors that infl uence student 
behavior. They have non adverse eff ects on their consciousness. Att ribution and 
refl ection of behavior in this case, belongs to external factors. The social condition 
in students cannot be claimed to work. Often, they fall prey to misunderstanding of 
themselves and their peers. Anything that promotes inappropriate clothing makes 
the student the object of prejudice, criticism and failure to realize it in other directions. 
The psychological defense mechanism is missing. Stimulating emotional emotions, 
avoid the ability to focus on the main tasks. There are opinions that value clothing not 
as a problem of school, but as a problem of the person, the family. There is a nuance of 
agreement with this statement , but in the conditions in which the discipline appears 
in school , the lack of civic culture, self-concentration and other psychological 
elements, acting, does not relieve the responsibility of the family or school, but the 
individual , I which is prepared with negative diff erences for society. Other opinions 
think that the problem is not the dress, but the backward mentality, lack of culture, 
and psychological and social unpreparedness of young people, with the eff ects and 
eff ects that clothing has on people.
In the western experience, there are many educational that have set the rule for the 
external appearance of the school. So, are the social relations with the individual 
harmonized in our school? What compels teachers at school to be of the same opinion 
about the use of school uniforms? What do they fi nd and what do they think about 
the school environment? What does the problem really matt er?
The theoretical importance lies in the ability to anticipate a qualitative element 
of theoretical and practical treatment of citizenship, who realize in practice the 
involvement of students in the process of civic education, not only within the 
framework of the program , but also in expanding knowledge on civic ethics and 
behavior in relation to the school and social environment.
Te practical importance lies the expectation of the conclusions reached, respecting 
the critical opinion of teachers and students, which help with new experiences in 
perfecting the methodology of the subject of civic education, bringing the satisfaction 
of maximum achievements in student assessment. 
Let us summarize it in this form:
 Possible topological and psychological categorization of students, to facilitate the 

work in selecting topics and how to address them.
 Selection of learning outcomes for key competencies, in complex and relevant 

degree, identifying gaps and strengths.
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 Keeping in mind the learning outcomes for the categories of key competencies 
for each school year which will serve to increase the level of knowledge in civic 
education and increase key competencies.

 Selection of learning outcomes for each element of key competencies in the fi eld 
of civic education and sett ing goals in the assimilation and psychosocial and 
academic achievement of students.

 Selection of the program and content of the lesson, the means of its concretization, 
teaching methodology, comparison and confrontation of situations inside and 
outside the school, where through them the teacher manages to achieve the 
expected learning outcomes.

 Extending the curriculum over a well-planned period of time, on eff ective teaching 
in the internal causal link of thematic laying a sound foundation on students 
learning outcomes.

Carrying out the analysis of students achievements, based on the analytical method, 
after completing suffi  cient hours of the program , additional tasks, tests , surveys 
and semi-structured interviews, making a rough verifi cation of the achievement of 
learning outcomes, in progress of the implementation of the annual program of the 
subject of civic education.

Alternative in the implementation of the student education program

The content of the civic education program off ers opportunities for teachers to 
development lessons based on active interaction between students and teachers, to 
use students personal experiences, to encourage students in the selection of their 
own strategies , based on individual skills of intelligence, in the active participation 
of students in the learning activity, in their independence in expressing ideas and 
opinions as well as in the use of didactic tools for a normal program development. The 
civic program motivates eff ective interaction between teachers and students, between 
small working groups and large groups, between independent work and individual 
interaction. So the priority is the observance of program standards and alternative 
orientation to stimulate diff erent ideas, which stem from active participation in 
learning , their critical refl ection faced with the reality and quality of the theoretical 
practical reference concepts of the course.
This program remains an open curriculum element of civic education and does not 
accept traditional forms of teaching and learning, where the teacher appears simply as 
a transmitt er of knowledge and the student as a listener. The methodological process 
remains open in the application of alternative methods. Important in this process 
is the product of activities that can be prepared by the student in the classroom, 
such as posters, diff erent mental structures, writt en refl ections on various issues. 
Student productivity is the most qualitative indicator of the implementation of the 
civic education program. Objectives are evaluated; their content goes beyond the 
limitations of the lesson and the impact of traditional structures. It seeks and accepts 
debate, holding positions, expressing opinions, diverse perspectives from students.
This method requires support and other elements , such as personal att ributes of 
teachers, related to language formation, scientifi c study terms, knowledge and general 
training based on new information, the way of communication, all these, in front 
of personal skills of student learning within a complex space, created by the need 
to build curricula throughout the annual cycle of academic formation. The course 
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on civic education combines and manages to integrate all the knowledge acquired 
in other subjects of the school program. Another aspect of the methodology is the 
space for input in the lesson of student’s personal experiences, various events they 
have experienced in the community, new learning topics, which complement the self 
actualization of the lesson and the objectives it aims to meet.
Study spaces, as a feed and product of student’s engagement in the lesson, serve as a 
bridge between theory and practice, the basis for the formation of students in school, 
related to real life. Teachers can use and develop diff erent methods in their teaching, 
but this program (civic education program) requires the planning and development 
of interactive teaching which is based on teachers –student interaction, physical 
environment, didactic materials, student products, group work, and independent 
individual work. Let us look at another issue related to the level of culture that this 
program conveys on the subject of civic education. The use of technology, in the 
quality of culture and school and civic education, has brought another consequence, 
that of the writing of students and teachers and the acquisition of graphology.
The psychology of writing contains two sides, content and form. The teacher should 
explain this as well, in the technical pictures of the problem. It must be penetrated 
into the soul of the students, for the teachers to establish a relationship of trust. If we 
want to give a necessary education, we must see the psychic scheme of the students, 
which appears in the form of “plastic” where there is the possibility to remove the 
excess parts, it brings out a formed personality. The perception of writing that is 
perceived and the automation of a hand that writes establishes connections and 
imprints in the students subconscious, the psychic characteristics associated with the 
degree of intellect.
Writing is a special form of personal competence, related to the external behaviors of 
the individual, the increase of his cultural level, display of psychic dynamism of the 
subject, expression of character, degree of intelligence and his personality.
What else should be done in the method of civic education?
The competencies and roles of the teacher and the student have changed and these 
changes are related to the integrated interdisciplinary knowledge as opposed to the 
limited knowledge of specifi c subjects; with theories and issues related to nature 
and human development; adapting diff erent learning theories to achieve specifi c 
educational goals, in behavior in knowledge and humanism; in the principles of the 
teaching and learning process as well as in the organization of group activities.  These 
changes are also related to the multiple and dynamic teaching process versus its linear 
and static process, in all dimensions as in the elaboration and defi nition of objectives, 
the variety of teaching models, through open learning and collaboration as well as in 
assessment mutual. The changes are related to multiple educational goals, as opposed 
to those limited in the fi eld of knowledge. Ono of the most important requirements 
in the fi eld of teaching is the teacher’s belief in the student’s ability to learn and that 
he is able to teach or help them to learn. Learning about new elements of citizenship 
includes other teaching skills that are important to the process of training students to 
become responsible citizens.
These new elements aim to increase the ability to see problems from the student’s 
point of view, taking into account background, age and educational level, as well 
as the ability not to judge att itudes and perceptions that are diff erent from his own. 
They aim to increase the ability to understand, accept the similarities and diff erences 
that exist between students and teachers, as well as between students. This support in 
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respecting the rights of students and sensitivity to their needs and interests. They aim 
to increase the ability to deal with contentious issues to deal with problematic and 
complex situations that may be encountered in the school environment. They aim to 
increase the ability to see themselves and the student as active participants in the local 
, national and international community. Believing in the possibility of progress that 
each individual achieves can help achieve this goal. They aim to increase the ability 
to integrate personal priorities into a common framework of problems and values 
and to implement in practice the decisions made by the student. The willingness to 
admit mistakes in front of the group and to learn lessons, the ability to debate openly 
about problems dictated by the secret curriculum increases to a considerable extent 
the values of integration into teacher student relations. Evaluating the pedagogical 
logic and methodology chosen, in the conditions of change, which harmonizes the 
extremes and creates an educational and acceptable environment. The problem is 
essential. Is there a recommended solution based on real studies to fi nd a “medium 
golden”, which can lead us to the most acceptable solutions to serve the perspective? 
In the whole analysis, the real situation forces us to look for solutions to overcome the 
contradictions in the system of academic and civic education. But, without respecting 
the economic, educational, cultural factors, the impact of the social environment, the 
relationship between tradition, heritage and perspective, external culprits, the right 
solutions cannot be found in the interest of strengthening work on academic and 
civic education of our children.
The psycho pedagogy methodology should go beyond the framework of 
recommendations and return to a fi eld of exploration, to increase teaching skills. 
Deductions in the fi eld of life cannot be given empirically. Time in change sets out to 
fi nd ways for methods and achievements to go beyond imposing framework.
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duke përdorur modelet globale gjeopotenciale
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Abstrakt

Një nga detyrat kryesore të gjeodezisë është përcaktimi i gjeoidit, i cili përcaktohet si një 
sipërfaqe ekuipotenciale e fushës së gravitetit të Tokës, që përkon mesatarisht me nivelin 
mesatar të detit. Në këtë studim është përdorur metoda DFHRS1 (www.dfh bf.de), e zhvilluar 
nga Universiteti i Shkencave të Zbatuara të Karlsruhe, Fakulteti i Gjeomatikës (Jäger, 1999), 
për përcaktimin e modelit më të përshtatshëm të gjeoidit për territorin e Republikës së 
Shqipërisë. Baza e të dhënave e përdorur për llogaritje, përbëhet nga pikat me koordinata 
tredimensionale të përcaktuara me matje GPS në ETRF2000, si dhe lartësinë e përcaktuar me 
nivelim të saktë. Fokusi kryesor i këtij studimi është vendosur në llogaritjen e modelit më 
të përshtatshëm të gjeoidit për territorin e Shqipërisë duke përdorur 3 (tre) modele globale 
gjeopotenciale (EGM96, EGG97, EIGEN04). Pas analizimit të rezultateve dhe krahasimit të 
modeleve ndërmjet vete është bërë përzgjedhja e modelit EGG97 si modeli më i përshtatshëm 
për territorin e Shqipërisë.

Fjalë kyçe: Modeli i gjeoidit, modelet globale gjeopotenciale, GPS/nivelim, metoda DFHRS, 
Republika e Shqipërisë.

Hyrje 

 Qëllimi i këtij hulumtimi ishte llogaritja e një modeli të gjeoidit më të përshtatshëm 
për territorin e Shqipërisë duke përdorur 3 (tre) modele globale gjeopotenciale. 
Llogaritja është bërë duke përdorur metodën DFHRS (www.dfh bf.de), e zhvilluar 
nga Universiteti i Shkencave të Zbatuara të Karlsruhe, Fakulteti i Gjeomatikës (Jäger, 
1999), në të cilin janë testuar modelet globale gjeopotenciale EGM96, EGG97, EIGEN04. 
Këto modele janë të integruara në softuerin DFHRS të cilët na mundësojnë që të 
vazhdojmë me procedurën e llogaritjeve të mëtutjeshme. Pikat të cilat janë përdorur 
për llogaritje janë nga përmbledhja e relacionit mbi punimet gjeodezike të kryera 
nga Instituti i Firencës në Shqipëri për llogaritjen e parametrave të transformimit 
nga referenca lokale ALB86 në referencën evropiane ETRF2000, epoka 2008.0. Janë 
të përfshira 151 pika të territorit të Republikës së Shqipërisë, të cilat kanë koordinata 
tredimensionale të përcaktuara me GPS në ETRF2000, si dhe lartësinë e përcaktuar 
me nivelim të saktë, paraqitja grafi ke e të dhënave mund të shihet në fi gurën 1.

1  DFHRS - Digital Finite Element Height Reference Surface.
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Metoda DFHRS

Për llogaritjen e modelit të gjeoidit për territorin e 
Republikës së Shqipërisë është përdorur metoda: 
Sipërfaqja e Referencës së Lartësisë së Elementeve 
Finite Dixhitale (DFHRS-Digital Finite-Element 
Height Reference Surface, dfh bf.de).  E gjithë 
zona e territorit të Shqipërisë ka qenë e përdorur 
për analizë të mëtejshme dhe përcaktimin e 
zgjidhjes më të mirë të sipërfaqes referente të 
lartësive (SRL2), duke përdorur metodën DFHRS. 
Koncepti i metodës DFHRS bazohet në ndarjen 
e sipërfaqes së vrojtuar në regjione dhe në rrjeta 
të rregullta të pikave. Secili regjion përmban 
një datum3 dhe janë të lidhura me parametrat e 
transformimit (d) dhe çdo rrjetë e rregullt i ka 
parametrat SRL (p). Parametrat DFHRS (p) dhe 
informatat e rrjetës ruhen në një skedar të caktuar 
në bazën e të dhënave të softuerit DFHRS. Në këtë 
qasje është konsideruar mundësia e vazhdimësisë, 
ku për pikën NFEM në kufirin midis dy rrjetave të 
rregullta duhet të jetë në varësi për të dy rrjetave 
të rregullta (C0-vazhdimësi) dhe pjerrësia në 
kufirin e rrjetave të rregullta duhet të përfaqësojë 
të gjithë zonën (C1- vazhdimësi).

Modeli matematik për llogaritjen e lartësive gjeoidale duke përdorur metodën 
DFHRS përfshin pika identike me lartësi elipsoide (h) në sistemin burimor dhe lartësi 
normale ose ortometrike (H) në sistemin e synuar, si dhe komponentët fi zik shtesë 
nga modelet globale apo rajonale gjeopotenciale. Përfaqësimi i polinomit NFEM, mund 
të shkruhet në aspektin e matricës së dizajnit f dhe parametrat vektor p (Ameti & 
Jager, 2016):

      (1)

Duke përdorur koordinata gjeocentrike. Termi NFEM mund të shkruhet si vijon (Ameti 
& Jager, 2016):

       (2)
Dhe në termet e polinomeve bivariate duket kështu (Ameti & Jager, 2016):
2 SRL - Sipërfaqe referente e lartësive.
3 Datum - Sistemi i referencës gjeodezike.

Figura 1. Rrjeti i koordinatave 
të pikave të nxjerra nga 
rrjeti statik  RGN (ASIG & 
KRGJSH, 2015)
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  (3)

Lartësia gjeoidale nga modelet globale gjeopotenciale mund të shprehet si në vijim 
(Ameti & Jager, 2016):

 + v =f(x,y)T . p +∂NG( d j) (4)

Në mënyrë që të zvogëlohet efekti i valëve me gjatësi të mesme apo të gjata, përdoren 
devijimet sistematike të formës si në vëzhgimet 
N dhe në komponentet e devijimit vertikal që 
rrjedhin nga modelet globale gjeopotenciale 
ose burime të tjera. Metoda DFHRS parashikon 
nënndarjen e secilit model gjeoidal në një numër 
të quajtur regjione gjeoidale. Koncepti i metodës 
DFHRS parashikon vazhdimësinë mes rrjeteve të 
rregullta fqinje në mënyrë që të parashikojnë një 
sipërfaqe referencë të lartësive unike, e cila është 
e qëndrueshme në të gjithë zonën.

Kriteret, analizat dhe rezultatet nga 
përzgjedhja e vëzgimeve për llogaritje  

Procesi për zgjedhjen e modelit të gjeoidit më 
të përshtatshëm fi llon me ndarjen e të dhënave 
që përmbajnë emërtimin e vëzhgimeve me 
koordinatat gjeografi ke me lartësitë elipsoidale 
dhe si e dhënë tjetër që përmbajnë emërtimin 
e vëzhgimeve me lartësitë e nivelimit, këto të 
dhëna përdoren për të gjithë modelet që do 
të vendosen për përpunimin e dhënave. Në 
softuerin e përdorur DFHRS i gjithë territori 
i Shqipërisë është ndarë në rrjeta të rregullta 
(ang. mashes4) të madhësisë 5kmx5km si dhe 

për devijimin e gabimeve të mundshme sistematike. Në vazhdim këto rrjeta janë të 
4  Mashes - Rrjeta të rregullta.

Figura 2. Paraqitja e 151 
vëzhgimeve të ndara në rrjeta 
të rregullta 5km x 5km dhe 
krijimi i 9 grupeve/regjioneve 
(Bajrami F. 2021)
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grumbulluara në 9 regjione (ang. 
patches5), të cilët janë përdorur 
për të shmangur komponentët e 
valëve të gjata dhe të mesme në 
zona regjionale të ndryshme. Për 
llogaritjen e modelit të gjeoidit 
për Shqipërinë janë vendosur në 
përllogaritje 151 vëzhgime të rrjetit 
GPS 6 dhe rrjetit të nivelimit si vlerat 
e synuara të lartësive normale. 
Këto vëzhgime kanë koordinata 
tredimensionale të përcaktuara me 
GPS në ETRF2000 me lartësinë e 
përcaktuar me nivelim të saktë.
Procesi i eliminimit fi llestar të 
vëzhgimeve ka fi lluar duke e 
aplikuar metodën heqje-rivendosje 
(ang. remove-restore7) dhe nga 
testimet fi llestare të realizuar 
vërehet se disa pikave japin 
rezultate të papranueshme për 
llogaritje të mëtutjeshme, kështu 
me qëllim të defi nimit sa më të 
përshtatshëm të vëzhgimeve dhe 
që do të jenë përfundimtare për 
llogaritje të modelit i gjeoidit 

të Shqipërisë, si dhe duke pasur 
në fokus shtrirje sa më të mirë 
topografi ke në të gjithë territorin 
janë marrë për bazë kriteret e 

përcaktuara nga vetë softueri për llogaritje të modelit të gjeoidit (Younis G., 2013):
- Kusht i parë sipas metodës DFHRS për arritje të saktësisë 1-3 cm të llogaritjes 
së modelit të gjeoidit për territor të caktuar është që rrjeta (ang. meshesize8) duhet të 
jetë e ndarë në 5kmx5km,
- Kushti i dytë është vendosja  e 3-5 vëzhgimeve brenda një regjioni/grupi (ang. 
paches),
- Kushti i tretë është largësia në mes të pikave të jetë 20-30km.
Pas pranimit të këtyre kritereve, kemi fi lluar me procesimin e të dhënave në softuer, 
me ç‘rast është aplikuar kriteri i parë, ku territori është ndarë në rrjeta me ndarje 
5kmx5km, për të vazhduar me aplikimin e kushtit të dytë, krijimin e grupeve/
regjioneve në rastin tonë është tejkaluar numri maksimal sipas kriterit të parashtruar, 
ku çdo grup ka maksimumin e kërkuar të vëzhgimeve si dhe në aplikimin e kushtit të 

5  Patches – Regjione/Grupe.
6  Gps - Sistemi i Pozicionimit Global.
7  Remove-Restore  - Heqje-Rivendosje.
8  Meshesize - Madhësia e rrjetës.

Fig. 3. Paraqitja 94 vëzhgimeve të ndara në 
rrjeta të rregullta 5kmx5km dhe paraqitja e 
krijimit të 9 grupeve/regjioneve
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tretë që prapë në rastin tonë është tejkaluar distanca e vendosjes së pikave, paraqitja 
vizuale e  të cilave mund të shihet në fi gurën 3.
Pas llogaritjes së të dhënave me softuerin DFHRS dhe pas përpunimit të këtyre të 
dhënave kemi llogaritur devijimin standard dhe gabimin mestar kuadratik.
Devijimi standard shpreh një sasi të llogaritur për të treguar shkallën e devijimit për 
një grup në tërësi (Idrizi B., 2009).

            (5)
Ndërsa gabimit mesatar kuadratik është llogaritur në bazë të formulës (Idrizi B., 

2009):

             (6)

Duke përdorur formulën e llogaritjes së devijimit standard për modelin EGM96 
është 7.21cm, devijimi standard për modelin EGG97 2.66cm, dhe devijimi standard 

për modelin EIGEN04 6.38cm. 
Tabela 1. Paraqitja tabelare e vlerave minimale dhe maksimale, mesatarja, 
devijimi standard dhe gabimi mesatar kuadratik për 3 modelet globale 
gjeopotenciale të llogaritura për territorin e Republikës së Shqipërisë për 94 
vëzhgime (Bajrami F. 2021)

 EGM96 EGG97 Eigen04
Nr. i vëzhgimeve 94 94 94
Vlera minimale (m) -0.215 -0.075 -0.177
Vlera maksimale (m) 0.142 0.066 0.171
Gabimi mesatar kuadratik 0.072 0.026 0.063
Mesatarja (m) 0.000 0.000 0.000
Devijimi standard (m) 0.072 0.027 0.064

Diagrami 1.Paraqitja grafi ke e devijimit standard në njësinë cm për 3 modelet 
globale gjeopotenciale të përdorura në llogaritje (Bajrami F., 2021).

Pas të gjitha analizave dhe verifi kimeve të realizuara janë defi nuar 94 vëzhgime 
përfundimtare, kurse 57 prej këtyre vëzhgimeve nuk kaluan pragun për vendosje të 
mëtutjeshme në llogaritje, siç edhe mund të shihen në fi gurën 4,  ku me ngjyrë jeshile 
janë vizualizuar 94 vëzhgimet e  vlerësuara si të përshtatshme për llogaritje, kurse me 
ngjyrë të kuqe janë vizualizuar vëzhgimet e eliminuara nga llogaritjet.
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Figura 4. Modeli i llogaritur nga 94 vëzhgime të përzgjedhura për llogaritje 
(Bajrami F., 2021)

Përcaktimi i modelit të gjeoidit duke përdorur modelin global gjeopotencial 
EGM96

Modeli i parë global i përdorur me qëllim të përcaktimit të modelit të gjeoidit për 
territorin e Shqipërisë është modeli global gjeopotencial EGM96. Për llogaritjen e këtij 
modeli janë përdorur 94 vëzhgime të përzgjedhura, të cilat i përkasin rrjetit GPS dhe 
rrjetit të nivelimit. Këto vëzhgime kanë koordinata tredimensionale të përcaktuara 
me GPS në ETRF2000, si dhe lartësinë e përcaktuar me nivelim të saktë. Bazuar nga 
rezultatet e nxjerra dhe nga analizat e bëra të këtij modeli del se devijimi standard 
për modelin EGM96 është 0.072m, paraqitja grafi ke e modelit EGM96 mund të shihet 
në fi gurën 5.
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Figura 5. Ndërtimi i hartës me të dhëna nga modeli global gjeopotencial EGM96 
për Shqipërinë

Përcaktimi i modelit të gjeoidit duke përdorur modelin global gjeopotencial 
EGG97

Për llogaritjen e modelit të dytë të gjeoidit është përdorur modeli global gjeopotencial 
EGG97. Për llogaritjen e këtij modeli janë përdorur po të njëjtat vëzhgime sikur edhe 
në modelin e kaluar gjithsej 94 vëzhgime të përzgjedhura, të cilat i përkasin rrjetit 
GPS/nivelimit. Këto vëzhgime kanë koordinata tredimensionale të përcaktuara me 
GPS në ETRF2000, si dhe lartësinë e përcaktuar me nivelim të saktë. Bazuar nga 
rezultatet e nxjerra dhe nga analizat e bëra të këtij modeli del se devijimi standard 
për modelin EGG97 është 0.027m, paraqitja vizuale e rezultateve të këtij modeli është 
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dhënë në fi gurën 6.

Figura 6. Ndërtimi i hartës me të dhëna nga modeli global gjeopotencial EGG97 
për Shqipërinë

Përcaktimi i modelit të gjeoidit duke përdorur modelin global gjeopotencial 
EIGEN04

Modeli i tretë dhe i fundit i përdorur për llogaritjen e modelit të gjeoidit për 
Shqipërinë është modeli global gjeopotencial EIGEN04. Për llogaritjen e këtij modeli 
janë përdorur po të njëjtat vëzhgime sikur edhe në dy modelet e kaluara. Bazuar nga 
rezultatet e nxjerra dhe nga analizat e bëra të këtij modeli del se devijimi standard për 
modelin EIGEN04 është 0.064m, paraqitja grafi ke për modelin e llogaritur EIGEN04 
është vendosur në fi gurën 7. 
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Figura 7. Ndërtimi i hartës me të dhëna nga modeli global gjeopotencial EIGEN04 
për Shqipërinë

Përzgjedhja e modelit më të përshtatshëm të gjeoidit të llogaritur sipas metodës 
DFHRS për Shqipërinë

Në këtë hulumtim modeli i gjeoidit për Shqipërinë u përcaktua duke përdorur 
metodën e njohur DFHRS, në të cilën janë testuar 3 modele globale gjeopotenciale si 
pjesë të integruara të kësaj metode. Saktësia e modeleve të llogaritura të paraqitura në 
tabelën 1, që vijnë si rezultat i llogaritjeve lehtë mund të vëhet në dukje diferencimi 
në mes të modelit që kanë dhënë rezultate më të mira.
Duke u nisur nga modeli EGM96, i llogaritur nga 94 vëzhgime të pranueshme, 
devijimi standard është 7.21cm, pastaj për modelin EGG97 me devijim standard prej 
2.66cm, për të vazhduar me modelin EIGEN04 është llogaritur me devijim standard 
6.38cm.
Nga rezultate shohim që kemi një diferencim të modelit EGG97 me dy modelet e 
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tjera dhe jo vetëm nga llogaritja e devijimit standard por edhe në llogaritjen e vlerave 
minimale dhe maksimale që janë kusht i definimit të modelit të gjeoidit për sipërfaqe 
të caktua.
Ndërsa modelet EGM96 dhe EIGEN04 nuk mund të trajtohen mëtej për shkak të 
devijimi standard që kanë dhënë e tejkalojnë saktësinë e pritshme në bazë të kritereve 
të vendosura në fillim.
Rrjedhimisht modeli global gjeopotencial EGG97 ka dhënë performancë më të 
mirë në të gjitha fazat e llogaritjes së tij duke përdorur 94 vëzhgime të pranueshme 
për llogaritje dhe kështu definohet si modeli më i përshtatshëm për territorin e 
Shqipërisë nga këto tre modele globale gjeopotenciale të testuara në kuadër të këtij 
punimi. Gjithashtu ky model ka shpërndarje topografi ke dhe përshtatet mjaft mirë 
në shtrirjen e territorit. 
Zgjedhja përfundimtare e modelit të gjeoidit për Shqipërinë ofron saktësi prej 3cm. 
Synimi ynë në përcaktimin e një zgjidhje sa më të besueshme për sipërfaqen referuese 
të lartësive është realizuar me sukses.

Rezultatet dhe përfundimet

Duke pasur parasysh trendët dhe zhvillimet që ndodhin si në rajon po ashtu edhe 
më gjerë, vazhdimisht shtrohet kërkesa për të ndjekur hapat e tyre. Duke pasur në 
konsideratë këtë, por edhe duke përcjell zhvillimet e fundit në rajon dhe Evropë që 
kanë ecur në zhvillimin e modelit të gjeoidit ose edhe duke e përditësuar modelin 
paraprak, natyrisht që edhe për Shqipërinë është evidentuar një kërkesë e tillë, 
përcaktimi i një modeli të gjeoidit, të cilin deri më tani nuk e ka pasur të defi nuar.     
Në kuadër të këtij hulumtimi është përdorur softuer DFHRS (Digital Finite Element 
Height Reference Surface) (www.dfh bf.de), i zhvilluar nga Universiteti i Shkencave 
të zbatuara të Karlsruhe, Fakulteti i Gjeomatikës (Jäger, 1999), në Gjermani, me të 
cilin janë kryer të gjitha llogaritjet për përcaktimin e sipërfaqes referente të lartësive 
të Shqipërisë. Pjesë e integruar në kuadër të këtij softueri janë 3 (tre) modele globale 
gjeopotenciale EGM96, EGG97 dhe EIGEN04. 
Nga Autoriteti Shtetëror Për Informacioni Gjeohapësinor-Drejtoria Gjeodezisë dhe 
Hartografi së (ASIG) në Tiranë janë siguruar të dhënat nga GPS/ nivelimi për 151 
pikat e territorit të Shqipërisë.
Analiza e modeleve globale gjeopotenciale me qëllim të përcaktimit të modelit të 
gjeoidit ishte qëllim kryesor i këtij hulumtimi. Në kuadër të këtij punimi janë bërë 
analiza të 3 (tre) modeleve globale gjeopotenciale, EGM96, EGG97, dhe EIGEN04, 
ku kemi arritur të llogarisim modelin e gjeoidit, i cili është përshtatur mjaft mirë 
por edhe ka shtrirje topografi ke mjaft të mirë në të gjithë territorin e Republikës së 
Shqipërisë.
Qëllimi kryesor i këtij studimi ishte llogaritja e modelit të gjeoidit për shndërrimin e 
lartësive elipsoide të përcaktuara nga GPS në lartësi ortometrike, të cilat i referohen 
sipërfaqes referente të lartësive (SRL), dhe të njëjtat mund të përdoren për qëllime të 
ndryshme gjeodezike apo hartografi ke.
Në hapat e modelimit të gjeoidit, përzgjedhja e sipërfaqes së hulumtimit dhe modelimi 
i gjeoidit përmes metodës së elementeve fi nite (MEF) bëhet për të vazhduar pastaj në 
përdorimin e metodës DFHRS dhe analizimin e rezultateve të nxjerra nga 3 modelet 
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globale gjeopotenciale EGM96, EGG97, dhe EIGEN04, në të cilat janë vendosur për 
llogaritje të 94 vëzhgime të pranueshme nga 151 të mundshme. 
Duke përdorur metodën e heqjes-rivendosjes (ang. remove-restore) është bërë 
përzgjedhja e vëzhgimeve të përshtatshme për vendosje të tyre në llogaritje të modelit 
të gjeoidit. Gjithsej janë evidentuar 94 vëzhgime të përshtatshme dhe 57 prej tyre janë 
eliminuar si të papërshtatshme për llogaritje.
Nga rezultatet e gjeneruara nga 94 vëzhgime dhe pas llogaritjeve përkatëse të kryera, 
arrihet në përfundim që modeli EGG97 ka dhënë performancë dhe rezultate më të 
mira në të gjitha fazat e llogaritjes së tij në raport me dy modelet e tjera të përdorura 
në këtë hulumtim. Me këtë model është arritur saktësia e devijimit standard prej 3cm 
dhe vlera minimale e këtij modeli është -7cm, ndërsa ajo maksimale 7cm. Rezultati 
i devijimit standard por edhe nga rezultatet e vlerave minimale dhe maksimale 
për modelin EGG97 është dëshmuar  që ky model ka dhënë saktësi më të mirë dhe 
njëkohësisht përshtatet mjaft mirë me shtrirjen topografi ke të territorit të Shqipërisë. 
Por megjithatë në të ardhmen mbeten të testohen edhe modele të tjera globale 
gjeopotenciale me qëllim që të arrihet një zgjidhje sa më e saktë dhe e pranueshme, 
si duke parë mundësinë e vendosjes së një numri edhe më të madh të pikave të cilat 
janë të pranueshme për llogaritje , të cilat do të japin rezultate të mira me qëllim të 
përcaktimit të modelit të gjeoidit për Shqipërinë.
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Strategies used to improve students’ Communication skills in English for 
Specifi c Purposes Classes

Elona Mehilli Kolaj
Catholic University “Our Lady of Good Counsel”

Abstract

Gett ing students to use English in the classroom is one of the biggest challenges of teaching. 
ESP lesson is even more diffi  cult. This article will describe some techniques that enhance 
 students’ communication skills in scientifi c English in the classroom and encourage them 
to use English in their future jobs too. This is a classroom-based research with my students 
of Medicine at Catholic University “Our Lady of Good Counsel” in Albania. This research 
encourages students to take an active, collaborative approach to speaking by doing various 
activities. Learners in ESP course are interviewed and asked to rate some of the best and 
common practices in the course. The fi ndings from the research are analyzed and introduced 
in the paper. The research methodology used is the research was surveys and interviews. 
The questions were agreed in advance with students of ESP and through them we collected 
information about their att itudes and their general view of the best practices in ESP classes. 
In addition, it allows the English professors to build a successful work, which focuses on 
the communicative approach. The aim of this paper is to show the importance of motivating 
students in the ESP classroom in order to get a perfect acquisition of the second language 
and suggest some activities to promote communication. The outcome of the research strongly 
affi  rmed that, and students indicated that ESP course was eff ective and successful with the use 
of communicative approach.

Keywords: motivation, ESP, English for Medical Purposes, speaking, Albania.

Introduction 

The past 30 years after the 1990s have seen great changes in English teaching ap-
proaches and contents in Universities in Albania. Before the 1980s the focus was on 
Russian and French as foreign languages, and after the 1990s English has become the 
major foreign language. The importance of English is growing more and more with 
the development of technology in the world.  The introduction of Bologna process 
into Albanian universities has made the English language course obligatory for all 
the universities in our country due to the recognition of its important role in modern 
life, as well as its function as a lingua franca. Nowadays, the accessibility to Internet, 
the infl uence of computer games, movies, music, documentaries, or the exposure to 
the language make English being well acquired at earliest ages. In Albania General 
English is taught at school since third grade at primary and then secondary level, 
students undergo 11 years of English before they enroll at university. When it comes 
to university studies students already have a very good level of English usually and 
when they study ESP, they don’t have diffi  culties because the above-mentioned fac-
tors helped in language acquisition. In considering ESP students’ speaking needs, we 
should also consider the role of spoken language in the classroom. We need to reform 
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the programs focusing on the language and the interpersonal uses of language within 
the classroom environment. If we ask students to participate in classroom activities, 
we need to make sure that we use spoken instructions which they can understand. 
We also need to familiarise students with the types of texts which we use to manage 
the classroom and the texts which develop classroom social interactions [ Burns.A, 
Joyce.H,1999].
 At Catholic University “Our Lady of Good Counsel” the situation is a litt le diff erent. 
This is a private university that provides joint diplomas with the partner universities 
of Italy and the diplomas issued by our university are accepted by all EU countries. 
Therefore, there is more interest by students who mostly come not only from Albania 
but also from Italy, Kosovo, and Montenegro. These students come from diff erent 
learning structures and as a result they have diff erent English language levels. Eng-
lish for Specifi c Purposes is very important for these students because they have the 
right to work in every place they want when they fi nish the university studies and 
English is widely used in the medical world. That is why they are really motivated to 
learn ESP and teaching to these students is extremely rewarding but also challenging 
as a profession. Johns (1990, p. 91) addresses the central question is-ESP textbooks. 
This problem is noticed even in this while teaching ‘English at my university because 
professors don’t have proper textbooks for specifi c purposes. For example, there are 
some diffi  culties in teaching ESP  with  the  students  of Physiotherapy. There are 
textbooks for Medicine or Nursing but not for the specifi c needs of the Physiotherapy 
students. Another problem that Johns presents is that “ESP teachers fi nd themselves 
in a situation where they are expected to produce a course that exactly matches the 
needs of a group of learners, but are expected to do so with no, or very limited time 
(Johns, 1990, p. 91). Even in our university and in Albanian universities there are lim-
ited English hour that sometimes are not enough to meet all the students’ needs and 
interests for their future profession.
This study is concerned with the students of Medicine who att ended English for 
Specifi c Purposes course under the assumption that they all possess necessary pre-
knowledge of general English. This study has been conducted in order to gel an in-
sight of the importance of ESP and help with the techniques to improve speaking 
abilities. Based on teaching experience and continuous monitoring of students’ prog-
ress it has been assumed that main factors infl uencing non-English majors’ achieve-
ment in learning speaking ESP include students’ background knowledge of English 
and motivation to learn a foreign language such as English in our case.

1. Literature Review
   2.1 English for Specifi c Purposes
English is nowadays widely accepted to be the international language of a wide range 
of occupations. From the early 1960’s, English for Specifi c Purposes (ESP) has grown 
to become one of the most prominent areas of EFL teaching today. As for a broader 
defi nition of ESP, Hutchinson and Waters (1987) theorize, “ESP is an approach to 
language teaching in which all decisions as to content and method arc based on the 
learner’s reason for learning” (p. 19). Anthony (1997) notes that, it is not clear where 
ESP courses end, and general English courses begin; ESL instructors use an ESP ap-
proach in that their syllabi are based on analysis of learner needs and their own per-
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sonal specialist knowledge of using English for real communication. ESP is generally 
designed for intermediate or advanced students. Dudley-Evans and St. John (1998) 
stress that ESP courses are generally intensive and narrow focused. They focus on 
specifi c skills in specifi c contexts for specifi c students. Most ESP courses assume 
some basic knowledge of the language system (Tony Dudley-Evans, An overview of 
ESP in the 1990s The University of Birmingham, England).
One of the challenges teachers face in ESP classes is to motivate students to commu-
nicate in English.
The communicative language teaching method has focus is less on the accuracy and 
grammar and more on exposure to how the language is used everyday life. Modern 
methods “student-centred”, are nowadays being used in Albania, because they are 
based on communication, interaction, helping students to explore. These days, espe-
cially at private universities in Albania, there are great possibilities in what a teacher 
can do with the students, in terms of teaching methods and usage of all optional aids 
in the classroom. With this freedom in teaching we also have an enormous number 
of ideas to use. Since the time we spent with our students is very precious, teachers’ 
crucial task should be: comparing, analysing and evaluating the methods they use to 
motivate the students and to make learning as eff ective as possible. Communicative 
Approach grew out of the work of anthropological linguists (e.g., Hymes, 1972) and 
Firthian linguists (e.g., Halliday, 1973), who view language fi rst and foremost as a 
system for communication). This comes as result of the students’ needs, the resources 
available and the contexts where the courses are conducted.
Dudley-Evans 8, and St. John, 1998 defi ne ESP with these characteristics: 
Absolute Characteristics:
• ESP is designed to meet specifi c needs of the learner.
• ESP makes use of the underlying methodology and activities of the disciplines 

that it serves.
• ESP is centered on the language appropriate to these activities in terms of gram-

mar, lexis, register, study skills, discourse and genre.
Variable Characteristics:
• ESP may be related to or designed for specifi c disciplines.
• ESP may use, in specifi c teaching situations, a diff erent methodology from that of 

Figure.1 Tree diagram for ESP
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General English.
• ESP is likely to be designed for adult learners, either at a tertiary level institution 

or in a professional work situation. 
It could, however, be designed for learners at secondary school level.
ESP has traditionally been divided into two classifi ed main branches such as English 
for Academic Purposes or EAP and English for Occupational Purposes or EOP (Dud-
ley-Evans & St.John, 1998; Hutchinson and Waters, 1987; Dudley-Evans & St.John 
(1998: 6) devise a tree diagram for ESP, which divides EAP and EOP according to 
discipline or professional area, is illustrated in Figure below.  
English for Specifi c Purposes is divided into two categories: English for Academic 
Purposes and English for Occupational Purposes (Dudley-Evans & St. John, 1998; 
Robinson, 1991; Hutchinson & Waters, 1987).  EAP (English for Academic Purposes) 
refers to any English teaching that relates to academic study needs (Dudley-Evans 
& St. John, 1998; Robinson, 1991; Hutchinson & Waters, 1987: 2). Dudley-Evans & St 
John (1998: 7) argue that EAP includes English for Science and Technology (EST) , 
English for Medical Purposes (EMP) and English for Legal Purposes (ELP). Accord-
ing to Robinson (1991: 21), EOP (English for Occupational Purposes) involves work-
related needs and training. EOP includes professional purposes in administration, 
medicine, law and business, and vocational purposes for non-professionals in work 
or pre-work situations (Dudley-Evans & St. John, 1998).

2.2 English for Medical Purposes (EMP)
English for Medical Purposes (EMP) is part of ESP refers-to ‘the teaching of English 
to doctors, English for nurses, English for healthcare in the medical profession’. Ac-
cording to John Maher (198-6) EMP is designed:
a)  to meet the English specifi c needs of the medical learner.
b)  focuses on themes and topics specifi c to the medical fi eld
c)  focuses on a restricted range of skills which may be required by the medical_ 
learned. (For writing a medical paper or preparing a talk for a medical meeting).
Today, all the most infl uential medical journals are writt en in English, and English 
has become the language of choice at international conferences. EMP students are 
usually adults who already have some acquaintance with English and are learning 
the language in order to communicate a set -of professional skills and   to   perform   
particular   medical-related functions. Many people believe that EMP is still based 
around basic communication skills .and reading and writing skills which just need to 
be put in context.
Virginia Allum (www.authersden.com) mentioned that there are many areas where 
EMP is used but perhaps a simple breakdown is to say: EMP for workplace readiness. 
This may be part of compulsory testing before registration in a healthcare profession 
is allowed. For example, proving language competency before registration with a 
nursing licensing board such -as the NMC (Nurses and Midwives Council) in the UK.
EMP for use in a healthcare environment where English is not the offi  cial language. 
This is commonly where English is the common language between Health Care Pro-
fessional and patient if the patient has found himself /herself in hospital in a foreign 
country. More and more countries are trying to prepare for this problem ahead of 
time.
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EMP for academic purposes. Healthcare Professionals who want to be part of global 
discussions during conferences usually need to be able to communicate ideas in Eng-
lish. As nursing progresses to a common global standard of a minimum of degree 
level, there is a greater need to bring practices and nursing research into the interna-
tional arena. This usually has to be done in English.

2.3 The Importance of communication in English for Specifi c Purposes classes
As Hutchinson and Walter (1994: 18) state that ESP is a language learning approach, 
based on the needs of learners. So by giving English for care as their needs in their 
classes, it is easier to understand the material provided and tailored to the ESP ap-
proach. Many students equate being able to speak a language as knowing the lan-
guage and therefore view learning the language as learning how to speak the lan-
guage, or as Nunan (1991) wrote, “success is measured in terms of the ability to carry 
out a conversation in the target language.” Teaching speaking is a very important 
part of second language learning. The ability to communicate in a second language 
clearly and effi  ciently contributes to the success of the learner in school and suc-
cess later in every phase of life. Therefore, if students do not learn how to speak or 
do not get any opportunity to speak in the language classroom, they may soon get 
de-motivated and lose interest in learning. Professors should provide maximum op-
portunity to students to speak the target language by providing a rich environment 
that contains collaborative work, various materials and tasks, and shared knowledge.
David Holmes (2004 p 4-6) in his book raises the question, “Who is the most impor-
tant person in the classroom?” “The student is the most important person because the 
university and the teacher are there to serve the student’s needs to learn, just as the 
hospital is there to treat the patients or the conferences that he she will participate. 
Unfortunately, until lately even in Albania like elsewhere throughout the world the 
classes were teacher- dominated and teacher-centered not student-centered. Nowa-
days the teaching methods have changed due to the new curriculum and continu-
ous training of English teachers. They are paying more att ention to the students and 
encouraging them to speak and use English even outside the classroom. Teachers 
indicate positive signs when commenting on a student’s response.
2.4 Strategies to promote communication skills with ESP Students of Medicine
Professors should try to involve each student in every speaking activity; for   this   
aim   they   should   practice   diff erent   ways   of student participation. According to 
Jordan (1997), speaking for academic purposes is used to describe spoken language 
in various academic sett ings. Speaking for academic purposes refers to participation 
in seminars, asking questions in lectures, oral presentations, verbalizing data and 
giving oral instructions in seminars and laboratories and social interaction with other 
students (Jordan, 1997; Robinson, 1991). Some successful activities that to promote 
speaking abilities with Medicine students are:
a. Conversation
The fi rst type is based on having the students interviewing one-another and asking 
questions, so that there is an independent dialogue between. class members, with a 
minimum of interruption and supervision by the teacher. According to David Holmes 
(2004) in Speaking Activities for The Classroom, one of the types of tasks to stimulate 
the students to speaking more frequently is interviewing or developing conversa-
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tions.  This technique has resulted very successful with m3Atudents of Medicine. We 
tried dialogues between patient and doctor, and they were really motivated to do it 
well.
b.  Discussions
Teachers must create a classroom environment which is accepting and non-judgmen-
tal. They should take an impartial role: one who listens and acknowledges, but who 
does not impose views. The students may aim to arrive at a conclusion, share ideas 
about an event, or fi nd solutions in their discussion groups. Hayriye Kayi (2006). 
Before the discussion, it is essential that the purpose of the discussion activity is set 
by the teacher. In this way, the discussion points are relevant, to this purpose, so that 
students do not spend their time chatt ing with each other about irrelevant things. For 
example, students can become involved in agree/disagree discussions about the situ-
ation in hospitals nowadays.
c.  Role Play
One other way of gett ing students to-speak is role-playing. Role-play is widely used 
as an educational method which is very eff ective for learning about communication 
in medical education. Students pretend they are in various medical contexts such 
as hospitals, clinics etc. usually between medical staff  and patients. In role-play ac-
tivities, the teacher gives information to the students such as who they are and what 
they think or feel. Thus, the teacher can tell the student that “You are David, you go 
to the doctor and tell him what happened last night, and...” (Harmer, 1984) students 
will go to the doctor, describe their ailment, get a prescription, and get some advice. 
Doctors will listen to ailments, ask a few questions and then prescribe medicine and 
give some advice.
d.  Storytelling
Students can briefl y summarize a tale or story they heard from somebody before-
hand, or they may create their own stories to tell their classmates. Story telling fosters 
creative thinking (HayriyeKayi2006). For instance, students may bring their own sto-
ries during their practice in hospital with patients’ health problems.
e.  Picture Describing
Another way to make use of pictures in a speaking activity is to give students just one 
picture and having them describe what it is in the picture. Pictures, especially photos, 
often generate hundreds of ideas with very litt le input from the teacher, I have tried 
this activity with my medicine students who were given diff erent picture to describe 
in hospital with patients. Students discuss the picture with their groups, and then a 
spokesperson for each group describes the picture to the whole class. This created a 
debate in the class because they had diff erent opinions for the same picture. Picture 
describing fosters the creativity and imagination of the learners as well as their public 
speaking skills. (HayriyeKayi 2006).
f. Presentations
Jordan (1997) lists some important speaking skills in oral presentation such as or-
ganizing information into coherent structure, using ‘signals’ to facilitate task of lis-
teners, speaking from notes, and achieving greater phonological, grammatical, and 
lexical accuracy. Class presentations help medical students establish and refi ne their 
‘presentation skills, with a focus on the emergency medicine presentation. This activ-
ity helps students to develop the skills needed to communicate important informa-
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tion of a medical presentation. Students are really motivated in this activity.

3. Methodology
3.1 Purpose of the research
The study investigates the learning ESP in the subject fi eld of medicine by fourth 
year undergraduate students of Medicine at Catholic University “Our Lady of Good 
Counsel”. The purpose of this study is encouraging the use of Communicative ap-
proach in ESP classes as it helps build learners’ communicative competence and to 
examine how the use of communicative methods have on individuals that study 
English language. The Albanian classroom context is a traditional one, and the com-
municative approach is not used or encouraged very much. Traditional methods are 
used because teachers using the communicative approach interferes with teaching 
and takes a great amount of time and energy for many teachers.
The participants in this study were 10 university teachers and 100 undergraduate 
students of Medicine, Catholic University “Our Lady of Good Counsel”, who learned 
English for Specifi c Purposes. The teachers were with diff erent educational back-
ground and diff erent teaching experiences. The sample population was from private 
university, Catholic University “Our Lady of Good Counsel” and the participants 
were both males and females.
English language was their foreign language, the language profi ciency level was in-
termediate, upper- intermediate was an activity carried out during the English classes 
with two diff erent groups of medicine. The aim of the study described in this paper 
is to show the importance of speaking in ESP classes and fi nd out which activities 
motivate students to use English in the classroom and outside. All the students have 
just fi nished their whole session of English learning at our university 72 hours medi-
cal English.

3.2. Method and Data collection:
The students’ questionnaire was the fi rst instrument used to encourage participants 
to explain their learning experiences. Students were encouraged to state their att itude 
towards learning English for Specifi c Purposes. Students were given the question-
naires personally, consisting of six questions that were examining students’ percep-
tions about best practices in ESP they completed and returned them. The statements 
dealt with the students’ beliefs in using the communicative approach in ESP and 
some challenges they perceived and strategies to enhance speaking skills. Their re-
sponses were then analyzed and shown on the graphs. Next the conclusions were 
presented based on the fi ndings from all collected data.
The study aimed to seek answers to the following research questions:
1. How important is medical English language for your academic studies?
2. Which ability would you like to improve?
3. How can students’ speaking strategies be promoted?

4. Findings and Discussion 
The present study aimed at the investigation of the English speaking from the per-
spective of EFL learners in Albania. The interpretation and discussion of results 
gained from the data collection instrument are presented in this part. Students of 
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Medicine were the target group. They were asked about the ESP best practices and 
how they can be motivated to communicate in English. A questionnaire was designed 
in a form that both qualitative and quantitative data were collected. The question-
naire consisted of 6 close ended questions turned into open ended questions to keep 
the conversation going about the best practices in ESP. Their total number was 100 
who were from the fi rst year. Both genders responded to the questions. 
Question 1: How important is English language for your studies? Are you moti-
vated to study English?
In the fi rst question the majority of students accepted that English language is very 
important for their academic studies because they fi nd it in most of their medical re-
search and they will use it in everyday situations in their future job.
The survey indicates that 90% of the students indicates that English language is very 
important for their academic studies because they fi nd in most of their medical re-
search and as it is global language it widely used by medical professionals in hospi-
tals, clinics, conferences etc. 
Question 2: What is your att itude towards the debates in the ESP classroom with 
regard to your English language needs? Favourable/ Unfavourable. 
According to the results from Table 2, most of the students expressed favorable at-
titude towards classroom debates and are not. The comments of the interviewee with 
the favorable att itude. Students emphasize that they need to practice speaking and 
the debates in the classroom encourage them to interact with each other and develop 
speaking fl uency in English. 
As regards the interviewees who expressed unfavourable att itude towards debates 
they mentioned that they don’t speak English because they are afraid to make mis-
takes.
Question 3: When do you speak in your English lessons?
According to the results from Table 3, most of the students 70% expressed that they 
are active and in speaking activities when the teacher asks them, so the teacher s 
classroom, so the teachers role is really important to motivate students to commu-
nicate in English. Only 22 % speak when they want to express their opinion, even 
though the teachers do not ask them.
Question 4: Which ability would like to improve? 
In the fourth question the most important ability that medical students fi nd useful 
and would like to improve is speaking(41%) due to the fact that in the medical fi eld 
they are going to use this ability more than the other abilities in hospitals, conferences 
etc.  After speaking comes writing and then reading, and students think that they will 
mostly need reading for their medical research and case studies. The last was listen-
ing and students think that will mostly use in communication with the patients.   
Question 5: Why students have diffi  culty in speaking English in ESP classes?
In question 5 most medical students fi nd it diffi  cult to speak in English because of 
their lack of grammar skills 47%, on the other hand 29 % students don’t feel confi dent 
to speak in English because their vocabulary store is not enough. 
Question 6:  How can students’ speaking strategies be promoted? 
In question 6 it was investigated that discussions and dialogues 45% are really impor-
tant in class and they promote speaking abilities. Role playing, presentations of their 
coursework and picture describing activities also promote speaking. Role-playing is 
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very eff ective for learning about communication in medical education. According to 
students class presentations would help them to overcome the-fear of speaking in 
front of an   audience   and   be   successful   in   their   future   conferences participa-
tions. They also mentioned that Storytelling and Picture Describing are very impor-
tant activities to promote speaking and generate many ideas to discuss.  The students 
accept that all the above-mentioned activities promote speaking and help them in 
interactive skills.

Conclusions

Speaking is generally thought to be the most important of the four skills. The ability 
to communicate in a second language clearly and effi  ciently contributes to the suc-
cess of the learner in their studies and success later their future career. This paper has 
discussed the situation of English in Albania, origins of ESP, the importance of speak-
ing EMP and examined issues in ESP curriculum design. The aim was to prove that 
there is a positive att itude towards the best practices in ESP course. Various speaking 
activities such as those mentioned above can contribute a great deal to students in 
developing basic interactive skills. Speaking activities make students more active in 
the learning process and at the same time make their learning more meaningful and 
fun for them. According to the results, ESP students expressed positive att itude to 
ESP learning in classroom.
Undoubtedly the fi ndings lead to the conclusion that teachers should carefully think 
about the practices in ESP course. They should enforce the ones most liked by stu-
dents and modify the ones less liked.
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Abstract

On 7.06.2021, the Albanian High Judicial Council, in the successive plenary meeting, considered 
the request of the High Inspector of Justice on the suspension of magistrate E. K, acting as 
judge and commanded as chief judge in one of the Courts of fi rst grade, in Central Albania, 
from her duty until the end of the disciplinary proceedings.
According to the announcement on the offi  cial website of the institution1, the Council, hearing 
the relevant arguments, decided to suspend the magistrate until the end of the disciplinary 
proceedings, and asked the High Inspector of Justice to conduct further investigations into the 
disciplinary violation att ributed to her.
The High Inspector of Justice, in application of the principle of legality as the competent body in 
exercise of his legal functions, has analyzed the content of the magistrate’s behavior published 
on media and social networks, in order to identify legal elements, facts or circumstances as well, 
which pursuant to a reasonable suspicion justify the initiation of a disciplinary investigation. 
In his statement before the members of the High Judicial Council, among other things, the 
High Inspector of Justice claimed that the disciplinary investigation proves that magistrate E. 
K, has committ ed acts contrary to the principles of the magistrate integrity and the principle 
of good conduct and self-control, provided in the Code of Judicial Ethics. The magistrate’s 
off -duty conduct and actions as well as the ones in her offi  ce premises, discredit the image 
and position of the magistrate and damage the public trust in the judicial system, and are 
considered a very serious disciplinary violation.2”
Furthermore, the High Judicial Council, in the published statement declared that: “... is 
committ ed to restoring public trust to the judicial system, assures the public that it pays special att ention 
to the ethical behavior of judges not only during the performance of their duty, but also outside. On 
the other hand, the Council guarantees the respect of the constitutional rights of judges, regarding 
the presumption of innocence and the development of a due lawful process, until the disciplinary 
proceedings are over ”.3

This event brought to att ention a major problem commonly encountered in Albania, that on 
implementation of the professional ethics by the public offi  cial, including magistrates and 
other justice offi  cials. At this point, we have to acknowledge that there is a signifi cant progress 
in terms of legislation, but it is found that legislative progress in this area goes in inverse 
proportion to the practical reality of profession practicing.

Keywords: Ethics, judiciary and Albanian legislation.

Introduction

In 1991 Albania gave an end to the 50-year communist regime. Popular revolts enabled 
a great change, the transition from a well-known totalitarian regime to democracy, 
1  http://klgj.al/njoftim-per-shtyp-date-7-qershor-2021/
2  https://ild.al/en/2021/06/09/metani-the-judge-should-maintain-high-standards-of-judicial-and-
personal-conduct-as-a-mechanism-of-trust-for-any-judicial-decision-given/
3  http://klgj.al/njoftim-per-shtyp-date-7-qershor-2021/
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but time showed us that our country was not prepared to welcome a solid democracy. 
Today, 30 years after the fall of the communist system, unfortunately Albania has has 
not changed much and is still considered a country with a hybrid democracy.
This incapability to build a liberal democracy was also refl ected while drafting of 
legislation, which even today, has not found sustainability yet. Albanian legislation, 
including the Constitution, is frequently amended, a “disease” that aff ects recently 
created acts and shows that Albania’s path to a sustainable legal system and latt er 
political, economic and social is still to be explored.
Immediately after the change of systems, the fi rst legal act that aimed to pave the way 
towards a compatible legislation with the system of democracy and free economy 
was Law no.7491 on 29.04.1991 “On the main constitutional provisions. By its article 
no. 45, abrogated the Constitution of the People’s Socialist Republic of Albania, 
approved on 28.12.1976, and its subsequent amendments, as well. At the same time, 
this law changed the state-formation fundamental basis by changing the foundations 
of the state from: “Albania is a People’s Socialist Republic .... The People’s Socialist 
Republic of Albania is a state of the dictatorship of the proletariat, ...”4 to “Albania is 
a parliamentary republic. “National sovereignty comes from the people and belongs 
to them ... The Republic of Albania is a legal and democratic state”.5

The new law, no.7561, on 29.04.1992 “On some amendments and additions to the 
law no.7491, on 29.04.1991, “On the main constitutional provisions”.6 in Article 1, 
sanctioned that “The judiciary is inseparable and independent of other powers. It is 
exercised only by bodies that are recognized as such by law. Also, under this law is 
stipulated for the fi rst time, the establishment of the Constitutional Court, as “... the 
highest authority, which protects and guarantees the observance of the Constitution 
and legislation and makes the fi nal interpretation of the Constitution, as well “.7

Law no. 8417, on 21.10.1998, approved the text of the Constitution of the Republic of 
Albania, a document that has so far been amended several times.
The 1998 constitution laid the foundations for an independent and professional 
judiciary and regulated the criteria on the selection of justice employees and the 
compliance of their positions by delegating to specifi c laws the defi nition on specifi c 
criteria for judges and prosecutors.
The amendments that the Constitution of the Republic of Albania underwent in 2016 
and especially the Constitutional Annex 2016, were mainly dedicated on meeting the 
need for a profound reform in the judiciary and the realization of its goal to create a 
judiciary independent of political infl uences and external indicators. Thus, Part 9 of 
the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, “Courts”, carefully treated the system and 
redefi ned elements of the selection of offi  cials and employees of justice, where moral 
assessment and professional ethics were re-dimensioned as one of the basic selection 
criteria. Thus, Article 4 of Law no. 84/2016 “On the transitional re-assessment of 
judges and prosecutors in the Republic of Albania”, sanctions that the re-assessment 
4 https://shtetiweb.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Kushtetuta-e-Republikes-Socialiste-te-
Shqiperise-1976.pdf, Neni 1 dhe 2.
5  https://shtetiweb.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Dispozitat-kryesore-kushtetuese-1991.pdf, 
neni 1 dhe 2.
6  http://www.ikub.al/LIGJE/204290002/Article-Per-disa-ndryshime-e-plotesime-ne-ligjin-nr-
7491-date-29-04-1991-Per-dispozitat-kryesore-kushtetuese-.aspx?cookiesEnabled=false.
7  Law no.7561, dated 29.04.1992, “On the main constitutional provisions” article 17.
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process will be carried out on the basis of three criteria: a) the assessment of property; 
b) image control; and c) assessment of professional skills.8

Legislation designed to support judicial reform and to regulate the organization and 
functioning of the judiciary refl ected the basic principles for the independence of the 
judiciary, which state that; the independence of the judiciary must be guaranteed by 
the constitution and by each country-specifi c laws, that it is necessary to guarantee 
an impartial judiciary unaff ected by pressure and interference, ……, and that there 
should be no inadequate or unreasonable interference in court proceedings, or review 
of court decisions, except in cases of review or pardon / liberty / amnesty proceedings, 
conducted in accordance with the law.”9

The need for a “Justice Reform”

Today, Albania fi nds itself at an important moment in its history, as it expects to open 
the negotiations with the European Union and start its way towards full integration 
into the European family. Geographically located in an enviable area, in the coasts of 
the Adriatic and the Ionian, Albanians are a pro-American and pro-European people 
who strongly support the country’s Euro-Atlantic integration. But membership in the 
European Union and its alliance with the United States also call for “... irreversible, 
sustainable reforms related to the rule of law, the eff ective functioning of democratic institutions 
and public administration, and the fi ght against corruption and organized crime.”10

Amid its calls on the fulfi lment of the conditions to open of the negotiations, the 
European Parliament draws att ention to the importance of the rule of law and the 
“consistent prosecution of high-level corruption”, emphasizing claims on corruption 
and undermining trust of the public to government and democratic institutions in 
general.
Justice reform came as a need of the dynamics of the development of society in 
economic and social terms, from the problems displayed within the system, from 
the manifestations of corruption, disfunction, lack of integrity, professionalism, 
independence, effi  ciency, credibility, transparency, accountability and liability of the 
system, which have been widely identifi ed and accepted as damaging phenomena, 
which should be the focus of this profound reform.11

Frequent changes in legislation are another factor driving to the reform, along with 
a deteriorating level of public confi dence to justice, which is acknowledged in the 
monitoring reports of international partners and their representative structures, 
international and local organizations, as well as in the conducted surveys. All reports 
indicate a deteriorating trend, noting the serious negative phenomenon as an endemic 
extension of the corruption phenomena. Regarding the need for this reform, the polls 
show that 72% of the public believe in its results, compared to 28% who have shown 
no confi dence in the reform.12 

8  http://ikp.al/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Ligj-nr.-84-dt.-30.8.2016-Rivleresimi-Kalimtar.pdf.
9  Basic Principles for the Independence of the Judiciary, Chapter Independence of the Judiciary, Articles 1-4, 
United Nations General Assembly, adopted on 29.11.1985 and 13.12.1985.
10  https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/default/fi les/albania_report_2020.pdf.
11  http://www.reformanedrejtesi.al/pse-nje-reforme-ne-drejtesi.
12  http://www.reformanedrejtesi.al/pse-nje-reforme-ne-drejtesi.
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The reform took a long time, numerous discussions and the support of Albania’s 
Euro-Atlantic partners, and local and international experts. Thanks to a great deal 
of work and mainly to a persistent focus, the Albanian confl ictual politics managed 
to vote unanimously, with the votes of 140 deputies of the Albanian Parliament, the 
amendment of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, which paved the way for 
the adoption of basic reform laws. and further on completing the legal framework to 
obtain the expected results from it.
The amendment of the Constitution was realized through the Constitutional Annex 
and was followed by the voting of many laws. The reform has already begun to yield 
its results and many judges and prosecutors have left the system at the end of the 
assessment process.

Professional and moral ethics and its constitutional and legal control

2016 is a year that fi nally laid a solid foundation stone in the fi ght against corruption 
at the courts and other organs of the judiciary. The 2016 constitutional amendments 
focused particularly on justice reform based on the principle that there can be no 
democracy without an independent judiciary.
The Constitutional Annex, “Transitional re-assessment of judges and prosecutors” 
extended the restrictions on the rights and freedoms provided in the Constitution 
and stipulated in Article 17 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania concerning 
judges and prosecutors.
Article Ç of the Constitutional Annex The re-assessment stipulates that: “The re-
assessment includes the control of property, image and professional skills, according 
to articles D, DH and E of this Annex and the law”13 and where the att ention, in the 
interest of this article too, is drawn on the article DH “Image control”.
Article DH links the control of the image only to “the identifi cation of those who have 
inappropriate contact with persons involved in organized crime.”14 

In view of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, we note that, regarding what 
we in everyday language call the governance of the judiciary, respectively the High 
Judicial Council (HJC), the High Prosecution Council (HJC) and the Council of Judicial 
Appointments (CJA), the constitution-maker, has deemed it necessary to raise the 
criteria of ethics and morality for them at the constitutional level. Thus, Articles 147 to 
149, of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania deals with the need of candidates 
for members in these bodies to meet the criteria of “professional and moral ethics” 
and stipulates disciplinary liabilities for these entities in case they commit “serious 
professional or ethical violations”15

It is concluded that the High Judicial Council, with decision No.171 / 2021 “On the 
approval of the Code of Judicial Ethics” has fulfi lled this obligation, “Taking into account 
the internationally recognized standards on fundamental human rights and freedoms, which 
in a special way guarantee to everyone equality to the law, the presumption of innocence and 
the right to a fair and public trial, within a reasonable time, by an independent and impartial 
tribunal established by law, respecting the fundamental principles of the independence of the 
13  https://www.parlament.al/Files/sKuvendi/kushtetuta.pdf.
14  https://www.parlament.al/Files/sKuvendi/kushtetuta.pdf.
15  https://www.parlament.al/Files/sKuvendi/kushtetuta.pdf.
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judiciary, recognizing that an independent, eff ective and impartial judiciary is essential to the 
administration of justice in a democratic society, to the strengthening  the rule of law and to 
the guarantee of the individual liberty of all individuals and equal access to justice”.16

Although many judges and prosecutors have left the system through decisions of 
structures set up for the transitional assessment of judges and prosecutors, and many 
others have resigned before or during the assessment process to escape dismissal 
decisions, still there is much to be done.

Vett ing as a system cleaning process

The constitutional amendments of 2016 and especially the Constitutional Annex 
laid the foundations for a profound reform of the justice system in Albania and this 
immediately led to the adoption of the basic laws of reform, among which the most 
important was the law no. 84/2016 “On the transitional re-assessment of judges and 
prosecutors in the Republic of Albania”.
The law stipulates that the reassessment process will be carried out on the basis 
of three criteria: a) valuation of property; b) image control; and c) assessment of 
professional skills. 
Adherence to the rules of ethics and professional conduct, maintaining at all times the 
honor and dignity of their profession and behaving professionally and in accordance 
with the law and rules of ethics, are also principles dictated by laws and other bylaws 
for employees of the judiciary.
In fact, when we talk about ethics and professional ethics, we need to be clear that 
ethics consists of a set of codes or standards that apply to all professions, including 
the profession of judge and prosecutor. As such professional ethics is important as 
it allows each profession to be organized based on a set of rules. These standards 
favor productivity and promote the quality and integrity of the professional. If the 
performance of a profession has been disorderly done or did not follow any law, it 
would not be possible for that professional to contribute to social development and 
their growth.
Law no. 96/2016 on 6.10.2016 “On the status of judges and prosecutors in the Republic 
of Albania” and Law no. 97/2016 on 6.10.2016 “On the organization and functioning 
of the prosecution in the Republic of Albania” have assessed the professional and 
ethical behavior of judges and prosecutors so high that they have made it part of 
their oath before taking the duty, according to the formula “I solemnly swear that while 
performing my duties I will always remain faithful to the Constitution of the Republic of 
Albania, the laws in force and will respect the rules of professional ethics”.
Professional ethics and Albanian approaches
Independence, impartiality, integrity, proper conduct and self-restraint, due care 
and professionalism, ability to listen and respect, equal treatment and transparency, 
are some of the rules listed in the Albanian codes of ethics, especially in the Code 
of Judicial Ethics. But the interpretation of each of these principles must be seen 
on a case-by-case basis and in accordance with the particular circumstances of the 
case. This is the reasoning of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Albania in 
16  The High Judicial Council, Code of Judicial Ethics approved by the HJC with decision no. 171, dated 
22.04.2021.
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decision 75/2002,17 which states that: The expression “acts and behaviors that seriously 
discredit the position and fi gure…”, summarizes in itself a number of elements, 
which can and should be identifi ed case by case by the relevant body that takes the 
decision. These actions or omissions that are analyzed based on the circumstances of 
their performance, the subjective moment, as well as the damage they bring to the 
state and society, are of such a nature that make impossible the further performance 
of their constitutional functions by such entities.
Whereas the expression “serious violation of the law during the performance of 
functions” ... is related to a series of elements related to those violations of legal 
provisions committ ed during the performance of their duty and because of it. 
These violations gain their serious character closely related to the importance of the 
law violated, the consequences that may or may not result from the violation, the 
frequency of the violation, the duration of the consequences and the diffi  culties to 
repair them, as well as the subjective att itude held by the author of the violation 
towards it and the consequent consequence.18

Professional ethics is indeed a controversial term and the line between ethics and 
non-ethics is often quite slim. Moral norms are also controversial, unclear and still 
evolving, while the law proves not to be a very eff ective instrument.
Under these conditions, as Thomas Shafert explains, “the process of legislation on ethical 
issues must be structured as a process of interaction between the legislature and society, or the 
relevant sectors of society, in order to develop new moral norms and the development of new 
legal norms to be able to reinforce each other. Also the legislation on ethical issues should be 
drafted in such a way as to be an eff ective form of communication which, moreover, facilitates 
an ongoing moral debate and an ongoing refl ection of such issues, because this is the best 
method to ensure that the practice remains oriented towards the ideals and values   that the law 
seeks to realize.”19

Concl usions

The modern approach to the concept and principle of Ethics in legislation, and its 
importance, does well refl ect the positive evolution of the individual and global 
society. This approach is genuinely in order to recognize and respect some basic 
principles that are part of the rule of law, and respect of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms.
The improvement of the Albanian legislation, especially after 2016, has contributed 
directly to the building of judiciary healthier institutions. Justice and justice given 
must meet the minimum requirements of the professional ethics of the magistrate. 
Ethics and law are integral parts of each other, and a condition of a healthy rule of 
law.
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Morali  dhe  Shteti

Dr. Abla Xhaferi
Universiteti Evropian i Tiranës

Tiranë Shqipëri

Abstrakt

Morali i shtetit lidhet në mënyrë të ndërsjelltë me moralin e shoqërisë dhe të vetë qytetarit, 
prandaj, krahas zhvillimit ekonomik, me të njëjtën përkujdesje, duhen trajtuar edhe çështjet 
e edukimit dhe të kulturës, të cilat ndihmojnë ose përshpejtojnë vetë zhvillimin ekonomiko - 
social. Çështja e moralitetit të pushtetit, e drejtimit dhe e lidershipit të tij, që, në një mënyrë 
apo në një tjetër, pasqyrohen në atë të popullit, ka vlerë të madhe aktuale. Marrëdhënia midis 
drejtësisë, politikës dhe parasë nxjerr në pah brishtësinë e ndarjes së pushteteve. Bashkëpunimi 
me institucionet demokratike kombëtare e ndërkombëtare lehtëson kapërcimin e situatës së 
tranzicionit, i cili në mënyrë të natyrshme futet në rrjedhën e tij normale bashkëpunuese dhe 
bashkërenduese. Një situatë e tillë inkurajuese do të ndihmojë edhe në rritjen e moralitetit të 
qeverisjes dhe të vetëqeverisurve, të shtetarëve dhe shtetasve. Paradoksi ynë më i madh, i cili 
na ushqen iluzionin mashtrues, shfaqet në forma të ndryshme: ekziston në botë dikush që na 
do më shumë se ç’e duam vetveten; ekziston në botë një shtet i cili do universalisht, një shtet 
që duhet të shohë se në indin tënd më të imët je i ndershëm, përfaqësues universal dhe integral 
i së drejtës; një shoqëri si e jona beson se një shtet tjetër është aq i drejtë dhe i mirë sa do ta 
mbështesë e mbrojë në çdo rast. Standardet ose format e dobisë e të moralit çdo njeri duhet t’i 
gjejë në jetën shoqërore. Parimet kushtetuese janë urë lidhëse mes së drejtës dhe moralit. Çdo 
vendim juridik dhe në mënyrë të veçantë vendimet gjyqësore janë të justifi kuara, në qoftë se 
vijnë në shkallë të fundit nga një normë morali. Etika nuk pretendon të na zbulojë të vërtetën 
absolute mbi moralin. Për njeriun e ndershëm thënia e së vërtetës është e natyrshme. Njeriu i 
moralshëm zotëron të gjitha aftësitë e tij fi zike dhe  mendore për të vepruar, gjykuar dhe për 
të mbajtur përgjegjësi. Veprimi njerëzor duhet të synojë qëllimin e tij të vërtetë. Njeriu është i 
lidhur ngushtë me shtetin, ashtu si etika me politikën. Qytetari është anëtar i një komuniteti. 
Të gjithë qytetarët kanë një qëllim të përbashkët. Qytetari në shtetin më të mirë është i aftë dhe 
ka dëshirë të qeveriset dhe të qeverisë duke vështruar nga jeta e virtytit. 

Fjalë kyçe: morali, shteti, shoqëria, qytetari, virtyti, politika, e drejta.

1. Kuptimi i moralit të shtetit

Me moralin e shtetit lidhet në mënyrë të ndërsjelltë edhe morali i shoqërisë apo 
edhe i vetë qytetarit, prandaj siç duhet rritur përkujdesja për konsolidimin  e 
strukturave shtetërore dhe koordinimin sa më të mirë të punës midis tyre mbi bazën 
e ligjit dhe të sistemit rregullator e strukturor; po ashtu duhen rritur përpjekjet për 
përgjegjshmërinë, cilësinë e pastrimit të këtyre strukturave shtetërore e administrative 
dhe për rekrutimin në to jo vetëm të politikanëve e specialistëve të aftë, por, për më 
tepër, të njerëzve të devotshëm, me integritet të plotë moral, kulturor dhe qytetar. 
Prandaj, krahas zhvillimit ekonomik, me të njëjtën përkujdesje, kudo në botën e 
emancipuar trajtohen edhe çështjet e edukimit dhe të kulturës, që nga ana e tyre 
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ndihmojnë ose përshpejtojnë vetë zhvillimin ekonomiko - social.
Duke qëndruar në mënyrë më të drejtpërdrejtë në temën e përzgjedhur për trajtim, që 
lidhet ngushtë me binomin ekonomi - kulturë, do të nënvizojmë edhe disa probleme 
me vlera substanciale. R. Mejdani na bën të ditur se disa shekuj më parë Monteskie 
ka vënë në dukje: “Intrigat e fshehta për marrjen e pushtetit apo të një posti të pamerituar 
janë të rrezikshme dhe më tej se shteti, duke perifrazuar fj alët e mia të asaj kohe në analizën 
e monarkisë, dobësohet e pëson goditje kur një drejtues, si ndonjë princ kurore, mendon se ai 
vetë është i fuqishëm më tepër kur ndryshon rendin e gjërave të vendosura, sesa kur e ruan 
dhe e ndjek nga afër atë; kur ai u heq funksionet e natyrshme disa njerëzve për t`ua dhënë 
ato arbitrarisht disa të tjerëve dhe kur ai jepet më tepër pas fantazisë, sesa pas vullnetit të tij; 
... kur grumbullon krejt pushtetin në duart e veta, përqëndron shtetin në kryeqytetin e tij, 
kryeqytetin në oborrin e tij dhe krejt oborrin në personin e vet...”1

Por po me aq vlerë aktuale është edhe çështja e moralitetit të pushtetit, e drejtimit 
dhe e lidershipit të tij, që, në një mënyrë apo në një tjetër, në mënyrë të drejtpërdrejtë 
ose të tërthortë, pasqyrohen në atë të popullit. Madje në këtë analizë mund të arrijmë 
në përfundimin se populli bie në këtë fatkeqësi, kur ata, të cilëve ai u ka besuar 
pushtetin, në përpjekje për të fshehur korrupsionin e tyre, përpiqen ta korruptojnë 
atë. Kur populli është korruptuar nëpërmjet parasë, ai bëhet gjakftohtë, fi llon të dojë 
dhe të pëlqejë paranë dhe nuk interesohet më për mënyrën e drejtimit të çështjeve 
shtetërore, për të mirën e përgjithëshme të shoqërisë dhe për mirëqenien e tyre, tregon 
mosinteres për mënyrën e qeverisjes, si dhe për gjithçka që mund t`i propozojnë, pret 
i qetë shpërblimin e tij, prej të cilave parapëlqen më shumë atë monetar.
E njëjta gjë mund të thuhet edhe për rrjedhojat e stimulimit vetëpërfshirës, vetëlarës e 
shpëlarës së memories individuale dhe kolektive. Një gjë  e tillë mund të thuhet edhe 
për rrjedhojat e ndryshimit të shenjës së saj, të përdorimit të teknikës së turpshme, të 
tillë si, “shpif, shpif se diçka do të mbetet”, të mungesës së personalitetit apo të lojës 
së dopiopersonalitetit, të qëndrimit sfi dues dhe madje fyes ndaj përgjegjshmërisë 
individuale, të përlyerjes së qëllimshme kolektive etj. Kjo gjë ndeshet jo pak në 
moralin e deklarimet politike, madje në spekulimet dhe abuzimet e disa drejtuesve, 
përfshirë dhe drejtues partiakë, që derdhen e dridhen në mjedisin publiko - politik 
dhe po ashtu në media pa ndonjë brejtje ndërgjegjjeje apo dhe pasojë të drejtpërdrejtë 
individuale për veten e tyre. Por e njëjta gjë vlen për të gjithë dredhësit politikë të çdo 
niveli.
Marrëdhëniet midis drejtësisë, politikës dhe parasë nxjerrin në pah brishtësinë e 
ndarjes së pushteteve. Si politika, po ashtu edhe pushteti përdorin gjuhën, fj alën 
për të komunikuar me komunitetin. Duke qenë se konfl iktet dhe pabarazitë sociale 
ekzistojnë, politika e po ashtu edhe pushteti është bërë vendi i eufemizmave. Për 
disa njerëz që ushtrojnë pushtetin vetëm për hir të privilegjeve dhe të arrogancës, kjo 
lloj veprimtarie është cinizëm dhe keqpërdorim i pushtetit. Ndërsa ai që ka kuptuar 
dhe mësuar me shpejtësi cinizmin e pushtetit, e di mjaft mirë se forma e shprehjes 
së cinizmit të pushtetit është pikërisht nëpërmjet gjuhës eufemike, e cila fsheh dhe 
zbukuron ide që, po të shpreheshin drejtpërdrejt, do të ishin të papëlqyeshme. E tillë 
është gjuha e pushtetit, sepse në konfrontim me të tjerët nuk ka vend për të vërtetën. 
Fjalët kanë kuptim në funksion të pozicionit të atij që i përdor dhe nuk lejohet të 
thuhen fj alë që nuk i përshtaten pozicionit të tij. Në një farë kuptimi kemi çensurimin 
1 Meidani, R., “Politika, morali dhe shteti”, Shtëpia botuese “Toena”, Tiranë, 2003, f. 172.
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e fj alës së lirë, mendimin e lirë, duke bërë me këtë manipulimin e së vërtetës dhe të 
realitetit, si njëra prej formave më të shëmtuara të kufi zimit të lirisë. Njëherësh të 
gjitha këto dukuri të shpien në keqpërdorimin e hapur të pushtetit.
Bashkëpunimi me institucionet demokratike ndërkombëtare e kombëtare në mënyrë 
të natyrshme e lehtësojnë  kapërcimin e situatës së tranzicionit, i cili, pas viteve të 
përplasjeve, të konfl ikteve politike deri në dhunë institucionale dhe ndërinstitucionale, 
pas përdorimit dhe shfrytëzimit të të gjithë eksperimenteve te mundshme, shpesh dhe 
antidemokratike, futet në rrjedhën e tij normale bashkëpunuese dhe bashkërenduese.
Një situatë e tillë inkurajuese, pavarësisht synimeve për përfi time të përkohshme 
personale, qofshin këto edhe me natyrë të pastër politiko - ekonomike apo pushtetore 
dhe ekonomike, pa asnjë dyshim do të ndihmojë me potencialin ballafaques të qetësisë 
dhe stabilitetit edhe në rritjen e moralitetit të qeverisjes dhe të vetëqeverisurve, të 
shtetarëve dhe shtetasve, në përputhje me fi lozofi në vetëzbatuese që ka manifestuar 
dhe maifeston përpjekja individuale dhe shoqërore për qytetari dhe për idealizëm, për 
progres, për ndershmëri, për transparencë, për protagonizëm ligjor dhe institucional, 
për administrim dhe qeverisje të shtetit me baza e themele morale.
Paradoksi ynë më i madh na ushqen iluzionin mashtrues të besojmë se ekziston në 
botë dikush që na do më shumë se ç’e duam vetveten. Ne besojmë se një vend tjetër na 
do më shumë seç e duam ne vetveten. Besojmë se ai vend mendon për ne më shumë 
seç mendojmë ne për veten. Sikur të përpiqemi vetëm për pak çaste të mendojmë, 
thjesht të mendojmë, do të kuptojmë se i huaji, nëse do të na donte më shumë seç 
e duam veten, nuk do të ishte as i mirë dhe as i mençur. Pra, mashtrimi më i madh 
që një kolektiv mund t’i bëjë vetes, është të mendojë se një shtet superfuqi, në mes 
të kësaj bote kaq të ndërlikuar në sasi dhe interesa, në kulturë e qëllime, po mendon 
natë e ditë për të. 
Forma e dytë e paradoksit mund të thuhet disi më saktë: “Ekziston në botë një shtet i cili 
do universalisht. Por një shtet që dashuron të drejtën universalisht është utopik në përkufi zim. 
Që një shtet të dojë të drejtën universalisht, do të thotë të sakrifi kojë botën për të drejtën dhe të 
drejtin. Por asnjë shtet nuk është tërësisht i drejtë, ndaj duhet ta nisë nga fl ijimi i vetes. Shteti 
nuk është individ. Një individ mund ta dojë të drejtën universalisht dhe mund të mbrojë të 
drejtin universalisht, por jo shteti. Shteti është forma e përfaqësimit të një larmie interesash 
dhe talentesh, të një shumësie njerëzish dhe dijesh. Një shtet përgjigjet vetëm për kolektivin që 
ka marrë përsipër në përfaqësim, por jo për të tjerë.”2

Për çdo shtet, i madh apo i vogël, subjektet e tjera politike janë ndryshore të përkohshme 
të lojës. Ky paradoks prodhon qenie paradoksale kudo nëpër institucionet tona të 
pushtetit dhe administrimit. Këto institucione hiqen për kozmopolite dhe bëjnë 
të pamundur mendimin dhe aktet politike, grabisin pasuritë publike dhe aftësitë 
private. Që nga Presidenti deri te punonjësi më i 
thjeshtë i medias dhe shoqërisë civile, gjyqësorit dhe administratës gjen një mashtrues 
dhe grabitës. 
Forma e tretë e paradoksit: një shtet që të do universalisht, duhet të shohë se dhe në 
indin tënd më të imtë je i drejtë, absolutisht i ndershëm, përfaqësues universal dhe 
integral i së drejtës. Ne e njohim mirë veten, e dimë cilësinë e votës sonë, e dimë 
aftësinë tonë korruptuese të institucioneve. Kështu që në këtë pikë nuk ka nevojë për 
koment. 
2 Gazeta “Koha”, 15.08.2006.
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Forma e katërt e paradoksit: një shoqëri si e jona, me masën më të madhe të krimit, 
imoralitetit, grabitjes së pronës së përbashkët, tradhtisë së heronjve të vet, simboleve 
të veta, injorantë i mendimtarëve dhe luftëtarëve të vet, degjenerues i të gjithë 
institucioneve të veta, beson se një shtet tjetër është aq i drejtë dhe i mirë sa do ta 
mbështesë e mbrojë në çdo rast. E thënë ndryshe: ne që besojmë aq verbërisht se një 
shtet mund të dojë universalisht, nuk jemi të aftë të ndërtojmë një segment shtetëror 
të ndershëm.
E drejta është rezultat i zhvillimit historik, sepse ajo është shprehje e moralitetit 
zakonor, i cili zhvillohet në mënyrë të heshtur dhe të pandërgjegjshme nga një epokë 
në tjetrën. Por e drejta është gjithashtu një rezultat i ndërgjegjshëm ose qëllimor, sepse 
shprehja e moralitetit zakonor do të jetë e rreme, po qe se mendja e atij që gjykon, nuk 
do të synojë të arrijë qëllimin moral dhe mishërimin e tij në format juridike. Në qoftë 
se duam që ky qëllim të mbizotërojë, atëherë nuk ka asgjë më të përshtatshme sesa 
përpjekja e ndërgjegjshme. 
Standartet ose format e dobisë e të moralit, çdo njeri duhet t’i gjejë në jetën shoqërore. 
Ato duhet t`i gjejë veçanërisht edhe ligjvënësi, sepse një ligj i moralshëm eshtë më i 
zbatueshëm se një ligj i mirarsyetuar, por që nuk përshtatet me moralin e shoqërisë, 
sepse qytetari e ka më të thjeshtë të adaptojë dhe të brendësojë një ligj që ka dhe 
moral. Por nuk duhet të harrojmë se jo çdo ligj i drejtë është i moralshëm dhe po 
ashtu jo çdo ligj i padrejtë është i pamoralshëm.
Ne nuk mund t`i kapërcejmë kufi zimet e egos dhe ta shohim gjithçka ashtu siç është 
realisht. Megjithatë, ideali është i tillë që duhet të përpiqemi që të arrijmë brenda 
kufi jve të aftësisë sonë.  Kardoza na bën të ditur se: “Kur shtrohet çështja për të mbushur 
boshllëqet e së drejtës, ne duhet ta kërkojmë zgjidhjen jo në deduksione logjike, por në nevojat 
shoqërore.”3

Pra e drejta dhe bindja ndaj së drejtës janë fakte që vërtetohen për ne, në tërë përvojën 
tonë jetësore. Shkurt, ka parime juridike që e kufi zojnë lirinë e shtetit. Jeta mund të 
jetohet, sjellja mund të rregullohet për një numër të pakufi zuar qeniesh njerëzore, 
pa i futur ato në sferën ku e drejta mund të keqinterpretohet, përveçse kur me të 
vërtetë keqinterpretohet me shpërdorimin e ndërgjegjshëm të pushtetit. Prandaj 
duhet mbajtur gjithmonë lidhja ndërmjet së drejtës dhe moralit, ndërmjet diktimeve 
të jurisprudencës dhe atyre të arsyes dhe ndërgjegjes së shëndoshë.

2. Konceptet mbi të  drejtën dhe moralin

Duke qenë se kushtetuta qëndron në majë të piramidës së rendit juridik, detyrimisht 
ajo ka jo vetëm karakter normativ, por mishëron  edhe një bashkësi vlerash të tjera. 
Në se përcaktohen të drejta pa detyrimet përkatëse, ato të drejta nuk mund të jenë të 
tilla në jetën e përditshme. Kjo hipotezë na shpie në përfundimin se kemi të bëjmë me 
ekzistencën e një moszbatimi ligjor. 
Nga një këndvështrim i politikës së të drejtës sigurisht mund të pranohet se kemi 
të bëjmë me një moszbatim ligjor, në të cilin ligjvënësi duhet të ndërhyjë për ta 
përmbushur. Teknika normative, që krijon të drejta pa detyrime përgjegjëse, është 
në kundërshtim me rolin e  një ligjvënësi të drejtë, sepse mungon garanti i zbatimit 
3  Kardozo. N. Benxhamen, “Natyra e procesit gjyqësor”. Shtypur në shtypshkronjën ISP, Tiranë 1996,  
f. 89.
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të detyrimit ligjor. Në këto raste mund të ndërrohet përcaktimi teorik dhe të dallohet 
mes të drejtave të përkryera, të cilat janë me detyrime përgjegjëse dhe të drejtave 
jo të përkryera, të cilat janë pa detyrime përgjegjëse. “Kushtetuta është përmbi ligjin, 
por ligji, në qoftë se pajtohet me kushtetutën, është përmbi të drejtën e gjyqtarëve. Në këtë 
kuptim, e drejta e krijuar nga gjyqtarët është dytësore dhe e varur nga e drejta e krijuar nga 
ligjvënësit. Është e vërtetë se kodet dhe ligjet nuk e bëjnë gjyqtarin të tepërt dhe as punën e tij 
të sipërfaqëshme dhe mekanike.”4

Mendohet se e drejta, si praktikë sociale nuk paraqet karakteristika dalluese të tilla 
për të kërkuar afrim metodologjik të ndryshëm nga ajo që kanë për objekt praktika 
të tjera sociale. Përvoja ka treguar se duhet të mbahet në konsideratë këndvështrimi 
i brendshëm i përdoruesve; i hartuesve dhe i zbatuesve të ligjeve, i juristëve dhe i 
qytetarëve të thjeshtë, për të cilët kanë rëndësi si objekte hetimi jo vetëm sjelljet e 
brendshme të aktorëve të praktikës, por, në mënyrë të veçantë, ideja e së drejtës që 
ato mbrojnë. Por në realitet, këto kushte nuk jepen dhe si rezultat gjërat janë kështu jo 
aq për arsyet joetike të diskutuara, që pohojnë mosekzistencën e një morali objektiv, 
por për arsye praktike. Do të radhiten këto fakte:
a. Morali objektiv nuk është i njohur ose i pranuar nga të gjithë gjyqtarët.
b. Në shoqëritë tona nuk ekziston një moral pozitiv i pranuar nga të gjithë gjyqtarët.
c. Gjyqtarët nuk janë koherentë në kohë me mendimet e tyre dhe nuk ndërtojnë një  
sistem të qëndrueshëm të drejte dhe morali për të zgjidhur rastet.
ç. Gjykatësit jo gjithmonë argumentojnë dhe vendosin në mëmyrë racionale.
  Po vetë parimet kushtetuese a janë urë lidhëse mes së drejtës dhe moralit, apo 
ekziston një moslidhje e justifi kuar midis tyre? Në të vërtetë, çdo vendim juridik dhe 
në mënyrë të veçantë vendimet gjyqësore janë të justifi kuara, në qoftë se vijnë në 
shkallë të fundit nga një normë morali. Cila duhet të jetë norma që bazon ose që 
justifi kon vendimet gjyqësore? Vetë teza merr karakter normativ: është normë morale 
ajo që duhet të bazojë ose të justifi kojë vendimin gjyqësor? 
Sigurisht teza e lidhjes justifi kuese mund të interpretohet edhe në mënyrë tjetër ose 
si përgjigje e një problemi empirik: cilat janë në të vërtetë normat që në një kontekst 
të përcaktuar bazojnë ose justifi kojnë vendimin gjyqësor? Ose si një përgjigje e një 
problemi teorik: cilat janë normat që, në një model të thjeshtuar të motivimit gjyqësor 
bazojnë ose justifi kojnë vendimet gjyqësore? Besohet se, po ta interpretonim si 
përshkruese, kjo përgjigje do të ishte false (në praktikat gjyqësore të motivimit të 
vendimeve në sistemet juridike bashkëkohore vendimet janë qartësisht të justifi kuara, 
duke ofruar arsye që janë norma juridike, të cilat duhet të japin, gjithashtu, mesazhe 
të forta morale).
Po ta interpretonim si teorike, kjo përgjigje besoj se do të transformohej në tautologji, 
për faktin se çdo justifi kim i fundit në praktikë merret se është krijuar nga një normë 
morale. Atëherë dhe justifi kimi përfundimtar i një vendimi gjyqësor është i përbërë 
nga një normë morale, edhe pse ka justifi kime të ndërmjetme, që mund të përcaktohen 
juridike. Duke ndaluar kështu vetëm mbi problemin normativ dhe duke pyetur se ç’ 
tip norme morale do të ishte ai që duhet të bazojë ose të justifi kojë në shkallë të fundit 
një vendim gjyqësor, shihen të paktën katër zgjidhje të mundshme: 
1. Kur bëhet fj alë për një normë morali të vërtetë, në kuptimin që u përgjigjet “fakteve” 
morale; 
4  Po aty, f. 6-7.
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2. Kur bëhet fj alë për një normë morale racionale, në kuptimin që është e pranueshme 
nga ana e një dëgjuesi të arsyeshëm;
2. Kur  bëhet fj alë për një normë morale të zgjedhur subjektivisht.
4. Kur bëhet fj alë për një normë morale intersubjektivisht të pranuar.”5

Dy zgjidhjet e para janë objektive, dy të fundit janë subjektive. Në zgjidhjen e parë 
norma morale është subjekt i pavarur, në të tjerat është subjekt  i varur, por në forma 
përkatësisht të dalluara. Dy zgjidhjet e para i referohen një morali kritik, e treta një 
morali individual, e katërta një morali pozitiv. Vendimi i gjyqtarit duhet të mbështetet 
mbi të  drejtën dhe normat morale. Por morale në ç’kuptim? Së pari vetë  gjyqtari 
përzgjedh një normë të cilën e beson se është morale. Pra, zgjidhja e parë të çon tek 
e treta. Në zgjidhjen e dytë, është e vështirë për një gjyqtar të gjejë normën morale 
që bazon vendimin e tij sipas rregullave procedurale ose substanciale të një teorie 
morale, sepse ka teori të ndryshme morale, mes të cilave gjyqtari duhet të zgjedhë. 
Prandaj edhe zgjidhja e dytë shpie tek e treta. Por të pranosh zgjidhjen e tretë do 
të thotë të lësh krejtësisht në duart e gjyqtarëve mënyrën e bazueshmërisë dhe të 
justifi kimit të vendimeve të tyre. 
Siguria e së drejtës do t`i besohej vetëm ndërgjegjes morale të secilit gjyqtar. Meqë ata 
duhet t`i bazojnë vendimet e tyre mbi norma morale universale, atëherë do të duhej 
t`i përdornin në koherencë këto norma për të bazuar vendimet e tyre të ardhshme. 
Por koherenca në kohë e vendimeve të secilit gjyqtar nuk duket e mjaftueshme për 
të garantuar parashikueshmërinë e pasojave juridike të veprimeve dhe të zgjidhjeve 
të konfl ikteve. 
Në vend të pohimit se justifi kimi përfundimtar i vendimit gjyqësor duhet të 
mbështetet mbi një normë morale, mund të interpretohet në një mënyrë më të 
kufi zuar: në të gjitha rastet në të cilat një gjyqtar duhet të justifi kojë zgjidhjen mes 
tezave interpretuese ose faktit, të gjitha të pranueshme nga një këndvështrim juridik, 
ai duhet të zgjedhë mundësinë që të jetë i justifi kuar nga një normë morale të paktën 
në shkallë të fundit. Edhe me këtë ngarkesë më të kufi zuar një pozicion i tillë moralist 
shtron probleme. Në qoftë se zgjedhjet e gjyqtarit janë të justifi kuara nga besimet e 
tij morale, asgjë nuk pengon që besime të tilla të jenë moralisht jokorrekte ose në 
kundërshtim me vlerat morale të pranuara nga komuniteti ose kundër kritereve të 
pranuara nga kultura juridike etj.
Cila do të jetë atëherë arsyeja për të shtyrë gjyqtarët të justifi kojnë kështu vendimet 
e tyre? Por vendimi gjyqësor i bazuar mbi një normë morali të zgjedhur nga gjyqtari 
mbetet i diskutueshëm përballë alternativave të vendimeve të tjera gjyqësore. 
Edhe të zgjedhësh zgjidhjen e katërt, sjell probleme për gjyqtarin, megjithëse jo 
shumë të rënda. Në të vërtetë, gjyqtarët përgjithësisht nuk zotërojnë instrumentet e 
nevojshme për të përcaktuar cilat janë normat e moralit pozitiv të një vendi. Dhe, në 
qoftë se pengesat janë tepër serioze, atëherë edhe zgjidhja e katërt do të të drejtonte 
tek e treta. 
Por le ta zëmë se të paktën ndonjëherë gjyqtarët mund t`i kapërcejnë problemet 
epistemologjike. Sidoqoftë, mbeten dy tipa problemesh: i pari është që nuk ka 
homogjenitet moral në shoqëri ose në norma morale të pranuara nga të gjithë; i 
5 Studime Juridike 1, Revistë gjashtëmujore shkencore, juridike, Fakulteti i drejtësisë dhe MASH, 
Qeshor 2005, f. 124.
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dyti është që normat morale të pranuara nga të gjithë janë përfshirë në rregullat ose 
parimet juridike. 
Në rastin e parë zgjidhja e katërt katandiset tek e treta. Në rastin e dytë justifi kimi 
moral i është bashkëngjitur justifi kimit juridik dhe bëhet krejt i padobishëm. Në 
rastin në të cilin justifi kimi i bazuar mbi një normë morali është i mundshëm dhe jo i 
kotë, zgjidhja e katërt i rekomandon gjyqtarit të vendosë dhe të justifi kojë vendimin e 
tij, duke u bazuar në shkallë të fundit mbi një normë morali pozitiv. 
Megjithëse adoptimi i kësaj zgjidhjeje nuk garanton aspak korrektësinë morale 
të justifi kimit gjyqësor, duket e arsyeshme të adoptosh në shumë raste, në të cilat 
procedurat që lejojnë “juridicitet” të normave morale të pranuara nga të gjithë, nuk 
funksionojnë mirë. Kjo zgjidhje  do t`i atribuonte gjyqtarit një rol “demokratik”, 
në mënyrë që të mund të plotësojë mungesat e mekanizmave demokratikë dhe 
të transformojë moralin pozitiv në të drejtën. “Në situata në të cilat mekanizmat 
demokratikë të formimit të ligjit funksionojnë pak a shumë mirë, një zgjidhje e tillë 
favorizon një version të veçantë (drejtuar gjyqtarëve dhe jo vetëm ligjvënësit) të tezës, 
sipas së cilës e drejta duhet të bëjë të detyrueshëm moralin pozitiv.”6

3. Morali dhe politika 

Temat e diskutimit që nga antikiteti e deri sot kanë karakter politik dhe moral. 
Sigurisht që këto dy koncepte janë të  ndërlidhura me njëra - tjetrën.  Fillimisht na 
duhet të qartësojmë konceptet: etikë, ves, virtyt, politikë, shtet etj. Ku ndryshojnë dhe 
ngjajnë ato? Janë të lidhura apo të ndara me njëra - tjetrën? Individi, familja, shteti si 
shikohen tek Aristoteli? A ndryshon qytetari i mirë me njeriun e mirë? Le ta nisim  me 
qartësimin e asaj çfarë nënkuptojmë me koncpetin e etikës. 
Etika nuk pretendon të na zbulojë të vërtetën absolute mbi moralin. Duhet thënë se 
ajo ndryshon nga morali, pasi etika e studion moralin dhe në këtë mënyrë nuk kanë 
si të jenë të njëjta. Konceptet e obligimit moral, të detyrës morale dhe të asaj çka është 
moralisht e mirë apo e keqe, si dhe të kuptuarit moral të shprehjes “kemi për detyrë” 
duhet të hidhen tej. Do të ishte një përmirësim i madh në qoftë se në vend të shprehjes 
“moralisht e keqe,” një kategori të tillë do ta emërtonim gjithmonë si të pavërtetë, 
të papastër dhe të padrejtë. Për njeriun çdo gjë e mirë është veprimtari e shpirtit në 
përputhje me virtytin. Kështu, për të kuptuar etikën,  duhet të kuptojmë se çfarë e 
bën të virtytshëm një person dhe diçka e virtytshme ka të bëjë ose jo me virtytin.  
Po virtyti çfarë është? Aristoteli thotë se virtyti është një tipar i karakterit i shfaqur në 
veprim në mënyrë të rregullt dhe jo vetëm në disa raste të veçanta. “Virtytet nuk janë 
as pasione dhe as aftësi. Mbetet që ato të jenë prirje shpirtërore.”7 

Për njeriun e ndershëm thënia e së vërtetës është e natyrshme, veprimet e tij burojnë 
nga një karakter i fortë dhe i pandryshueshëm. Kjo është një pikënisje, por nuk 
mjafton, sepse nuk bën dallimin e virtyteve nga veset, se edhe veset janë tipare të 
karakterit, që shfaqen rregullisht në veprim, por veset janë ekstremet për të cilat do 
të ndalemi në vijim. Virtytin mund ta përkufi zojmë “si një tipar të karakterit shfaqur në 
veprim rregullisht dhe që është e mira ta ketë çdo person. Dhe virtytet morale janë ato virtyte 
6 Studime Juridike 1, ( Qeshor 2005).Revistë gjashtëmujore shkencore, juridike. Fakulteti i Drejtësisë 
dhe MASH, Tiranë, fq 127.
7  Aristoteli, ”Etika e Nikomakut”, Shtëpia Botuese Kristalina-KH,Tiranë 2011 F. 47.
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që është e mira t’i ketë kushdo”8

Sipas Aristotelit, virtytet janë e mesmja e barazlarguar prej dy skajeve. Virtyti 
është e mesmja në raport me dy vese: ai i teprisë dhe ai i mangësisë. Virtytet janë 
të rëndësishme, sepse njerëzve u ecën  më mirë në jetë. Nuk është çështja se njeriu 
i virtytshëm do të jetë më i pasur, por çështja është se virtytet janë të nevojshme 
që t’i japim një drejtim të mirë jetës tonë. Disa virtyte të caktuara u nevojiten të 
gjithë njerëzve në të gjitha kohët. Aristoteli mendon se të gjithë ne kemi shumçka të 
përbashkët, pavarësisht nga dallimet ndërmjet nesh. 
Si përfundim mund të themi se virtyti është i lidhur me ndjenjat dhe veprimet tona të 
ndryshme, për shkak se në to mund të ketë tepri dhe mungesë. P. sh., është e mundur 
që të ndiesh emocionin e frikës, besimit, dëshirës, urrejtjes, mëshirës, kënaqësisë dhe 
dhembjes shumë më tepër ose shumë më pak dhe në secilin rast në mënyrë të gabuar.
Të ndiesh këto kur duhet, në rastet e duhura, me atë që duhet dhe ashtu siç duhet, 
ky është mesi i artë. Kjo është gjendja më e mirë për njeriun dhe pikërisht ky është 
virtyti. Por dallimi thelbësor, i cili i dallon ato nga njëri – tjetri, qëndron në atë që 
vesi është ose ekstrem, shfrenim ose mungesë, ndërsa virtyti është masë. Kjo arrihet 
nëpërmjet fuqisë racionale të shpirtit, me anë të të cilit kontrollohen pasionet dhe 
udhëhiqen veprimet.  
Virtyti në një farë mënyre është produkt i kontrollit racional të pasioneve, njeriu i 
moralshëm zotëron të gjitha aftësitë e tij fi zike dhe  mendore për të vepruar, gjykuar 
dhe për të mbajtur përgjegjësi. Ndërkohë edhe politikën Aristoteli e rendit ndër ato 
veprimtari arkitektonike që, ashtu si mjeshtëritë, dhe shkencat ia nënshtrojnë vetes 
mjeshtëritë, aftësitë dhe shkencat e tjera dhe i drejtojnë drejt një qëllimi superior.
Si rrjedhim, aftësitë më të vlerësuara nga njerëzimi, siç janë strategjitë, ekonomia, 
retorika i nënshtrohen politikës dhe janë në dobi dhe në dispozicion të saj. Meqenëse 
është ajo që i shfrytëzon të gjitha shkencat e tjera dhe gjithashtu përcakton me anë të 
ligjeve se çfarë duhet bërë e nga cilat veprime duhet të shmangemi, atëherë qëllimi 
i saj do t’i përfshijë qëllimet e mjeshtërive të tjera, kështu që do të jetë pikërisht ky 
qëllim ajo çfarë është e mira për njeriun. Madje, edhe nëse e mira është e njëjtë si për 
individin edhe për shtetin, është dukshëm diçka më e madhe dhe më e përsosur të 
ndjekësh dhe t’i dalësh për zot asaj të shtetit.“Në fakt mundet që me të vërtetë të kënaqesh 
me të mirën e një individi të vetëm, por është më fi snike dhe më hyjnore e mira e një populli, 
domethënë, e të gjithë qytetit.”9 

Aristoteli si tek Politika dhe tek Etika thekson elementin e qëllimit, pra, të dyja kanë 
qëllimin e tyre, atë që duan të synojnë e kjo nuk është gjë tjetër veçse lumturia. Njeriu 
si çdo gjë tjetër në natyrë ka një qëllim të qartë për të arritur ose, e thënë ndryshe, ka 
një funksion për të realizuar. Njeriu i moralshëm dhe etik ka brenda vetes parimin e 
së mirës dhe të së drejtës. 
Njeri i mirë është ai që realizon funksionin e tij si njeri, sepse qëllimi i njeriut nuk 
është thjeshtë jeta, sepse kështu ai thjesht do të krahasohej me bimët, prandaj ne 
duhet të dimë se çfarë është e veçantë tek ai. Po ashtu dhe jeta ndjesore manifestohet 
edhe tek kafshët, kështu që mbetet jeta aktive racionale atëherë veprimtaria e shpirtit, 
është ajo që përputhet me virtytin. Njeriu i mirë bën veprime të mira gjithmonë, sepse 
8 Rachels.James & Stuard,  ”Elementet e fi lozofi së morale”, Shtëpia Botuese ISP&Dita,Tiranë: 2000 , f. 
252.
9 Aristoteli, ”Etika e Nikomakut”, Shtëpia Botuese Kristalina-KH,Tiranë 2011, f. 5.
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ashtu siç nuk vjen pranvera me një lule, dallëndyshe, po ashtu nuk është një ditë apo 
kohë e shkurtër që e bën një njeri të lumtur.
Veprimi njerëzor duhet të synojë qëllimin e tij të vërtetë. Kudo njerëzit synojnë 
kënaqësitë, pasuritë por asnjë nga këto qëllime, sadoqë ato kanë vlerë, nuk mund 
të zënë vendin e së mirës kryesore, lumturisë, të cilën duhet të synojë njeriu. Njeriu 
duhet të lëvizë nga ajo që është e mundur tek ai, në realitetin e tij, duke njohur se çfarë 
duhet të bëjmë, duke menduar rreth asaj pastaj duke zgjedhur. Nga ana tjetër, shteti 
ashtu si njeriu është i pajisur me një funksion të qartë, pra me një qëllim. Aristoteli 
thotë se: “Shteti është një krijim nga natyra dhe se njeriu është nga natyra kafshë politike.”10 

Njeriu është i lidhur ngushtë me shtetin, ashtu si etika me politikën. Jo vetëm njeriu 
është i destinuar nga natyra të jetojë në një shtet, por edhe shteti si çdo bashkësi 
tjetër, është krijuar me një qëllim të mirë dhe ekziston për një qëllim. Shteti lindi, në 
radhë të parë, për të ruajtur jetën e familjeve dhe ekonominë. Përtej këtyre qëllimeve, 
funksioni i shtetit është që të sigurojë të mirën e njeriut në shkallën më të lartë, jetën 
e tij morale dhe intelektuale. 
Çdo shtet është një lloj komuniteti dhe çdo komunitet krijohet duke u bazuar tek 
një e mirë, sepse njerëzit gjithmonë veprojnë për të arritur atë. Por, nëse të gjitha 
komunitetet synojnë një të mirë, shteti ose komuniteti politik, i cili qëndron mbi gjithë 
të tjerët dhe që i përfshin të gjithë, synon të mirën në një shkallë më të lartë, si dhe të 
mirën më të madhe. Përveç kësaj, shkaku përfundimtar dhe fundi i diçkaje është gjëja 
më e mirë dhe, për të qenë i pavarur, është fundi më i mirë. Kështu, është e qartë se 
shteti është një krijim i natyrës dhe se njeriu është nga natyra kafshë politike. Ai që 
nga natyra gjendet pa shtet, është një njeri i keq ose qëndron mbi njerëzimin, ai është 
si ai njeriu pa fi s, pa ligj, pa familje. 
Tani duket qartë se njeriu është më shumë se një kafshë politike. Natyra nuk bën 
asgjë kot, prandaj njeriu është kafsha e vetme së cilës ajo i dhuroi fj alën. Meqë zëri 
nuk është tjetër veçse një tregues i kënaqësisë ose dhembjes, prandaj gjendet edhe në 
kafshë të tjera. Pushteti i fj alës vendos të drejtën dhe të padrejtën, është karakteristikë 
e njeriut që vetëm ai të ketë ndjenjën e së mirës dhe të së keqes. 
Shteti nga natyra qëndron përpara familjes dhe individit, meqë tërësia është 
domosdoshmërisht më e rëndësishme sesa pjesa. Si provë e kësaj është se individi, 
kur izolohet nga të tjerët, nuk është i pavarur, prandaj ai është  si një pjesë në lidhje 
me të tërën. Ai që nuk është i aftë të jetojë në shoqëri, është ose kafshë, ose zot. Njeriu, 
kur përsoset, bëhet kafsha më e mirë, kur ndahet nga drejtësia dhe ligji, bëhet më 
i keqi. Prandaj, kur njeriu nuk ka virtyte, është kafshë e egër, kur ka, bëhet kafshë 
racionale.
Meqenëse çdo familje është pjesë e shtetit edhe virtyti i pjesës duhet të marrë parasysh  
virtytin e së tërës, të gjithë duhet të edukohen me një sy te kushtetuta, sikur virtytet 
e secilit prej tyre të supozohet se kanë ndonjë ndryshim me virtytet e shtetit. Miqësia 
është e mira më e madhe e shteteve dhe ajo që i mbron revolucionet. Ekziston një 
kënaqësi e madhe në kryerjen e një të mire apo shërbimi një miku a shoku. Autori i një 
sistemi edukimi që mendon se do ta bëjë shtetin të virtytshëm, duhet që të përmirësojë 
qytetarët e vet me anë të fi lozofi së dhe zakoneve apo ligjeve.
Ligjvënësi duhet ta bëjë të gjithë shtetin të lumtur, por tërësia nuk mund të jetë e 
lumtur nëse shumica, të gjithë ose disa nga pjesët e saj nuk e gëzojnë lumturinë. 
10 Aristoteli, “Politika”, Shtëpia botuese “Plejad” Tiranë  2003, f. 11.
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Duhet që ligjvënësi t’i ketë sytë të drejtuar në dy pika: te populli dhe te vendi. Por 
dhe vendet fqinje nuk duhen harruar, sepse shteti për të cilin ai nxjerr ligje, duhet të 
ketë një jetë politike dhe jo një jetë të izoluar. Një shtet duhet të ketë edhe një forcë 
ushtarake, e cila do t’i nevojitet kundër fqinjëve të tij e jo vetëm brenda për brenda. 
Tani do të shqyrtojmë çështjen tjetër që ka të bëjë me problemin nëse është apo jo i 
njëjtë virtyti i një njeriu të mirë me atë të një qytetari të mirë? Fillimisht duhet të dimë 
nocionin e përgjithshëm për virtytin e qytetarit. 
Qytetari është anëtar i një komuniteti. Të gjithë qytetarët kanë një qëllim të përbashkët. 
Në po këtë mënyrë një qytetar ndryshon nga një tjetër, por shpëtimi i një komuniteti 
është detyra e përbashkët e të gjithëve. Kjo bashkësi është kushtetuta. Virtyti i qytetarit 
është i lidhur me kushtetutën ku ai bën pjesë. 
Nëse ekzistojnë shumë forma qeverisjeje, është e qartë se asnjë virtyt i vetëm i qytetarit 
të mirë nuk mund të jetë i përkryer. Por themi se njeri i mirë është ai që ka një virtyt 
të vetëm, po të përkryer, prandaj është e qartë se qytetari i mirë nuk ka nevojë të 
zotërojë virtytin që e bën njeriun të mirë. Të gjithë duhet të kenë virtytin e qytetarit 
të mirë. Kështu dhe vetëm kështu shteti mund të jetë i përkryer, por ato nuk do të 
zotërojnë virtytin e njeriut të mirë, nëse nuk supozojmë se në shtetin e mirë të gjithë 
qytetarët duhet të jenë të mirë.
Njerëzit cilësohen si të mirë kur ata të dinë edhe të drejtohen, të binden edhe të 
drejtojnë dhe qytetar i mirë është ai që është i aftë t’i bëjë të dyja. Ka raste që virtytet 
që i përkasin njeriut të mirë, nuk janë ato të qytetarit dhe e kundërta. Përderisa ka 
forma të shumta qeverish ka dhe shumëllojshmëri qytetarësh, kështu që nën disa 
qeverisje mekaniku dhe punëtori nuk quhen qytetarë dhe në disa të tjera po. 
Si rrjedhim, sa i përket problemit se virtyti i një njeriu të mirë është i njëjtë me atë të 
një qytetari të mirë, faktorët e qeverisjeve të ndryshme vërtetojnë se në disa shtete 
qytetari dhe njeriu i mirë janë të njëjtë e në disa të tjera jo. “Synimi i shtetit është jeta 
e mirë”11, ai ekziston për të plotësuar qëllimet morale dhe intelektuale të njeriut, 
ekziston për të arritur një jetë të mirë, e jo thjesht për hir të jetës. 
Nga ana tjetër, shteti është bashkim i familjeve në një jetë të përkryer, të lumtur dhe 
të nderuar. Duhet theksuar gjithashtu se pasuria dhe liria janë elemente të nevojshme 
për ekzistencën e shtetit, por drejtësia dhe gjykimi janë elemente të nevojshme që 
shteti të ekzistojë mirë.
Duke u mbështetur këtu, arrijmë në përfundimin se qytetari në shtetin më të mirë 
është i aftë dhe ka dëshirë të qeveriset dhe të qeverisë duke vështruar nga jeta e 
virtytit. Ndërsa njeriu i mirë është ai që duhet të bëjë ligjet, por këto ligje nuk duhet të 
humbasin qëllimin gjatë miratimit të tyre. Po ashtu ky njeri është ai që ka të drejtë të 
sundojë, pasi është stërvitur nga ligjet dhe gjykon mirë. Mirëpo kjo nuk do të thotë  që 
t’i lihet vetëm një njeriu në dorë gjykimi, sepse shumica është më mirë se një person 
i mirë. 
Megjithëse format e vërteta  të qeverisjes janë tri, forma më e mirë e qeverisjes dhe e 
bërjes politikë është ajo që drejtohet nga më të mirët. Nuk ka rëndësi nëse në të merr 
pjesë një njeri, një familje apo shumë njerëz të cilët i kalojnë të tjerët në virtyte, por 
është e rëndësishme që të dy palët, si drejtuesi, dhe subjektet të përshtaten, njëra 
palë drejton, tjetra drejtohet në mënyrë të tillë që të arrihet jetesa më e pranueshme. 
Pra, virtyti i njeriut të mirë është domosdoshmërisht i njëjtë me virtytin e qytetarit 
11 Po aty, f. 77.
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të shtetit të përkryer. Në të njëjtën mënyrë që njeriu bëhet i mirë, ai do të themelojë 
shtetin që do të sundojë dhe po ai arsimim dhe të njëjtat zakone do të dallohen te një 
njeri i mirë dhe një i përshtatshëm për të qenë shtetar.
Si përfundim mund të them se lumturia është puna e shpirtit racional në rrugën e 
virtytit. Rregulli i moralit është që të veprosh në përputhje me arsyen e drejtë, pasi ne 
nuk veprojmë si automatë, meqë virtytet e moralit nuk lindin bashkë me ne, pra nuk 
lindin nga natyra. Meqë virtyti ka të kundërtin e tij, i cili është vesi, ai nuk lind nga 
natyra, se, po të ekzistonte nga natyra, nuk mund të formohet një zakon i kundërt 
me të.
Morali ka të bëjë me zhvillimin e zakoneve, si: ato të të menduarit drejt, të të 
zgjedhurit drejt, sigurisht edhe ato të të sjellurit drejt. Askush  nuk mund të jetojë 
mirë, nëse nuk ka atë për të cilën ai ka nevojë, por, kur ai merr atë që ka nevojë, mban 
dhe përgjegjësinë njerëzore mbi vete, duke qenë se përdor moralin dhe zgjedhjen e 
moralshme e të vullnetshme. 
Meqë edhe qëllimi i shtetit është jeta e mirë dhe nëpërmjet kësaj jete të mirë, të bëjmë 
qytetarë të lumtur, duke marrë parasysh se, edhe pse shteti është një mjet për të 
aftësuar njerëzit që të arrijnë qëllimet e tyre të fundit si qenie njerëzore, pra, lumturinë, 
sërisht duhet të dimë se çdo teori praktike e shtetit duhet të marrë parasysh llojin e 
qeverisjes që përshtatet për shtet të veçantë. 
Shoqëria politike ekziston për hir të veprimeve fi snike dhe jo për hir të shoqërisë si 
e tillë. Për më tepër, nëse një shtet sjell një jetë të mirë apo jo, jetë të lumtur apo jo, 
që është dhe qëllimi kryesor si i etikës dhe i politikës, është gjithmonë e varur nga 
sjellja e drejtuesve të shtetit. Drejtuesit e mirë kërkojnë të arrijnë të mirën e të gjithëve, 
ndërsa drejtuesit e korruptuar kërkojnë fi time e ndere vetjake (private). Si rrjedhim 
del se, çfarëdo lloj forme që të ketë qeveria, ajo duhet të mbështetet në konceptet e 
vitytit, drejtësisë dhe të barazisë. 
 

4. Përfundime

Morali i shoqërisë dhe i individit është i lidhur me moralin e vetë shtetit. Morali i këtij 
të fundit shfaqet në planin e zhvillimit ekonomik dhe atë të kulturës e të edukimit, 
nëpërmjet drejtimit dhe lidërshipit të tij. Ky moral (i mirë apo i keq) drejtpërdrejt ose 
tërthorazi pasqyrohet në moralin e qytetarëve të vet.  Standartet e moralit i gjejmë në 
demokracitë më të përparuara. 
Morali është i lidhur me të drejtën, përmes parimeve kushtetuese. Çdo vendim juridik 
dhe në mënyrë të veçantë vendimet gjyqësore justifi kohen, në qoftë se vijnë nga një 
normë morali pozitiv.
Diskutimet nga Antikiteti dhe deri sot janë lidhur me moralin dhe politikën. Morali 
dhe politika kanë qëllimin e tyre. Njeriu i moralshëm ka brenda vetes parimin e së 
mirës dhe të së drejtës. 
Shteti ashtu si njeriu, ka një qëllim, një funksion të qartë: të sigurojë të mirën e njeriut 
në shkallën më të lartë, jetën e tij morale dhe intelektuale. Nëse një shtet sjell një jetë 
të mirë apo jo, jetë të lumtur apo jo, që është dhe qëllimi i politikës, është gjithmonë e 
varur nga sjellja e drejtuesve të shtetit. Çfarëdo lloj forme të ketë qeveria, ajo duhet të 
mbështetet në konceptet e virtytit, të drejtësisë dhe të barazisë. 
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to introduce the importance of pragmatic teaching in EFL classrooms. 
Pragmatics is a subfi eld of Linguistics and a crucial component of its object of study is the 
triad relation of language user, utt erance and context. Therefore, one of the tenets of this fi eld 
of study is its account on the language users, the intentions they have while interacting in 
specifi c contexts. Among the topic inquiries of Pragmatics, it is the Cooperative Principle and 
the inference of implicatures.
Throughout this paper, there will an overview of literary analyses done on teaching pragmatic 
knowledge to EFL students along these decades, under the auspices of Interlanguage Pragmatic 
authors. Furthermore, there will be a description and an analysis of a study case with Albanian 
students on the development of their Pragmatic competence through teaching and training on 
implicatures.

Keywords: pragmatics, pragmatic competence, implicature, formulaic implicature.

1. Literature Review

1.1 An introduction of Pragmatics
The term pragmatics has been correlated with the philosopher Charles Morris in 
1938, who distinguished it from semantics and syntax. It was Morris who coined 
the term pragmatics, infl uenced by the work of Carnap and Pierce (Morris, 1938). 
Although pragmatics was developed within the fi eld of language philosophy, other 
fi elds of study grew interest in it; especially, linguistics. A lot of research was done by 
linguists in the 1970s, such as Gerard Gazdar, Laurence Horn, and Stephen Levinson 
to mention few of them. The publication of the textbook Pragmatics by Stephen 
Levinson in 1983 oriented it as a proper discipline. Nowadays, it is considered a 
modern branch of linguistics and there is a growing interest in its subfi elds: Cross-
cultural Pragmatics, Interlanguage Pragmatics, Intercultural Pragmatics etc.
Many defi nitions have been stated for pragmatics from plain to detailed ones. 
Pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning. Pragmatics is the study of contextual 
meaning. Pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated than said (Yule, 
2011). These defi nitions are clear and simple, but they explicate the subtle elements 
of pragmatics. Such elements are part of our everyday communication. People 
communicate successfully every day, no matt er the fact that communication is a 
complex process. Among detailed defi nitions, there are two following:
Pragmatics is defi ned as “the study of language from the point of view of users, 
especially of the choices they make, the constraints they encounter in using language 
in social interaction and the eff ects their use of language has on other participants in 
the act of communication” (Crystal, 1997).
“Pragmatics is the systematic study of meaning by virtue of, or dependent on, the 
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use of language. The central topics of inquiry of pragmatics include implicature, 
presupposition, speech act, deixis and reference” (Huang, 2014).
The choice of the defi nitions stated above is merely trying to demonstrate the 
importance of the pragmatic features in communication. Crystal defi ned pragmatics 
on the view of an interaction, related to the Austin’s speech acts, emphasizing the 
illocutionary force of an utt erance. Moreover, he took into account the listener (the 
receiver), the eff ects the speaker’s utt erance might have on them, and their ability 
to infer what has been communicated to them. The study of the language from the 
point of view of users refers to the way the speaker expresses his/her intentions to the 
listener and the ability of the latt er to infer what has been intended by the speaker. 
Such defi nition gave an orientation to pragmatic competence and second language 
pedagogy.
Huang’s defi nition of pragmatics focuses on the meaning of language in use and lists 
crucial features of pragmatics which can raise the pragmatic awareness of foreign 
language users. Foreign language users are not simply speakers and listeners who 
swap their roles and reply mechanically. On the contrary, they are interactants of a 
speech event; they use language to act within a communicative and social context.  
In order to study the way people accomplish their goals and establish interpersonal 
relationships, Leech divided pragmatics into two components: pragmalinguistics 
and sociopragmatics. 
According to Leech, pragmalinguistics refers to the way linguistic resources are used 
by the speaker in order to convey a communicative act. By linguistic resources, he 
refers to pragmatic strategies such as directness or indirectness, hedges and mitigating 
devices which can soften or intensify the meaning transmitt ed (Leech, 1983). So as to 
concretize this issue, in need for an apology, the speaker might simply say to his/her 
interlocutor Sorry, but the speaker might also say I’m so sorry, would you possibly 
forgive me. Both cases fall into the speech act of apology, but the linguistic forms and 
pragmatic strategies used by the speaker indicate two diff erent att itudes and social 
relationships among the interactants.
In Leech’s words (1983), sociopragmatics is the sociological interface of pragmatics. It 
refers to the way participants interpret the social perceptions and their performance 
in a communicative act. What is more, speech communities diff er in the way they 
evaluate the social distance between the speaker and hearer, their social status and 
the degree of imposition in a speech act (Blum-Kulka & House, 1989).
Such descriptions make it clear the framework of the competences language users 
should possess so as to communicate successfully and appropriately in a given 
context. One of such competences is the pragmatic competence.  The ability to perform 
language functions and knowledge of socially appropriate language use defi ne 
the characteristics of the pragmatic competence in the models of Communicative 
Competence (Taguchi, 2012).

1.2 An overview of Pragmatic competence
The term communicative competence was coined by Hymes in 1972. Since then, 
various models of communicative language abilities have been proposed, revised, 
criticized, updated etc. In the theoretical model of communicative competence, Hymes 
states precisely: “whether (and to what degree) something is appropriate in relation 
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to context in which it is evaluated” (1972, 281). The perception of appropriateness 
to context has always been related to pragmatics. Following Hymes’ theory, Canale 
and Swain proposed their model of communicative competence consisting of 
grammatical, sociolinguistic, discourse and strategic competence, in 1980, revised in 
1983 (Canale & Swain, 1980). Pragmatic competence is not used as a term in this 
model, but it is implied in sociolinguistic competence. This model provided input for 
communicative language teaching and testing.
Later on, in 1990, Bachman proposed his model of communicative language abilities 
which was considered the most comprehensive conceptualization of the language 
ability of the time. This model included explicitly the pragmatic competence and 
the illocutionary one as subcomponents of language competence. The strategic 
competence was part of the psycholinguistic and cognitive assets of the language 
user’s performance (Bachman, 1990). In extension to the revised model of Bachman 
and Palmer in 1996, Purpura proposed his model of communicative language 
ability with two components: grammatical knowledge and pragmatic knowledge. 
Purpura described pragmatic knowledge as the ability of learners to understand 
and communicate meanings beyond what is explicitly expressed by the grammatical 
forms and their literal meanings (Purpura, 2004). In a situation when the speaker is 
requesting to have a window closed: Close the window/ Can you close the window/ 
Would you mind closing the window/ I’m cold.
In the fi rst case the hearer will directly understand the intended meaning of the 
utt erance as a mild order to close the window. In the second and third cases, the 
hearer infers the intention by the literal words and the context, that it is not a mere 
question but a request. In the last case, the intended meaning cannot derive from 
the literal words and the context only. It is beyond, it is the pragmatic knowledge 
which involves the ability to understand and use context to map a range of 
contextual, sociolinguistic, sociocultural, psychological or rhetorical meanings into 
the grammatical and semantic resources of the utt erance (Purpura, 2004).
Based on the Standards of the Common European Framework of Reference for 
Languages, in the set of language competencies, there are included the linguistic, 
sociolinguistic and pragmatic competences for a successful foreign language user 
(Council of Europe, 2001). In assumption throughout the above literature and beyond, 
a lot of importance is credited to the pragmatic competence as a crucial ability for a 
profi cient user to comprehend and communicate successfully.

1.3 Implicature and empirical evidence  
Among the many features of pragmatics, implicature grew much interest, not only 
in the theoretical research of pragmatics, but also in the second language teaching 
and learning. There has been some research done on this topic raising up new issues 
and providing with interesting results. In his theory of Cooperative Principle, Grice 
coined the term conversational implicature to the inference process through which 
the meaning of an utt erance is understood in terms of the context in which it is used 
(Grice, 1975). It refers to the non literal meaning of an utt erance whose intention 
should be inferred by the hearer as long as they share utt erance, mutual knowledge 
and background knowledge with one another. 
Such theory raised another issue in foreign language learning, that of cross-cultural 
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inference. Can a non native speaker infer implicatures as easily as a native speaker 
does? If not, can implicatures be taught?
Among the fi rst att empts conducted was that of Bouton in 1988. He conducted a 
study on implicature understanding among cross-cultural groups. It was conducted 
in English with one group of non native speakers and the other group was American 
college students. He found out that NNS’s interpretations of implicatures varied a lot 
from those of NS and it varied a lot among them. Bouton explained that such results 
confi rm the infl uence of belonging to diff erent cultures and cancelling the infl uence 
of language profi ciency (Bouton, 1988). The review of interventional empirical 
pragmatic studies in Rose & Kasper (2001) has revealed the promising role of explicit 
instruction in pragmatics.
2. A study case on implicature instruction among Albanian EFL students
The study was conducted with Albanian students who were on their third year studies 
of English Language at the University of Shkodra in November 2020 - February 2021. 
The study was carried out with 48 students throughout the course of Pragmatics, 
one semester subject part of their planned curriculum. The study was conducted 
in English. It consisted of a list of dialogues and scenarios and an implicature was 
involved in each of them. The task of the students was to infer the implicature per 
each case, either by writing their own option, or choosing among the multiple options 
already given. The dialogues were chosen among Yule, Bouton, Huang, Roever, 
Cutt ing. Att ention was paid to the types of implicatures chosen, so that they could 
be as various as possible. Students were provided with a similar test at the beginning 
of the course and a fi nal one quite at the end of the course, after spending classes 
being trained on pragmatic features. The aim of the study is to realize the eff ect of 
explicit instruction in pragmatic features in order to raise their pragmatic awareness 
and possibly aff ect their pragmatic competence development.
2.1 A summary of the fi rst test results
The results provided from the students’ answer of the fi rst test were not the desired 
ones, although to some extent they were expected. Such results were evident that 
students had problems quite with all types of implicatures they were faced with. This 
means that they had problems with the inference process itself. Among the hindering 
issues to be mentioned are students not being able to make a positive pragmatic 
transfer from the Albanian language into English, culture diff erences and social 
norms diff erences. 
After months spent being instructed in pragmatic features, especially Grice theory 
on maxims and implicature, types of implicature, the processes of reference and 
inference, a similar test was carried out with the students. The results were retrieved 
and studied att entively.

2.2 A summary of the second test results
The results retrieved from the second test on implicatures show a great change 
compared with the previous results. Generally speaking, the students showed a 
diff erent att itude towards the inference process. They were sensitive to the maxims 
being respected or fl oated per each case, which can explain the positive results 
generally throughout the test, highly positive results when the maxim of quantity 
was involved. Among the less positive cases were those with irony related maxim, 
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criticism related maxim, relevance related maxims especially the POPE question 
maxim. The following are some specifi c cases worth to be discussed in detail.
 2.2.1 Maxim of Quantity.
A: Have you bought the bread and the cheese?
B: I just bought the bread. 
In this case B implies that he/she did not buy the cheese. Among 48 replies, 45 are 
correct. Such fi gure refl ects that the students could identify the role of maxim of 
quantity being fl oated and infer the implicature. One possible explanation might be 
the positive pragmatic transfer they could have applied. Still such type of implicature 
is that of a formulaic type, not too diffi  cult to be inferred.
2.2.2 Maxim of Relevance.
Lars: Where’s Rudy, Tom? Have you seen him this morning?
Tom: There’s a yellow Honda parked over by Sarah’s house.
What Tom is saying is that...
a. he just noticed that Sarah has bought a new yellow Honda. 
b. he doesn’t know where Rudy is. 
*c. he thinks Rudy may be at Sarah’s house. 
d. he likes yellow Hondas and wants Lars to see one.
When this kind of scenario was asked on the fi rst test, the results were scatt ered 
around all the choices given. This meant that students were not comfortable at all 
when faced with maxim of relevance. In the second test, 32 students chose the correct 
answer c, while 16 students chose option b. Such results reveal that the students 
could understand the fl oating of the maxim of relation, but a small number could not 
infer the real intention of Tom. They could analyze that Tom was changing the topic 
of discussion, but a small group could not infer the rest of the information implied by 
the yellow Honda in front of Sara’s house. Therefore, when the case is too implicit, 
some students still fi nd it diffi  cult to infer the meaning.
2.2.3 Indirect Criticism through Implicature
Two teachers are talking about a student’s paper:
Mr. R: Have you fi nished with Mark’s term paper yet? 
Mr. M: Yeah, I read it last night. 
Mr. R: What did you think of it? 
Mr. M: Well, I thought it was well typed.
How did Mr. M like Mark’s paper?

a. He liked it; he thought it was good
b. He thought it was important that the paper was well typed. 
c. c. He really hadn’t read it well enough to know. 
d. *d. He did not like it.

The results in this case were less positive. Only 25 students selected the correct option 
d, the other 23 chose option a. Such fi gures confi rm that the second group of the 
students could not identify the maxim of relevance in criticism. Elements like irony 
and background knowledge might play a role on such results.
2.2.4 The POPE Q Implicature. 
A: Would you like to go out with Beatrice?
B: Is the Pope catholic?
B implies that he would like to go out with Beatrice. Diff erent from the fi rst results, 
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this time 34 students could infer the intended meaning, the rest of the students (14) 
still could not deal with it. The POPE Q implicatures remain among the ones students 
fi nd diffi  culty with. Cultural variety might play a role on the case.
2.2.5 Relevance-based Implicature. 
Rachel and Wendy are jogging together.
Wendy: I can’t keep up with you, Rachel. I’m out of breath. Can’t you slow down? 
Rachel: I’m glad I don’t smoke.
What does Rachel mean by this remark?
a. She has never smoked and she is glad that she hasn’t. 
b. She doesn’t want to slow down. 
c. She is stating her belief that smoking is bad for people. 
*d. She is saying that the reason that Wendy is out of breath is that she smokes.
In this case 35 of the students could infer the correct answer. The other group of 13 
opted for the c version. The results are highly improved if compared to the fi rst test 
results, but still some students fi nd diffi  culties to fully infer the meaning, no matt er it 
is relevance based one, but it is not a formulaic one.

Conclusions

The results of this study can confi rm that explicit instruction in implicature can 
have a positive eff ect on foreign language learners. It also follows the assumption 
of previous experiments done that language profi ciency and grammar profi ciency 
do not provide with pragmatic profi ciency. Students improved immediately with 
formulaic and easily inferable implicatures. However, they still fi nd diffi  culties with 
POPE q implicatures and too implicit implicatures. As it was mentioned above, 
factors like background knowledge and cultural varieties might infl uence their 
process of inference. Further studies among Albanian learners of English language 
might provide us with ample results on the issue.  
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Abstract

This study analyzes the factors that contribute to high poverty and unemployment rates in 
less developed countries. The exploration of the forces that contribute to massive wage and 
income inequalities, enables us to understand what methodology is required to mitigate 
their eff ects and ultimately improve the overall situation. Important is to note that rural and 
urban poverty have diff erent characteristics and severities that raise extra att ention from 
both policymakers and researchers. This literature review strives to present a comprehensive 
analysis of the factors that make poverty, together with inequalities and unemployment, a 
large-scale issue. It identifi es the causes from an economic and policy creation perspective 
to gain insights on their evolution processes. The causes entail various actors such as labor 
unions, governments, markets, and education systems where the analysis is essential to see 
through the individual and social lens to estimate their impact on a national level. Finally, the 
estimation of interrelated incidents is essential to understand the severity of the issue. 

Keywords: poverty, unemployment, income inequalities.

Introduction

Poverty is a global phenomenon and a prevalent issue in every country that varies in 
severity and spread. A universal defi nition of poverty is easily adaptable. However, it 
fails to transmit the real impact it has on society, as Balkin stated in his book that defi -
nitions refer only to individuals and fails to recognize that they are part of “society’s 
basic unit, the family” (Balkin, 2004). As such, a person that, by defi nition, falls under 
poverty translates into a family that lacks fi nancial resources for the basic standards 
of living (Balkin, 2004). 
This paper will examine the factors that make the alleviation of poverty a complex 
problem and contribute to higher rates of poverty globally.
 Firstly, a central factor in poverty rates is the unemployment rate, secondly income 
inequalities, followed by wealth inequality. At last, geographical factors, together 
with governmental priority agendas, enhance the severity of the problem at hand. 
The analysis and compound eff ect of these factors will provide an in-depth under-
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standing of the spread and severity of poverty and extreme poverty. 
 Financial stability is a product of employment, a condition where a person receives 
hourly or salary compensation for providing his services. According to Diamond he 
states that the fraction of Earth’s residents that are actively searching for a job and 
are unable to fi nd one comprise the unemployment rate that, stands at “average 6% 
worldwide”(Diamond,2013). The future outlook is not any brighter with the COV-
ID-19 pandemic that translates into a severe fi nancial crisis comparable to the Great 
Depression. The fall in demand, money circulation, and gross domestic product 
(GDP) caused a chain of interrelated economic incidents that caused unemployment 
rates to increase at massive rates. Additionally, statistics evolving unemployment 
rates are often misleading and do not mirror the real situation of national economic 
health because they do not consider part-time workers who want a full-time job, but 
instead remain listed as employed. Secondly, discouraged workers that we are un-
able to fi nd a job do not contribute to unemployment rates because, by defi nition, 
they are not actively searching for a job. Finally, seasonal workers, disabled workers, 
and benefi ciaries of social security who are willing to work and the ability to be ben-
efi cial to organizations do not contribute to unemployment rates. The real environ-
ment is more severe than statistics show because of the devious methodology and 
usage of the language used to produce them. 
Wealth inequality is another factor that contributes to poverty globally and refers to 
the comparisons of wealth amongst various members of society. As a term, it is often 
interchangeable with income inequality, but there is a significant difference. Wealth 
inequality refers to the differences in ownership of society›s assets and resources and 
their distribution among society members. (Healey, 2019). According to International 
Monetary Fund report, causes of severe diff erences encompass the structure of eco-
nomic markets, fi scal and monetary policy. The analysis in a broader lens provides 
argumentation to the assumption that wealth inequality is a fabricated product from 
governments that benefi t the elite. Incentives in the fi scal and monetary policy enable 
corporations to att ain higher degrees of profi tability and revenues, strategies that 
only benefi t shareholders of corporations and their affi  liated businesses. (Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, 2014).
According to Alkin and Bayer, they defi ne income or wage inequality as the diff er-
ence in earnings between diff erent society members, a gap with an increasing trend. 
(Alkin & Bayer,2018) The central argument to this variation in pay revolves around 
the skills the market demands. According to research by Massachusett s Institute 
of Technology, “the demand for skills has consistently increased across developed 
countries.”(MIT,2018). Workers that keep up with training and skills achieve the skill 
premium and earn higher wages. Another explanation is the outsourcing of produc-
tion internationally that led to job loss nationally, increasing the supply of unskilled 
labor that ultimately caused decreases in wages. Finally, governmental policies such 
as deregulations, de-unionization, shareholder revolution, tax brackets, and many 
other policies contributed to increasing inequality among community residents. 
Finally, many factors that enhance poverty severity in countries for simplicity gather 
to gain a new perspective on the compound effect that different minor factors can 
have. Access to clean water and nutrition are essential to alleviate poverty because 
they represent prerequisites for healthy development and academic achievements for 
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young students. Lack of infrastructure, another factor that makes education, access to 
markets, doctor visit more timely and costly, and results in relatively higher costs for 
families in rural areas. Conflict and climate change, to some degree, have the same 
effect on the general well-being of a society in degrading the environment. Landscapes 
after floods, droughts, or wars have similar attributes, namely the demographic 
movements, abandoned buildings, starvation, and many other interrelated incidents 
(Brainard & Jones,2009).

Research & Discoveries
Causes of poverty globally occur directly and indirectly, both of which are necessary 
to analyze to give the best recommendations for poverty alleviation. Consequently, 
this paper classifi es three signifi cant causes of poverty globally: unemployment, in-
come, and wealth inequality. Apart from these direct factors, this paper also intro-
duces smaller factors in occurrence and severity whose roots lie in its geographical 
location, historical development, and governmental priority agenda. It is essential to 
analyze the convergence of these grouped factors that give suffi  cient fact-based argu-
mentation that one either causes or enforces the other, leading to a spiral of poverty. 

Unemployment 
Economic growth is the primary measurable indicator of the fi nancial health and 
well-being of a country. It occurs when an economy achieves a higher level of gross 
domestic product (GDP) than the previous year, where GDP is the sum of consump-
tion, investments, government expenditures, and the net exports, all of which require 
labor to att ain yearly growth rates, but yet, a large fraction of people are unemployed. 
Aside from the direct economic damages unemployment yields, social and psycho-
logical damages are often associated and reported by several studies (Uchitelle ,2007) 
and verifi ed through the analysis of survey-based studies evolving around individu-
al and social well-being (Krueger & Mueller, 2008; 2011).
The spectrum of psychological damages is broad, encompasses the loss of self-es-
teem, losses in human capital, engagement in unethical activities such as crime, and 
other forms that have diff erent manifestations. Three reasons create unemployment 
within a state, which is classic, cyclical, and structural unemployment. Classic unem-
ployment is the most common factor of increases in unemployment when workers 
strike or protest for higher wages and result in higher operational costs for businesses 
that agree on the demands but have to lay off  workers to maintain the same degree of 
costs after the increase of wages. According to Philips, wage negotiations fell under 
the labor union’s duties and responsibilities (Philips ,2014). 
Moreover, union negotiations “aim to increase union wages, rather than increase em-
ployment” (Philips, 2014). Once wages increase, businesses have to select the work-
ers to fi re, where the least likely is the more skilled labor union workers. As such, 
labor unions bargaining for higher wages benefi ts only union workers instead of 
their guiding principles of universality and inclusion. Cyclical unemployment causes 
unemployment that results from the business cycle when a recession occurs in the 
economy, similar to the recession by Covid-19. Decreases in demand cause a decrease 
in production that leads to less labor input and ultimately causes unemployment. 
            Finally, changes in the labor market’s composition by improvements in technol-
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ogy change the necessary skills to operate new technologies. According to Bertoncel-
lo and Vwee automation will decrease labor need because robots simultaneously re-
duce the labor to machinery proportion, translating into less labor-intense processes. 
Geographical immobility refers to the diffi  culties of fi nding jobs in the primary labor 
market or the labor market where the worker decides to be active, which usually is 
the town of birth (Bertoncello & Vwee, 2015).

Wealth Inequality 
Ownership of assets and natural resources globally focus on a small fraction of peo-
ple, where litt le initiatives are in place to smoothen this wealth inequality degree. 
Redistribution of wealth is the concept governments use to implement taxation, wel-
fare programs, public services, monetary and fi scal policies to improve the econo-
my’s wealth distribution. However, as supported by Balkin’s empirical study, these 
mechanisms’ design shows that monetary policies might stimulate economic activity 
and increase inequality by boosting capital gains that lead to higher asset prices, thus 
increasing inequality (Balkin, 2004).  
Moreover, unjust taxation schemes relative to the degree of earnings only contribute 
to higher inequality, instead of reducing the gap according to their premise. Govern-
ments enabled corporations to achieve high degrees of fi nancial stability by imple-
menting laws and bylaws, increasing their production capabilities and effi  ciency, 
leading to a business environment where newly founded businesses cannot compete.
Moreover, the structure of markets nationally and internationally only enforces mul-
tinational corporations and decrease the potential of higher gains for locally founded 
companies. The results of such structural features are that assets and resources focus 
on a small fraction of business owners with their shareholders. Such corporations 
and their bargain power can negotiate with the government for additional tax breaks, 
incentives, funding, or other mechanisms that increase their fi nancial stability under 
arguments such as employment and economic growth; however, profi ts of sharehold-
ers are their only focus, and those stay within their reach and remain unequally dis-
tributed. Consequently, the real eff ects of conventional monetary policy on wealth in-
equality yield controversial fi ndings, but the existence of a consensus that they cause 
higher infl ation rates that increases inequality is prevalent and fact-based. Monetary 
policy should evolve around assets familiar people own, such as houses and cars, but 
not manufacturing assets and incentives for production that create employment on 
the one hand but increase inequality and infl ation on the other (Balkin, 2004).

Income Inequality 
Fairness is an essential value in societies for cohesive living, irrespective of ethnicity, 
ideology, and religion. Hence, inequality represents a disadvantage of particular 
segments in society in opportunity and mobility, creating significant economic stability 
and growth implications. Larger income inequality gaps increase the probability of 
concentration of power in decision making that ultimately leads to inefficient use 
of resources, implementation of policies that reduce foreign investments, and the 
creation of risks in business endeavors. According to surveys, more than 60% of 
respondents globally see income inequality as a significant challenge that requires 
attention (PRC, 2014). Early research from the International Monetary Fund shows 
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that inequality is a strong indicator of growth and stability, but empirical evidence 
suggests that policymakers increasingly place little value in alleviating inequality. 
Economic analyses suggest that income distribution has significant weight, 
specifically an increase in the 20% of highest income earners decreases GDP in the 
medium term compared to an increase of the bottom 20% of income earners that 
increase GDP. The causes of this divergence are that economic, social, and political 
channels in the low to middle-income class yield the highest economic growth rates. 
Sources of income inequality can have different backgrounds, and for simplicity, 
this paper will not examine inequalities with ethnic, racial, or religious motivation. 
This paper will identify and strive to interpret the three causes of income inequality: 
technology, globalization, and government policies (IMF, 2012).

Technology and education.
Demand for skills has an increasing trend, and companies to employ skilled and 
educated workers who know how to utilize technology have to increase wages. On 
the other hand, unskilled workers receive the minimum wage because their product 
is lower than trained workers. The premium that productive workers receive results 
from keeping up with demands and training to increase their organizations’ products. 
This situation with “recent innovations have demonstrated that the world is on the 
verge of autonomous vehicles with minimal or no human intervention to operate.” 
(Bertoncello & Wee, 2015). Governments and companies should allocate resources to 
make education and training more aff ordable to off set such inequalities. Neverthe-
less, the initiatives are scarce, and the burden for further advancements falls into the 
worker’s responsibilities to earn a higher income and achieve bett er living standards. 

Trade and globalization. 
Off shoring and trade are increasing because it leverages businesses to produce at sig-
nifi cantly lower costs. Products that initially were national products now are imports 
and led to increases in unemployment, leading to increases in labor supply and de-
creases in labor costs. Lower labor costs translate into lower worker compensation for 
the proportion with no relevant training or education, a scenario that contributes to 
income inequality, increasing the gap. Moreover, the adaptation of mass-producing 
machinery enables higher profi tability for manufacturing plants that utilize econo-
mies of scale, centralizing production, and employment in point. As such, global-
ization aff ects jobs and wages. Both of these lead to increasing unemployment and 
falling labor participation. This job displacement eff ect, together with Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) infl ows, according to (Berg & Taylor, 2001), amplifi es the conse-
quences that result from increases in the interest rate that, in turn, lead to less domes-
tic investments. 

 Government policy and frameworks. 
Inequality needs to be a central problem in governmental policy creation processes 
because specifi c frameworks only contributed to the problem. Since the 1970s, dereg-
ulation, tax reforms, de-unionization, monetary policy, fi scal policy and the so-called 
“shareholder revolution” reduced employment and wages. The focus should evolve 
around taxes or profi ts but rather full-employment policies to address the issue at 
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hand. While it seems simple and easy, the reality is that policies always consider the 
demands and profi ts of large companies and their affi  liated businesses because of the 
pressure and hidden agreements they make (Berg & Taylor, 2001).

Geographical Factors 
Poverty is global, and its causes cannot solely ascribe to the governmental and mar-
ket structure with its regulations and policies. Numerous countries have weaker fi -
nancial stability because of some inherent features of their respective geographical lo-
cation. According to World Bank, the continent of Africa is home to the world’s most 
underdeveloped countries, and this situation is not a product of policy creation and 
corruption, but rather a product of numerous factors. (world Bank,2000). Access to 
water, nutrition, infrastructure, prevailing confl icts, climate change, family planning, 
and governmental capabilities are features of African economies that made poverty 
an inherent issue (World Bank, 2000).

Confl ict
Confl ict cause poverty in several ways. War and confl ict of a larger scale, similar to 
Syria’s violence, can push society to a stop and create economic recessions, destroy 
infrastructure, demographic movements, and many other interrelated incidents. Ac-
cording to research conducted by El Laithy and Abu-Ismail approximately 70% of 
Syria’s entire population lives below the poverty line meaning that people have less 
than $1.9 per day (El Laithy, H. & K. Abu-Ismail, 2005). In such a scenario, women of-
ten bear the majority of the burden because females in times of war often lead house-
holds and additionally have problems of employment with fl exible schedules. Ex-
cluding wars, small confl icts have a massive impact on societies that already struggle 
with employment and economic health because, in such uncertainties, even farmers 
are scared of theft and stop their activities. 

Climate change.
According to the World Bank, over the next ten years, climate change can push over 
100 million people into poverty. (World Bank, 2019). Droughts, storms, or fl oods 
aff ect poor communities at disproportionate rates because their primary activity is 
farming, hunting, or gathering. The reliance on a single income source makes these 
communities vulnerable to climate change and can set them back for tens of years. 
Moreover, such communities have food storages that last only for an additional year 
and cannot recover when the yield is lower the following year. 

Access to clean water and nutrition
As of now, the United Nations World Water Report of 2014 estimated that 2 billion 
people lack access to water at their homes, and over 800 million people deteriorate 
from hunger. (United Nations World Water Report, 2014). Struggle to access clean 
water and food is the main reason why people cannot escape extreme poverty to at 
least the poverty line. Water sources in the underdeveloped world are not easily ac-
cessible and require transportation by foot, which takes consumers 200 million hours 
every day, potentially investing in education or training. (UNESCO, 2017). Lack of 
food and water means that people cannot have the necessary strength for work or 
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education and are more likely to get diseases or infections from the weak immune 
system. Diseases that result from such conditions require medical att ention for which 
poor societies have to travel far distances and spend the litt le income they have on 
medicine. Spending fi nancial resources for medicine drains the reserves necessary to 
overcome poor harvests or economic hardship. 

Lack of reserves
Storms of life occur relentlessly and without warning. Poor societies lack the neces-
sary funds to overcome hardship and are commonly driven into extreme poverty 
when drought, confl ict, or illness occurs. In Ethiopia, repeated drought creates weak 
yields causing a widespread crisis of food. Families respond to this crisis by with-
drawing their kids from school to have additional funds for nutrition, a decision that 
helps families survive a season but not two. Shocks in communities deteriorate re-
serves, and once they dried, the fall to extreme poverty is inevitable and only hard to 
overcome. According to Lusardi and Mitchell explained fi nancial literacy as the abil-
ity to process fi nancial information and base decisions about fi nancial planning, debt, 
and pensions. Financial literacy is essential for suffi  cient planning family budget and 
mitigating the damages from periods of economic hardship. (Lusardi & Mitchell, 
2013).

Governmental capacities
Welfare programs are common in the highly developed world and off er healthcare 
and nutrition assistance as assistance for applicants. Such programs are costly and 
hard to maintain even in the United States and not to mention in underdeveloped 
countries where governments cannot provide a safety net for its citizens who face 
poverty. In the absence of a safety net, families can transit to extreme poverty if even 
a minor factor changes in the environment. Ineff ective governments cannot supply 
the necessary goods and services to protect their citizens’ well-being, making poverty 
a more severe problem and unable to provide suffi  cient safety and security in indi-
vidual events. (MIT, 2018).

Lack of infrastructure. 
Infrastructure makes transportation aff ordable, but in its absence, even small tasks 
such as going to work or the store are challenging tasks. As a result of inadequate 
infrastructure, according to the World Bank, “Africa’s aggregate GDP was 1% lower 
than it would have been with suffi  cient telecommunications”, for which the main 
prerequisite is infrastructure. (World Bank, 2000). Without infrastructure, simple rain 
makes residents unable to access goods and services that are within walking dis-
tance. Moreover, connectivity to cell phones, the internet, and electricity depend on 
the necessary infrastructure that assumes that communities without infrastructure 
are isolated and cannot do anything about it. Isolation also shrinks the available op-
portunities for education, work, economic activity, a situation that makes the escape 
from poverty unlikely. 

Findings
Poverty and extreme poverty have various eff ects economically and psychologically, 
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and its causes are numerous. Early stages of life determine the future and the likeli-
ness of fi nancial stability, something the aff ected children have no control over. Thus 
in the formula of poverty, luck and opportunity cannot be omitt ed. The spectrum 
of real variables that make poverty a global phenomenon is extensive and consists 
of interchangeable and interrelated factors. Nevertheless, this paper draws the con-
sensus that the factor that holds the most weight is the government at the center of 
this issue. Governments and their fi scal, monetary, and regulatory policies endorse 
massive amounts of power to industries and markets whose focus is the acquisition 
of profi ts rather than their employees’ well-being. The paradigm requires shifting the 
policies that aim higher minimum wages or tax reforms to maximum-employment 
policies to increase the mean average of standard nationally in every country. Un-
derstanding the fl awed policies is the fundamental step to improve the situation and 
create an inclusive environment regardless of ethnicity, gender, profi ts, or interest of 
certain groups. Alleviation of poverty is a collective goal that yields only collective 
benefi ts such as zero crime rates, inclusion, no discrimination, and potentially many 
other benefi ts. 
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Vendosja  e sundimit  të Ali Pashë Te p e l e n ë s  me marrjen e Janinës

Emirjana  Fili
University  of  Tirana

Abstrakt

Një çështje e rëndësishme që lidhet me vendosjen përfundimtare të pushtetit të Ali Pashës është 
marrja e një nga qëndrave me një rëndësi të madhe potenciale dhe strategjike, siç ishte qyteti 
i Janinës. Pjesa më e madhe e autorëve të historigrafi së greke dhe të huaj e pranojnë qëllimin 
dhe interesin parësor të Aliut mbi Janinën, por ndajnë mendime të ndryshme në lidhje me 
këto  qëllime të tij. Disa e shikojnë Janinën si qendër e rëndësishme ekonomike dhe tregtare 
me një pozicion strategjik. Disa të tjerë e lidhin me qëllimet patriotike dhe nacionaliste të 
pashit, me prirjet tij kombëtare dhe çlirimtare  për të realizuar autonominë apo vetëqeverisjen 
e elementit shqiptar. Dhe këtu do do të hidhen  edhe bazat e një bashkëpunimi të elementit 
shqiptar dhe grek, ku më vonë do të shërbente si një ambicje e Ali pashë Tepelenë për të krijuar 
e projektuar, shtetin e pavarur greko-shqiptar, një ide e frymëzuar edhe nga fl aka që ndezi 
Revolucioni Francez. Këtu do të ndaj dhe mendimin tim mbi synimet e vërteta që e shtynë 
Aliun ta kthente Janinën në një qëndër të Pashallëkut të tij. 

Fjalët kyçe:  Janina, elementi nacionalist, popullsi multietnike, Sundimi i Ali Pashës.
 

Hyrje

Pashallëqet  e mëdha  shqiptare  u  formuan  rreth  qyteteve  të Shkodrës  dhe 
Janinës,  në terrenin e tregjeve me rëndësi ndërkrahinore,  me popullsi kryesisht 
shqiptare dhe me një klasë sunduese shqiptare. Ato, pa cënuar ende integritetin 
formal të Perandorisë, mundën të përforconin karakterin e tyre shtetëror dhe me 
administratën  e tyre politiko -ushtarake të veçantë, luajtën një rol të rëndësishëm  
në konfl iktet  ndërkombëtare  të kohës, duke u kërkuar edhe si aleatë nga palët 
ndërluftuese.1

Vetë si qytet Janina shtriheshe gjeografi kisht në territoret e Epirit, ku mund të konsid-
erehoshe nga të huajt si një pjese e Europës Juglindore , ku mund te shkriheshein in-
tersat e Perandorive Euopiane. Në përberje të popullsisë së saj , gjeje nga të gjitha gru-
pet etnofetare të Gadishullit të Ballkanit: vlehët, shqiptarët, turqit, sllavët dhe grekët. 
Nga ana tjetër prania e rrugëve tregëtare jug –veri dhe afërsia me ishujt jonianë një 
zonë kjo me ndikim venedikas, përbënin faktorët dominues që i jepnin Epirit fi zion-
ominë e një krahine të vecantë.2

Aliu në këtë kohë kishte krijuar një infl uencë të fuqishme në të gjithë zonën e Thesal-
isë ku arriti të vendoste rendin për të cilin kishin nevojë të gjithë. Aliu asgjesoi grupet 
e kusarëve dhe banorët fi tuan ndjenjën e sigurisë dhe fi lluan të marin frymë lirisht, 
ndërkohë që zona e Thesalisë u bë një shembull i zbatimit të ligjeve.3 

1  Fedhon Meksi ,  Ali Pashë Tepelena dhe fi llesat e nacionalizmit shqiptar , Shtëpia Botuese (Shtypshkronja) 
Ilar, Tiranë : 2015,  27.
2  Foqion Koxageorgis, Për një përkufi zim të kulturës osmane, rasti i turkojaniotëve, Revista Përpjekja nr 
36-37, Tiranë : 2020, 191.
3  Georgios Gatos, Istoria tou Ianinon, Athina: 1965, 78.
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Kryepleqtë e Epirit dhe të Thesalisë, i shkojnë sulltanit duke iu lutur se vetëm Aliu 
mund të shpëtojë vendin nga frushkëllimi i hajdutëve shqiptarë. Pas kësaj shohim se 
Aliu fi llon të ngarkohet me detyra të rëndësishme nga Porta e Lartë. Disa nga këto 
detyra do të ishin largime nga posti të personave të pa dëshirushëm për Perandorinë, 
apo ekspedita të ndërmara kundër atyre që sulmonin pushtetin e sulltanit. Dhe për të 
ekzekutuar vendimet do të ishte  pikërisht Aliu, i cili në  këtë perjudhë kishte fi tuar 
besimin e plotë të Portës së Lartë.
Po dëshira e Ali Pashës nuk ishte që t’i shërbente Portës së Lartë, ai po kërkonte t’a 
braktiste anijen perandori që po mbytej pak nga pak. Dëshira e tij ishte të konsoli-
donte një popullsi plurietnike dhe për këtë duhej të neutralizonte forcën e grupeve 
të armatosura turq dhe të shpartallonte forcën e grupeve të armatosura shqiptare 
dhe greke që sundonte pushtetin ushtarak. Duke mënjanuar feudalët turq, asgjeson-
te fuqinë politike të sulltanit, kurse me ndjekjen e kusarëve, gjithë fuqia ushtarake, 
përqëndrohej në duart e tij. Ngritja në shërbim të ideve të reja, përuronte rendin e një 
tipi të ri të despotizmit përparimtar.4

Nga historiografi a greke vazhdon të pranohet se Aliu, arriti të vendosë rendit dhe e 
qetësisë nëpër territoret e vendeve që ai administronte,  duke tërhequr vëmendjen e 
mjaft prej banorëve të larguar kohë më parë ngë këto anë, për shkak të frikës, tmer-
rit, pasigurisë dhe  plagëve të rënda që patën marrë. Shumë prej tyre u rikthyen në të 
njëjtat shtëpi e prona, pranë vatrave të tyre strërgjyshore.5 

Gjithë ajo egërsi dhe ashpërsi e Aliut për banorët e Thesalisë dhe të Larisës, u kthye në 
një rend dhe siguri të jashtëzakonshme. Bashkë me pastrimin e vendit nga hajdutët 
dhe nga banditët ordinerë, ai lartësoi dhe emrin e tij, e fi lloi të prezantohej përpara 
qeverisë osmane me një fi zionomi dhe me cilësira të tjera. Në një farë mënyre ai gjeti 
një formë të veçantë për administrimin e ligjit, të domosdoshëm për atë kohë. Ai u 
tregua jo vetëm dinak por edhe i drejtë. Dinak sespse zgjodhi një formë racionale për 
administrimin e ligjit, që nuk ishte në kompetencat e tij për t’u zbatuar, por edhe i 
drejtë sepse nuk goditi dhe ndëshkoi popullin e pafajshëm dhe të pambrojtur, por 
keqbërësit, hajdutët dhe anarkistët, bejlerët e pasur.6

Janina për të riun tepelenas do të ishte fundi aspiratës së tij, vendi për të cilin buronte 
respekti dhe lavdia si dhe lindte dashuria për pushtet dhe për sundim.7 

Nga ky grup studiesish grekë , pro Aliut që i përkasin shek të XX, shprehin qartë 
madhështinë e atyre ditëve ku Aliu u prit në Janinë si një hero.
Dhe gëzon pranverën, majin , verën
E tërë Rumelia vjen që t’i falet
Para i gjyjnëzohen dhe qyrkun ia puthin...
Vendosja e Ali pashës në qytet
Kjo dëshirë që kishin banorët e Janinës, lidheshe me shpëtimin e tyre nga terrori i 
mbërthyer. Ata kërkonin ndërhyrjen e Portes së Lartë por vetëm një njeri ishte i zoti 
për rivendosjen e rendit dhe të qetësisë. Për ata ky njeri ishte Ali pasha.8 Por nga ana 
tjetër në një burim grek pasqyrohet mendimi se me përkrahjen e shtresav të pasura 
4  Tasos Vurnas, Ali Pashë Tepelena Ali pashë Tepelena, tiran apo politikan i talentuar?,Studio 
Gervis,  Tiranë : 2003, 62.
5  Georgios Gatos, Istoria tou Ianinon, Athina: 1965, 79.
6  Nikos Ziakos, I antistasi stin Sulion, Athens: 1962, 86.
7  Trifoni Evangelidhes, Istoria Ali Pasa tou Tepelenli, satrapo tes Epirou, Athens: 1895, 109.
8  Taqis Kandhilloros, Ali Tepelenli, Athina: 1968, 37.
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të Janinës Ali Pashë Tepelena hyn në Janinë dhe vendosi sundimin e vet. Qytetarët e 
Janinës kishin bindjen se i vetmi feudal që mund të ruante qetësinë, ashtu siç kishin 
bërë në Thesali, ku kishte shpartalluar bandat grabitëse dhe i kishte fund anarkisë 
feudale, ishte Aliu. Ishte zgjuarsia dhe mprehtësia e tij që e bëri të mundur realizimin 
e qëllimeve të veta, e pamohueshme ishte dhënja fund e anarkisë feudale në këto 
zona.9 

Një grup autorësh të tjerë , bien dakort se ai arriti të sundojë në Janinë me dinakërie tij  
të dhelprës dhe me anën e jataganit, duke luftuar kusarët, dhe kjo falë eksperiencësh 
që ka pasur si kusar në rininë e tij, mund t’i ofronte Perandorisë Osmane, shërbime të 
mira, kjo ishte mënyra më e mirë për të kthyer Janinën në një instrument të qeverisjes 
së tij.10Aq shumë u përpoq të mertë Janinën sa që planifi konte dhe organizonte sulme 
të paqëna, të cilat i asgjesonte me një shpejtësi, në mënyrë që të sigurohej mirë fj ala 
për efi kasitetin  e tij  dhe të shkonte deri në Stamboll. Mbëritja e Aliut në qytet në 
kohën kur kjo e fundit ishte mbuluar plot me armiq të tij, ishte mënyra më e mirë për  
t’i dalë përpara kësaj gjëndje të rënduar.11

Në  kujtimet e një të huaji francez, del se Ali Pashë  Tepelena nuk kishte synime të 
vendoste drejtësinë dhe të kryente akte bamirësie por qëllimi i tij ishte Janina. Ai 
kapërceu Pindin me në krye një ushtri të konsiderueshme dhe u vendos nën muret 
e Janinës së topitur. Ideja e tij nuk ishte ta sulmonte me ushtri Janinën, ushtria do 
t’i shërbente si mbështetje për të përdorur të tjera mënyra, si fl amurin, helmin dhe 
mashtrimin. Disa përkrahës të tij grekë, të cilët i paguante prej kohësh, do të shkonin 
me nxitjen e tij në Kostandinopojë dhe do të kërkonin qeverisjen e qytetit nga ai.12

Kur arriti përpara qytetit, Aliu duke mos pasur besim tek forcat që kishte, nuk guxoi 
t’a sulmojë, prandaj u vendos në bregun verior të liqenit, prej nga niste sulmet për 
të grabitur e plaçkitur fshatrat dhe pasuritë e armiqve të tij. Bejlerët e Janinës të alar-
muar për praninë aq afër të Aliut, i lanë mënjanë mosmarrëveshjet, mblodhën një 
këshill dhe i bënë thirrje popullsisë të merte armët. Edhe nga ana e tij, pashai i Tri-
kallës, kishte lidhur marrëdhënje me pjestarët e shumtë të njërës prej familjeve të 
fuqishme të Janinës. Kur mori vesh se armiqtë e tij, punonin aktivisht kundër tij në 
Kostandinopol, menjëherë ai përhapi fj alë në qytet se sapo ishte njohur nga Porta e 
Lartë si pasha i Janinës dhe natën tjetër, në krye të trupave të tij hyri në kështjellë.13

Edhe historiografi a shqiptare deri diku e ka pranuar se Aliu, me ndihmën e parisë së 
tij në qytet, përhapi lajmin se Porta e Lartë e emëroi sundimtar të Janinës.14 Por këtu 
theksohet se Porta e Lartë, duke e konsideruar Janinën si një pashallëk grindjesh të 
vazhdushme dhe duke pasur besim se Aliu do t’a nënshtronte këtë vend, e emëroi 
atë si sundimtar të Janinës dhe në vend të tij, në Trikallë emëroi djalin e tij, Veliun.15 

Masat  e marra në Janinë

Si veprim i parë i Aliut ishte qetësimi i klimës në Janinë, duke premtuar bejlerëve 
9  Ianis Lambridhes, Ipirotika Melentima, Athina : 1887, 102.
10  Kosta Merzin, Anekdota Istorika peri Ali Pasa Tepelenli, Ianina: 1954, 23.
11  Po aty.
12  Ibrahim Manzur Efendi, Kujtime për Ali Pashë Tepelenën, Tiranë: Globus R, 2003, 79.
13  Gabriel Remerand, Pashai i Janinës, Globus R.,Tirane: 2004, 30-31.
14  Gabriel Meksi, Origjina e Ali Pashë Tpelenës, (dorëshkrim), Tiranë: AIH, AIII-165, 10.
15  Stavri Naçi, Shteti Vasal i Shqipërisë së Jugut, (dorëshkrim),   Tiranë: AIH, AIII-394, 22.
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mbrojtjen dhe ngritjen në administratën e tij. Me të gjitha mjetet ai u përpoq të jus-
tifi konte uzurpimin e pushtetit në Janinë. Aliu qe bërë zot i Janinës. Endrra ishte 
bërë realitet16. Ai nuk la ata kundërshtarë që deshin të arratiseshin, por u premtoi se 
askush nuk do t’i prekte me dorë17, duke u premtuar mbrojtjen, madje i ftoi të vinin 
në Janinë18. 
Më interesantja ishte se ai për herë të parë zbatoi një risi, duke futur në këshillin e vet 
edhe grekë, të cilët me talentin e tyre, i dolën më se të dobishëm19. Krahas bejlerëve 
shqiptarë në administratën civile u vendosën përfaqësues të borgjezisë zejtaro-treg-
tare ortodokse shqiptare dhe greke. Aliu bëri të kënaqur grupin e bejlerëve. U vu në 
jetë barazia midis myslimanëve dhe të krishterëve në të drejta dhe në detyra. Me këtë, 
ai mundi të zbusë deri një farë mase urrejtjen dhe armiqësinë midis dy grupeve. Edhe 
bylykbashët, Aliu i kishte zgjedhur nga radhët e të krishterëve20. 
 Ai shpalli se do të qeveriste me drejtësi, se do të vendoste qetësinë dhe sigurimin 
e brendshëm, duke mos kursyer këdo që guxonte të shkelte urdhërat. Premtimet 
kënaqnin si masat e thjeshta të qytetarëve dhe të fshatarëve. Postet ushtarake i zunë 
feudalë të vegjël shqiptarë, besnikë të tij. Ata u përfshinë në divan dhe në krahinat e 
pashallëkut. Këto masa e ndihmuan atë të riorganizonte një ushtri besnike. 
Disa autorë me të drejtë shkojnë më larg, duke pohuar se Aliu vendosi rregullin e 
ligjin21. Masat e Aliut janë vlerësuar si një program ambicioz punësh publike mbasi 
Aliu synonte të konsiderohej si një sundimtar i nivelit botëror, i denjë për t’u kraha-
suar me Napoleonin22.
 Pasi siguroi mbështetjen e qytetit, të fshatarësisë dhe të feudalëve të vegjël, Aliu u 
hodh kundër feudalëve të mëdhenj, sidomos ndaj atyre që i kishin rezistuar. Disa 
i arrestoi, disave u konfi skoi pasuritë, disa të tjerë lanë plaçkë e katandi dhe ikën 
nga sytë këmbët. Pasi i ndihmonte agallarët dhe koxhabashët që të shtypnin trazirat, 
vendoste garnizonet e tij ushtarakë. Me zbatimin e këtyre masave pothuajse kudo u 
vendos qetësia sa thuhej se «mund të fl inte delja me ujkun në sanxhakun e Janinës . 
Në saje të zotësisë së jashtëzakonshme që tregoi në Janinë, fi toi simpatinë e besimin 
e të gjithëve23.
Pushteti në pashallëk ishte përqëndruar në duart e Ali Pashës , i cili sundonte si një 
monark absolut. Në të gjithë territoret punohej sips urdhërave të tij. Legjislacioni 
mbeti i pandryshuar i perandorisë osmane por Ali Tepelena, nxirrte hërë pas here 
akte të vecanta normative, që quheshin bujurdi . Nëpërmjet tyre vendoseshin rregulla 
për të gjithë banorët e vendit. Ku ndonjëhërë ato mund të kishin dhe karakter indi-
vidual.24

Në këtë territor ku Aliu sundoi sipas mënyres dhe urdhëresave të tij, në shumë autorë 
shikojme mendimin se në Janinë mbizoteronte qetësia, një “qëtësi e pa parë më parë 
16  Irakli Koçollari. Policia sekrete e Ali Pashës, vëll.I, sht.b.»ILAR», Tiranë :2004, 185-192.
17  G.Remerand, Pashai i Janinës, vep. cit, f. 36.
18 Müfi d. A.Libohova, Tepedelenli Ali Paşa, Istanbul, 1902, 65-66.
19  Francois Pouqueville, Ali Tepelena, Sht.b. K&B,Tiranë : 2009, 73-76.
20  G.Remerand, Pashai i Janinës, vep. cit, f. 36.
21   S.N.Naçi, Shteti vasal, vep. cit. f. 22-26.
22  Katerin Fleming, Bonapardi Mysliman, Tiranë: Dituria : 2003, f 63.
23   S.N.Naçi, Shteti vasal, vep. cit,f. 21-26.

24  Aleks Luarasi, “Pashallëku I Janinës nën sundimin e Ali Pashë Tepelenës ” , Cështje të historisë së shtetit 
dhe të së drejtës , Shtepia Botuese Luarasi , Tiranë: 1998,  65.
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dhe bashkë me të u vendos dhe autoriteti i besimit tek Pashai 25“ shprehet Studiuesi 
Stavri Naci . Sipas  Haxhi Shehretit, në pashallëkune Janinës mund të fl inte delja me 
ujkun. 26

Qyteti gjatë kohës së Ali Pashës  kishte  rëndësi  të pamatë  gjeografi ke,  ekonomike  
dhe kulturore. U vendosën  raporte  me vendet  e bregut  tjetër,  si Venediku,  
Padova  dhe Livorno;  në rrugë tokësore kishte kontakte të rëndësishme me Beo-
gradin, Sarajevën, Vjenën dhe qendra të tjera urbane.27  

Sigurisht që këto kontakte 
me botën perëndimore  dhe lindjen gjithashtu, u mundësua qarkullimi i të huajve  
të shumtë në territoret e pashallëkut.
Në këtë qëndër multikulturore gjuha e përdorur ishte greqishtja. Studiuese Koxa-
georgis i cili arrin në këtë përfundim i refereohet edhe një vëzhguesi shumë të 
vëmëndëshëm sic ishte koloneli anglez. William Leake i cili shkruan në 1805 “ midis 
turqve dhe myslimanëve shqiptare, në cdo dhjëtë fj alë të greqishtes që fl asin një është 
turqisht, dhe mes atyre që kanë lindur musliman kjo mund të jëtë gjithë turqishtja që 
dinë  “28

Midis grupeve të popullatave epiriote të cilët greqishten e kishin gjuhë amëtare, në 
atë kohë ishin myslimanët e Janinës, Artës dhe Konicës . 29

Këtë fakt e kemi të përmendur edhe tek Fleming, ku thekson se nuk ka një mënyrë as 
më të vogël për të shquar një ndryshim midis një shqiptari dhe greku. 30

N ë  t ë r r ë s i ,  Pashallëku i Janinës nga pikpamja organizative kishte tiparët e një 
shteti por pushteti i tij nuk ishte kryesisht i pavarur. Aliu po largohej dora dorës 
nga varësia e Portës së Lartë, hera herës ai plotësonte ndonjë kërkesë të saj kur nuk 
cënoheshin interesat e tij dhe kundërshtonte kur Porta nuk kishte mundësi ta ndësh-
konte. Ai arriti të qeveriste në mënyrë autonome , duke shkuar me vendiosmëri dhe 
konsekuencë në rrugën e shkëputjes përfundimtare nga Turqia por nuk arriti të reali-
zonte plotësisht qëllimet e veta, Pashallëku i Janinë mbeti në fund të fundi një zotërim 
feudal autonom. 31 Ndërsa qëndra e tij Janina, gjatë fundit të shekullit të XVIII dhe fi l-
limit të shekullit të XIX, falë reformave dhe ambicjes se Ali Pashë Tepelelnës, u kthye 
në një qëndrë të rëndësishme në Ballkan.

Përfundime

Ali Pashë Tepelena, duke shfrytëzuar edhe postin tij si komandant i grykave,  mun-
dohet të ketë fuqi mbi zonën e Epirit e të Thesalisë dhe falë të gjitha manovrave të 
tij arritë të siguroje besimin  tek banorët e Janinës dhe sigurinë tek Porta e Lartë se 
ishte i vetmi njëri që mund të vendoste rregull dhe ligj, në ato territore të uzurpuara 
nga kusarë dhe banditë, duke marrë Janinën  dhe duke e kthyer atë në qëndër të 
pashallëkut të vet. Nuk e shikoj marrjen e Janinës nga Aliu si dëshirë për pangopësi, 
pushtetet dhe ofi qe, por si një qëndër të rëndësishme , ku ai do të lidhte synimet e tij 
25  S,N.Naci, Sheteti Vasal i Shqipërisë së Jugut , dorëshkrim...fq 24.
26  M. A. Libohova , Ali Pasha,  Tiranë: AIH, AIII-395,  f 67.
27  Po aty f 30.
28 (Leake, Ë, Travels in Northen Greece. vellIV, Londer 1835 f 150) sipas Foqion Koxageorgis, Koxageorgis, 
Për një përkufi zim të kulturës osmane, rasti i turkojaniotëve... vep e cit. 193.
29  Po aty.
30  Katerin Fleming, Bonapardi Mysliman, Tiranë: Dituria, 2003 f 108.
31  Aleks Luarasi, “Pashallëku I Janinës nën sundimin e Ali Pashë Tepelenës ” vep. e cit.  fq 64.
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për reforma në fushën, ligjore, ekonomike dhe kulturore. Dhe kjo u vu re në politikat 
që ndoqi më vonë gjatë sundimit të tij. 
E për më tepër  qyteti i Janinës ishte domosdoshmërisht një potencial i kulturës së 
hapur mes popujve. Ky ishte një mjedisin që e ndihmoi Ali Pashën të krijonte dhe 
të ndërtonte një administratë model, për nga struktura dhe funsionimi. qyeteti dhe 
shtresate shoqërore  të  qytetit e imponuan që të vepronte në në mënyrë të ndryshme 
nga Bushatllinjtë. Sepse shtrirja gjeografi ke ku ankesat kërkesat dhe korespondencat 
vinin nga territore të ndryshme apo nga përberje e ndryshme e shtresëzimit, do ta 
bënte Aliun , që të kishte si një shtyllë të rëndësishme të sistemit të qeverisjes së tij. 
Atij i duhej të administronte territore kulturalisht të ndryshëm , e për këtë arsye atij 
nuk mund ti lejohej të mbante  qëndrim të njëanshëm , ndaj një etnie të caktuar, nuk 
mund tja krijonte këtë” luks” sepse përpara se të  ndërtonte një administratë i duhej 
të ruante një ekuilibër midis bashkesisë greke dhe bashkësisë turke që gjeti në Janinë, 
e më pas shtrirja gjeografi ke drejt zonave kulturalisht greke si zona e Thesalisë apo të 
Greqisë qëndrore, përzjerrja e popullatës si në besim ashtu dhe në gjuhë ku pjesa më 
e madhe ishin grekë dhe fl isnin greqisht dhe një popullatë shqiptare greqisht folëse , 
e bëntë Aliun që gjithë fuqinë e tij ta bazonte tek teritori dhe jo tek populli. 
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